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ZHTRODUCTION 
When one studies the writings of Dr. Walther in the 
field of the doctrine of the Church and the ministry) one 
cannot fail to notice his peculiar approach to this locus 
of theology. In employing the word *pecuiiar} we do so 
advisedly. In a certain sense, he expresses the same doc- 
trine proclaimed by the martyrs of apostolic days. In this 
respect, Walther is ecumenical, not peculiarly original. On 
the other hand, placing his theories beside the theories of 
his contemporaries, we must admit that Walther is an excep- 
tion to the rule. 
Walther's peculiarity consists in his strict adher- 
ence to the Seriptures in matters of doctrine and life. 
Also in this doctrine concerning the Church and the Minis- 
try, Walther displays this particular characteristic. His 
Scriptural approach to this doctrine has saved us from 
many possible aberrations in our own day, From his vast 
experience we can see the dangers that lie in any slight 
departure from the Scriptural view of the Church and the 
Ministry. Furthermore, no one can realiy evaluate, under= 
stand, and appreciate what Walther has done under God, ute 
less he discovers the underlying reasons for his remark- 
able approach to this doctrine. 
The chief point to remember in Walther's theology, 
in general, is that nothing of it belongs in the purely rae 
academic category. On the contrary, his theology comes
from the Scriptures and follows a great struggle of con- 
science in the performance of practical church duties and 
obligations. In citing the men who were responsible for 
the problems of Walther's time, we shall consider only the 
doctrinal aspects, and not the historical features of the 
period. 
Since our interest is doctrinal, we shall confine 
  
ourselves to the main points at issue. After the deposié 
tion of Stephan, great doubts arose as to whether they were 
still 2 ‘shuxeh’, in the true sense of the term. Inasmuch 
as Stephan had stressed that nothing was to be done, noth- 
ing was to be preached without his approval, that any 
sacred act performed by one not in harmony with his views 
was not valid, the group was filled with consternation. 
The general impression now was that they were not a legiti- 
mate group, but a *rabble', which had forsaken the true 
church in Germany. Stephan, with his hierarchical views, 
had so thoroughly dominated the thinking of theasebtlement, 
that even Walther was in great doubt for some time. ‘The 
Clergy’ was troubled by the question whether the colonists 
constituted congregations with authority to call ministers, 
and many of the laymen entertained similar doubts concer- 
ning the right offministers to‘hold their office here after 
having left their charges across the sea.’ " 1) 
Indidentally, one might mention in this connection 
other errors which called for a clearer treatment of this 
1) Goncordia Gyclopedia, Concordia Publ. House, SteLouis, 
Moe, 1927, pe486. 
Hotes It will be remembered that Stephen served as self- 
appointed bishop of the settlement at Altenburgsio.
doctrine of the Church and the Ministry. lerbach and 
Vehse, laymen, had misconceptions regarding the relation of 
the Church to the State. They maintained that the Govern- 
ment should make the regulations for the execution of chatel 
affairs. This thought is pertinent to our subject, since 
it shows the need of clarigication of the Biblical teaching “ 
of the Ghurch and Ministry. VYensd) as we are told, after 
  
expressing extreme views on the rights of the laity, ree 
turned to Germany, He had gone to the other extreme and had 
taught that the clergy should have no voice in the synodical 
deliberations. After Merbach had drawn up certain theses on 
this important subject, Walther held a debate with him at 
Altenburg during this time of doubt and uncertainty. Wale 
ther, basing his theses of the universal priesthood of all 
believers, won the victory. Again there was peace in the 
hearts of the people. Even Merbach himself was convinced of 
the Seripturalness of his opponent's principles. 
The second controversy, occasioned by the Hirtenbrief 
of Pastor Grabau of Buffalo, W.Ye, brought Walther and his 
Colleagues to grips with the same problem in slightly adif- 
  
ferent forme Certain congregations under Grabau'’s influence, 
in Wisconsin and elsewhere, asked Grabau whether it was pro- 
per for them to appoint an elder to administer the sacraments 
and perform other functions, when it was impossible to sesure 
the services of a regularly ordained pastor. 2) "Es ist vor- 
3) Cf. TH bu aye oda Bericht, 1901 ,p.S5. 
my Bol'tsomettt mice e gesammte luth. Theologie und Kirche, 
Vole Ip PPe 135 to Ae a critique of Vense's works 
Die Stephanische Auswanderunge
avleszt worden, durch eine Anfrage der Gemoinden in Milwavkes 
und Freistadt, ob nicht einige ihrer Vorskeher'ordinirt wer- 
den moechten, die Sakramente uswe zu verwalten, da sie keinen 
Prediger hactteng sie hactten schon den Bruder N.N. erwachlt 
und baeten um dessen Bestaetigung, dasz er, chne Prediger zu 
sein, die Amtsverhandlungen verrichten mocchte",. The answer 
was in the negative, which he expressed in the Hirtenbrief. 
He warned them against such a practise as imitating the 
spirit of the heretics and enthusiasts. He also sent a copy 
of this letter to the Saxon brethren for a theological opi- 
nion. In view of their recent experiencdé with gtephanism, 
they could hardly answer otherwise than thpy did, * Unfortuna- 
tely, the controversy was charatterized by much bliterness 
and emotional writing, Yor this reason, it is very difficult — 
. to give an exact evaluation of Grabau's writings, He may not 
have been extreme, but we can only judge by the written word. 
One thing is certain, however, and that is this: Grabau wes 
of a different epirite He had little patience with any prin- 
ciple which would elevate the laity. to=the-heighta-se-Walther 
.¢@, Wevertheless, this bitter struggle only served to dee- 
pen the conviction of Walther-that the supremacy of the local 
congregation must be upheld. The result of the controversy 
Was a Clearer conception of the doctrine not only anong Mise 
sourd men, but even among the men of the Buffalo Synod, the 
group which Grabau organized later in 1845, after 1866, when 
the Buffalo Colloquium had finished its deliberations, no 
less than eleven men of his group joined the ranks of our 
Balen? 
“Tie Saxons had to re Jeat(Stephan's) stand as Romanizing,
Synod, The ultimate fruit of the discussion was remniables 
although Grabau remained unchanged until the very last. 
Related to this controversy is the theology of the 
noted Pastor Wilhelm Loche, of Germany, a contemporary of 
Walther and Grabau. It is difficult to criticize his views» 
inasmuch as he pepresents the German method of approach, 1— 
which calls for careful and scrutinizing study, if one is to 
conceive of theology correctly. His language éiffers greatly 
from Walther's; his approach is altogether unusual, to say 
the least. From another point of view, Locke's eneelosy, es= 
pecially his treatment of ths Church, is rather enigmatic. 
Several times he utters truths and words to which we may sub- 
. scribe whole-heartedly, but then again he introduces matters 
Which distort his fine description of the Church of Christ. _ 
From another standpoint, Loehe'’s writings must be treated with . 
diseretion.s He lived in the State-Church, and, although he eee 
often wished to see the Lutheran Ghurch as an independent body 
he never could fully appreciate the situation in America. Also 
from a historical point of view, Loche is to receive a belen- 
ced evaluation. In the practical ficld of mission work, he 
did much for our Synod, in establishing outposts with his 
trained candidates and missionaries. 
While his relationship with Walther and our synod had 
been very intimate, already in 1850 there were signs of dif= 
ference. Yor a number of months the difference in views on 
the Ghurch was expressed in their correspondense with each 
other, While Loche’s principles were not quite so crass, 
there was considerable hesitancy in subscribing to them.
% 
- 
Loehe, unaccustomed to the practical application of Luther's i~ 
‘ideals in Church polity, felt that the group in America, es- 
pecially the Saxons, had become infected with the iiberty of ‘ 
American churches. He felt that this would: be a mimappiica= 
tion of Christian liberty. In various letters it was pointed 
out to him that this was not the general trend in America, 
inasmuch as the Episcopalian and Presbyterian forms of church 
polity predominated, The hierarchical tendencies were far 
more in evidence, as was also the case with Stephan. 
; Since no clear view could be set forth by scorrespon- 
dence and no agreement could be reached, Synod delegated Wal- 
ther and Wyneken to visit Lceehe personally. In the summer of 
1851 they met with Loche and discussed the points of differ- 
ence. Then it seemed as though dil the main matters had been 
clarified and expedited. Within two years, however, the tide 
changed. Grabau and his co-workers also visited Loche and ‘~ 
seemingly persuaded him to acoppt their point of view. ‘That 
Loehe approached the views of Grabau, can be seen from Loehe's 
statements in his Unsere us Be, » in which he sets 
forth the various issues in the controversy between Walther 
and Grabau.e Gradually it became apparent that Loche, while 
not fully endorsing the views of Grabau, cok#d not agree 
with the principles of Walther. The break came very reluc- 
tantly, and Loehe’s followers formed the Iowa Synod, while 
many of his Sendlinge joined the Missouri Synod. 
While thisstruggle was going on, the leaders of the 
Saxons formed the Missouri synod at Chicago, Ilia, in 1847. 






princlples were to have adinfluence upon the shaping of the 
new body, Its constitution and by-laws everywhers emphasised 
the supremacy of the congregation. Every clause was worded 
carefully so as to safeguard the rights of every congresa= 
tion member, in contrast .to any hierarchical tendency, so 
prevalent at the time, Although the original hes undergone 
certain revisious, the constitution still emphasizes these 
principles. That this body is uot a consistory, uot a church 
government in the renal seuse,-is evident from Article vit, 
he Relation of Synod to its Memberss 
“In its relation to its members the 
Synod is not an egelesiastical go- 
verment exercising legislative or 
ecercive powers, and with respect : 
to the individual congregations’ right 
of self-government it is but an ad= 
Visory body. Accordingly, mo resolue 
tion of Synod imposing anything upon 
the individual congregation is of bine 
ding force if it is not in accordance 
with the Word of God or if 1% appears 
inexpedient as far as the condition of 
the congregation is concerned." 3) 
By the grace of God, this principle of lay rights and congre= 
gational freedom has been upheld:in this Synod to the present 
days : 
Aside from the results and circumstantial 
eauses of Walther's vigorous defense of the universal priest~ 
 
hood of all believers end the supremacy of the local congre= 
   
vang. Iuthe Synod of Missouri, 
Ohio, and other States, Concordia Publ. House, 
St. Louis, Moes 1957, De Ss 
  




gation, there is also a motivating factor in Walther's these 
logical -background that draws one's attention. It is his de- 
pendence upon the clear, Biblical thinking of Luther, in om” 
nection with the doctrine of the Ghurch and Ministry. While 
Walther does. quote the early Church Fathers, the most pro- 
minent sourse of testimony {notes not of proof$) is the 
great Reformer ,-Particularly,; the letter of Luther to the 
Bohemians. occupies a great place in Walther's-writiges. Wale 
ther's Kizche und Amt, his Rechte Gestalt,"and his Die yehre 
Sichtbare Kirche auf Irden give evidence for our contention 
that he approached this problem under the ‘tutelage’ of Lu» 
ther. All these factors tend to shape Walther's theology and 
place him estong the few theologians who have hed the correct 
conception of the believer's status, blessings, and privi- 
ieges in the household of God. 4) 
4) Hotes In the development of this group of theses, we shal} 
' devote more attention to Grabau and Loehe's views, 
and not so much the theory of Stephane Moreover, 
we have seen fit to delimit our topic still more, 
by eliminating from our discussion both the Mil= 
waukee and Buffalo Colloquia. 
* The more complete title of the second work listed above: 
Die rechte Gestalt einer vom Staate unabhaengigen 
_ Evy. luth, Ortsgemeinde; Laps
UNIT OR: THE DOCTRINE OF THe CHURCH 
I The Definition of the Church: 
There is no discussion of the Ghurch and . 
Ministry which can ignore the defini tion of the Church. 
4uy vagary is the result of an error in this basic con= 
septione Only when the definition is clears can there be 
Glarity in any point of the doctrines Walther, therefore, 
very properly begins with this thesiss 
"fhe Church, in + es proper sense sof 
the term, is communion of nGSo 
that is, the a total of all those 
who have been called by the Holy spirit 
through the Gospel from out of the lost 
end econdemjed human race, who truly be- 
lieve in Christ, and who have been sance 
tified by wats faith and incorporated in~ 
to Christe" 
Grabeu's View of the Churoh 
in order to understand the approach of Gra- 
bau, it is well to bear in mind that the majority of German 
theologiats conceived of the Iutheran Church 4s an. aseéenct 
ideal, which was to be perpetuated from centuries to contur- 
fos. Cfr. Werner Blerts Der Ghristlichs Glaubs, as well as 
Siegfried Hebarts: Wilhelm Loehes Lehre von der Kirche, ihr 
4Smt_und Regiment. With an ideal picture of the Lutheran 
Ghurch in mind, Grabau defined the true Church, the una _sano- 
tea, to the exclusion of members of ail heretical bodies. The 
5) Dalinemn-Deu-ingelders Werther and the Church, Goncordia 
OUSE, SGelL0UlS, Woes 1958, 
= 56, a translation of Walther's 
writings on Church and Ministrys
~ 10 - 
Gonzchay in Grabau's thinking, opincides with the sum total 
of thone'who vigibly take part in the Church's Word and 
Sacraments, the administration of which és iu every respect 
in accordance with Christ's institudion, He mintains very 
definitely that the true flock of Christ is not found among 
the false churches: 
“Perner sollte mn mit unserm mi$—in~ 
Ee acne sohare nicht in felschen mis
chen sammle, sondern sie herausfuchre 
gu einer Heerde," Joh. 10, 16, 6) 
Evidently, Grabau either missed the. point or was making a 
false charge against tle Saxons, when he accused then of 
saying that the false churches per ss belonged to the une 
sanct®. Walther, therefore, explained the saxon, position 
and refuted this charge of Grabaus 
"Zu pbemerken ist hierg dasz das Informa 
torium uhs den Wahn beimiszt, dase die 
falschen Kirchen ais soiche ein Teil 
der allgemeinen Kirche seien, wachrend 
wir behauptet haben, dasz sie mit zur. 
Eetholisehen Kirche gehocren, mur inso- 
CSRS EL SR She Sache BEES derselben 
en habene 
On the one hand, Walther safeguarded any mistake in his de- 
finktion by clearly excluding the false teachers who denied 
the fundamentals of Christian faith and nominal mambers of 
the Ghuvch who belonged merely to the external oxganization. 
On the other hand, he included those in the umk sancte, who, 
 
in spite of membership in an erring communion, still clung %> 
Gy “Geabaus Zurormetortim, 31s PPe 5B and 593 Cis. Lutherane: 
Vole Gp Dare 9, series; — a, 
7) Walther: Iutheraner, vole 95 ppe Sl and S25
a ao 
the several essential doctrines of Christianity. Furthermore, 
Grabau definitely attacked Waither's view that the commmion 
of all true believers is the Church, He strenuously rejected 
## Walther's statement that membership in the invisible Church 
is absolutely necessarye He wrotes 
“Hs sei Schwaermerel, dasz ¢s hinreichend 
Sra ee cesta hate rns 
keine & ¢ sondern die Wine heilige 
christ @ Kirche mit eilmmethigen Be-« 
kenutnisz der Wahrheit sei.” 8) 
As we notice from ea later passage in his snrorsetorivens CBe De 
70 ££., Vole II, Grabau's objection was motivated by a deep 
concern for the visible Ghurch. He'felt that a statement like“ 
Walther's would only serve to encourage independists, who under-— 
Gstimate the visible Church. He felt that 1% would cause them 
46 disregard the visible churches all the more. Although we ane 
ticipate somewhat, we m#éight add here that. Grabau confuses the 
invisible and the visible Church. Walther. very ably removed the 
Objection of Grabau. The substance of his words ass We profess 
that it is not absolutely necessary to know which is and where 
the true visible Ghurch is, for wa teach, in opposition to: the 
papiets, that ordinartiy, not necessarily, thet o man may be 
waved without knowing this, if he is only a member of the ine 
‘ visible Ghurch. 9) Thus Grabau confused the visible and the in= 
Fisible Church. : 
‘However, for Grabau, the correct aantadaicn 
tion of the Sacraments does not yet guarantee that there oie 
has the una _sanote, the true Church. The correct, valid, and ef- 
a Grabaus iutormatoriums Il, pe ?0§ 
9) Walther: Iutheraner, vole "os “par. 15 of seriess
ficaclous administration of the snoranentss of the means “ 
of means of grate, is co bingen the xi call of 
th stor, or the rite voostume {As we shall see later, 
he says that not only the words of institution, but also 
the correct oail is necessary for the proper and valid ad- 
ministration of the Setramentse) Grabau states: 
“Es bleibt auch dabei, dasz die Worte 
des Sakramsnts des Alters in die- 
nender re des Antes weeitie ‘Sind, 
m weloher der Herr sie will gebraucht 
haben," 10) 
He also remarks, in another connections 
"Daher hat auch die Kirche seit den aele 
testen Zeiten geglaubt, dasz zur rech- 
ten Yerwaltung der hii. te, 3 Sakranen 
zur Erthellung der Absolution, nicht al- 
leit das Wort dex Binsetzung an sich ge~ 
hoeré, sondern auch der rechte roattliche 
Beruf und Befehi,* ain 
The sacerdotelistie trend in Grebau ise here very apparent, 
for such e view es he expresses really makes the ministry a 
Levitical priesthood, an intermediazy between the means of 
grace and the people. Of this we shall treat in Quit IT, in 
greater detail. : 
Grabau, at any rate, is very emphatic in” 
--pointing to the zigh $ call ag making a certain group a part 
of the true Church, the una sancta. Grabau insisted that the 
validity of the pastor's e211 is so essential that those who 
disagreed with his view would be om the verges of losing the 
a Grabsus Hiztenbrict, De 455 
il Grabaus ope Cites Po 153
e 13 «a 
Mame 'Church?, He states this matter very clearlys v 
"Und wenn die Gemeinde einen solchen 
Unberufenen aufwirft, so macht sie 
sich selbst der troestlichen Gewisz- 
heit verlustig, ob Gott die wahre 
Kirche bei ihr erhalten werde." 12) 
Similarly he writess 
"Hine Gemeinde, die sich solchen goett- 
lichen Ordnungen nicht unterwerfen wol~ 
lte, hoerte auf, lutherisch kirchlich 
gu sein und waere nicht anders, als mit 
Hamen einer Rottée su nennen.” 15) 
He went to the exent of saying that those who were disagresc= 
ing with him on this point, were no longer a Church and were 
distributing mere bread and wine in Holy Commmion. 14) 
The quéations however, arises: Whose pas=- 
ters have the right call? Thosewho have conceived of ordina= / 
tion as a divine ordinance. Who has this teaching? The Lue 
theren Ghurch, according to the Confessions. (Grabau operates 
chiefly with the visible Church, and with the Ministry as a: ; 
Clerical order.) Since the Lutheren Church has this right call, 
it can be Galled the Church. Grabau says that the only true 
 
Church, the Church of Christ on earth, is the visible Iutheran 
Church. He states very emphaticallys 
“Diesog alle (welche auszer der sichtbaren 
lutherischen Kirche sich als Glaeubigen 
befinden), wo man sie findet, gehoeren zu 
dex Hinen sichtbaren Kirche und Gemeinde 
Gottes auf Erdens saeszen sie auch mitten 
unter Pacbstlern, Galvinisten, Tuerken, Hei# 
2) Grabaus ope Cite, De 173 
15) Grabaus ope Cites De 47 and 453 
14) Hotes This matter is taken up at greater length in Unit 
II, im connection with the Administration of the 
Sacraments. Grabau, moreover, made the validity 
ef the call contingent again upon the rite of or-- 
dination. This rite to him was a divine ordinance, 
en essential part of the right call. The term 'right* 
Call, cf. Unit Ile
=~li- 
den, Sie sind Lutheraner, Informatorium,I, 2, In 
dieser Elnigen sichtbaran Kirche ist die sogenannte 
unsichtbare, sonst Nirgends,,Wwie nin der Glaube an 
dia reine Lehre und enente, £0 ist Gottes Reich 
an die wahre sichtaara Kirche verbunden, Und aller 
wahrer, Lépendiger Giazbe, der durch's Wort in den 
Hexrsen dex Menschen aut Erden ist, sehoort+ in der 
Sichtbaren Luth, “irche hinesin, alles, was berufen 
15¢, una dem Worte Gotties glaust und goettlich Lebt, 
gaehiet Gott in die sichtware iuth. Kirche hinein 
und alles, was heuchelt, und truegi, szachlet kr hine 
aus," 15) 
Observing Grabeu's definition of the Church, we might say 
that it ia ¢too narrows if there are believers within the 
heretical vommunions who cling to the merit of Christ, they 
are included in the una sanééa, regardless of the fact that 
their church may have the wrong notion regarding the ministry, 
Walther also indicated that we do not; deny the call of a Cale 
vinistic pastor, insofar as he is the preacher of the Gospel, 
chosen by believers to serve them, His gall, in that respect, 
is valid, Sseondly, Grabau's view militateas againat the sola- 
gratia, if consistently carried out in its details, insover 
as it makes it imperative to Betong to the visible lutheran 
Church to haye positive assurance of salvation, This view és 
definitely Nomanizing, Lt agrees with Rome's dictum: "Extra 
ecolesianm nulla est salius,’ He says; "Die lutherische Kirche 
sei eine sichtbare Kirche auszer weleher Niemand selig were 
den koenne{" 16) In an incisive essay on this period, Walther 
Ib) Lutheraner, vol. 9, p. 7422, t par, 93 
16) Grabaus Syn, Bericht, 2,24; Informatorium, 1,2,
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also stated his impressions on this statement of Grabau, 
“Die lutherische Kirche sei die allein seligmchende." 17) | | 
A similar remark in Grabau's writing manifests the sams po- : 
sition: "Dasz susgzer der lutherischen Kirche niemand selig 
werden kann, ist uur su gewleze"” 18) The thizd point which 
we criticize in Grebau's definition is this: the deciding 
factor which decides whether or not you belong to the una 
Banctea, the true Church, is the cali of your pastor. This, 
very logically forces the conclusions the clezgy, then, is 
the Glurch, the teaching office is the una sancta. We are 
rive at Home sgaine This view is definitely Romanizings 19) 
(Gfx. Unit IZ, for further discussion of Grebau's view that 
the clergy coincides with the Church, especially his view 
of the Office of the Keys). Another writer, Koestering, se~ 
leots several quotations from Grabau's writings, particu- 
larly stressing the words of the Informboriua I, po22 ffo, 
as follewss 
“Wohi sagt or, diese Gewalt sei der gane 
gen Kirche gegebeng was er aber dant ’ 
meint, spricht er an einem andern orte 
klar eus, wo er segts "Christus gibt das 
‘ hoechste und letzte Gericht der Kirchen, 
da er spricht, sag's der Kirche. Daraus 
foigt mum, dasz in solchen Spruechen 
nicht adllein Petrus, sondern der ganze 
Haufe Apostel geneint wirde" 20) 
Digressing on this point fora moment, we may say that, as 
GYANSFsVOLe Yo Dae 6 of the seriess 
18) Exide Bericht» 1001, vo 465 - 
29)" o ROm@.e Trid. Gatechism, I, 10,73 alsos Catech. Romanus 
TI, ‘10, question 9: "Zuweilen werden auch mit dem Namen 
der ierche ‘Vozgenctzte und Pastoren bezeichnet. 
20) J. Te Koestering: Auswanderung der sacchs. iutheraner im 
Jahve 1855, A. Wiebuscen Eye: see7- See LOULS, Pe LOR
o 16 = 
Koestering inphiun, Grabau ‘evidently identified the clergy 
with the Church, fox, if the Church aw & whoie'is given the 
power of the Keys, and the clergy alone transmits this power 
to another person when ordained, with the result that the 
 
laity remains passive, there is no other conclusion to mke, 
except that the Church is the clergy. That is precisely the 
\ Point: which Grabeu had pressed, although he did not express 
himself as clearly as one might expect. Howevers his iusis~ 
tence that the Church and the Ministry are c tives, on- 
iy serves to strengthen our conviction on this points 
"Kirche und Lehrer der Kirche sind goett- 
ayers seiny oa aint Corcsbaaivan vie’ 
_keine Braut ohne Bracutigem sein kann."21) 
This peculiar emphasis of Geuhon, though seemingly correct 
i? understood correctly, is nevertheless indicative of Bo- 
manizing. Clericalisn. This previous statement is pertinent 
to his remarks concerning imtth. 18, 205 "telling it to the 
Church", ete. Using the Latin term ‘ubicuugus', waasly, v 
‘wherever’, he maintains that this implies that the Church 
has the ministry according to the oxdinance of Christ. He 
says that the entire Church, the whole Church, is spoken of 
here in Christ's statements ‘tWhere two or three are gathered 
in My mame, there am I in the midst of them’, Walther, on 
the other vats euswers this stand with quotation from the 
Bi) 7s Vole 3 oa 12 of series, citing Grabau's 
“seoodn” Byndaalbriets 
?
e if «= 
zoel of Gerhard, in which he shows that it mkes little dif- 
ference who gathers the believers, 2s long as they are gathered 
, 4n Jesus’ name and by God's Word. If they. follow Christ's 
word, then God is in their midst, then is also the Church. Cf. 
SRS eraner, Vole 9, pars 12ff. of seriese 
Finsily, the ‘action taken wy Grabau and 
“is followers 4m 1859, when they excommmicated the entire 
Missouri synod y indicates the lack of clarity in Grabau's 
“conesption of the Churche His concept of the una sanote wae 
very limited ins scope, fors by this action he defined the 
Ghuzch as constituting those who followed him. the vest, whom 
they (nis followers) ‘excommmicated, were to be considered 
outside of the Christian Church, That is wheat excommmication 
implies, end we have no reason to Joust that Grabau did not 
abide by this diatinetion. That action was the ultimate and 
; practical development of his thesis as to the essence of the 
Church, (We might remark that the wholesale excommnication 
harks back to Roman Catholic practises, before luther broke 
the power of the bane) 
In ‘retracing our steps, we might examine 
these contested points more closely in the light of Walther's 
rebuttals in the Jutheraner. First of 911, we bear in mind 
that the validity or efficacy of the Sacrament depends nei- 
ther upon the cakl, nor upon the character of the adminio 
strant. To use Imther's phrase, they are valid, whether ade 
ministered by one ‘gceweiht oder eingeschlichen’, Philipp. 1,18
applies heres Secondly, it is wrong to make the right calli 
the conditio sine que non of the Church, Thirdly, the pious 
life is nota part. of the a@ssence of the Church, but belongs 
to the well-being of the Church. Gfx. The Augsburg Confese — 
sione Fourthly, Grabau confuses the visible and the invi~ 
sible Church. Evidently, he identifies the wia sancta with 
the visible iutheran Chuschs Walther corvectly minteined 
in his forceful statement, which we translate rather freely j- 
hereg as a contrast to Grabau's views 
"fhere is only one Church. Gince the uni- 
versal Church Is split up into several 
different parts, (the one holy Christian 
Ghurch is & militant one), the question 
avisess Is the Lutheran Church o true 
church of Christ? This can be maintained: 
the lutheran Church is a true church of - 
Christ, but it cannot be said that the 
Lutheran ‘Church is the entixe universal 
Church of Christ. The &rticle of faith
says 86 gathers belicvers and 
preserves them in faith. They make the 
one universal Church, although they my 
be in true or in only partly true visible 
churches. Neither can any visible church 
be the universal Church." 22) 
From this, ome can conclude: it cannot be said that outside 
of it (of a visible church) there is no salvation. Luther 
said thet the Church is found among Catholics as well, but 
does not say this of the Roman Church as such, or of the 
visible Reformed Church as a visible Church. 
  
  
22) Walther: Iutheraner, vole 9, De 74, rare 88
es » 19 = 
Upon a closer investigation of Walther's re= 
buttel of Grabau's claims and of Grabauts theses, we find 
more and more indications of Romanizing tendencies in the 
thinking of Grabaue Im ome paragraph, :2s we have already 
Seen, Grabau objected that the Savior does not gather His 
flock out of false chuvehes.s In reply, Walther states that 
one mist Sintanenten between. the essence of the Church and 
that which"s necessary cause of its existence, without which 
the Church cannot exist.(Some one has also suggested, that, 
if this distinction is not kept im mind, then, God would be-= 
long to the essence of the Church.) Again the Roman dietums 
extra ecelesiam nulla est salus rings through the objections 
of Grabau, and a dictum which he acedmodates for himself.23) 
It 4s particularly the overempiesis upon visible membership p4)~ 
in the Church that makes Grabau's view Romanfiige, besides 
the fact that ke speaka of "no salvation outside the Iuthe 
© Roman pos. mis indicated by the quotations 
in eRe Guabolices D De 159ff., where the exact statements 
of 22 @ are givong "Theat there is no salvetion 
outside the (Roman) Church is the claim made by Pope Pius 
Im in his shigestion oF of Dece 9, 18542 "It is to be vheld 
as & mtter o: that no ome can be saved outside 
the apostolic Rom=n bh gaeGibbouss "Consequently, to 
be true followers of ists iF aetitians both among 
. the clergy and the laity, must be in comminion with the 
See of Romes where Peter rules in the pergon of his suc- 
Gessore® ope Cites pe 95—% 
24) Motes Rome defines the Church as consisting of those who 
visibly submit themselves to the Roman pontiff, ofr. 
Pohle-Preuss3 Soteriology etce
Church. On the encod he viaaeens there is a difference be= 
tween a true church, which is true in outwerd appearance and 
form, and one which is true in_aii respects, £6 is a different 
matter when we speak of the mark of a true church, than when 
we speak of the mark of. thee an absolutely true church. As 
long as the main parts, Gospel, Word, and Sacraments are left 
pure and intact, that is a Church. 
Moreover's Grabau cannot employ the pas- 
52g8, Hatih. 18,17, where the clause is used to instruct the 
procedure of disciplines "teli it unto the Church", in order 
to prove his thesis, He regards this as a term representing 
the ‘ministerium’. Beliarmin already had referred this to 
the 'prelates’. But Walther argues: the Church does not cone 
sist merely of prelates, neither is the council the Church of 
Ghmist, neither the bishops, fox also the hearers belong to 
the Church. 25) But, if you say that it is the Church repre- 
sentediis by these men, you are still in error, One my ob- 
ject that *tell 4% to the Ghurch’ cannot refer to every ine 
dividual, but neither bishops nor presbytery nor councils can 
represent the Church, to which not only servants of the yord 
belong, but also the deagons, whose duty it is to attend to 
the matters of the Church in the name of the Church. But even 
when the presbyters and deacons perform something,-the hearers 
exe not to bs excluded. 
35) Totes Grabau's view coincides very well with the Roman 
Gath. exegesis of the term ‘tell it to the | Gaarenrs 
"Aber durch diesess sage es der Kirche, wird ein 
chenpraeiat oder ein Council von KirchenpracLlaten 
vyerstanden." Gatech. Rote Ip 10, quese 9
In observing the thoughts previously expressed 
in the preceding section, we note that Grabau’s system of the= 
ology centered about three serious an Ap acnma sitions first, the VA 
validity of the means of grace “sis contingent upon the right 
gall, that is, the call of the administrants second, inaemich “ 
as the Lutheran Church has the correct position om the call, 
only members of' the visible Lutheran Church are members of 
the ume sanctas third, only members of this body have the full“ 
assurance and certainty of salvationg fourth, inasmuch as the “ 
right call determines the validity of the Sacraments, and de- 
termines the constituents of the una sancts, then, the clergy 
 
belongs to the essence of the Ghurch, Finally, os we have al-” 
ready intimated, Grabau taught that the Lutheran Church is 
the only saying Church, which militates against the , sole gra- 
tin. making outward membership a condition of salvation. 
a e for thers sigs 
in contrast to the externalizing view of Grae 
bau, we have seen that Walther insisted upon the essence of 
the Chureh as being the sum total of all true believerse For 
his thesis, Walther appeals particularly to such passages as 
Eph. 1,228 "And (dod) hath put all things under His feet and 
gave Him (Ghrist) to be the Head over all things to the Church, 
which is the body, the fulness of Him that filleth all in 221." 









"3st hiernach Christus das Haupt der dew ~ 
meinde oder Kirche und diese sein Leib, 
Seeatinalt SH *eetiatoens satan ait 
igen Raupte vervunien eindse26) 
32 Christ is the Head of the Church, then, very logically, 
those constitute the Church who are the members of one bo- 
ay, joined with their Head, who are joined with Christ. They 
form one spiritual unit, In addition to this, Welther points 
to another passage, which serves as a fitting foundation for 
his definition: Eph. 5p 25-275 “Tor the husband is the head 
of the wife, even as Christ ia the Head of the Church: and 
he is the saviour of the body, Therefore as the Church is 
ibject unto it, so let the wives be to their own huse 
bands in everything. Husbands, love your wives, even as 
Christ loved the Ghurch, and gave Himself for it; that He 
might present 4t to Himself © glorious Gimrch, uot having 
spots or wrinkle, or any such things but that it should be 
holy and without blemish," Another passage which he cites Bos 
I Cor, 3, 16, 175 "Know ye not thet ye are the temple of God, 
and that the spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any mam defile 
the temple of God, him shall God destroys fox the temple of 
God is holy, which temple ye ares" This passage very emphatiq 
cally stresses the fact that the believers, members of the 
Ghristian Church in the real sense, are those who have the spie- 
rit dwelling in them. in other words, those are members of the 
Christian Church who have faith, The Holy Spirit has setered. v4 
ers Rirone : Ckaiis jg LOUTtR Gey DoLD
entered their hearts and through the Word sanctifies their 
souls and bodies, making them worthy temples of God. there= 
fore also the author of the EphshZe to the Hebrews states, 
chapter 12, 23: " the church of the firstborn, which are 
written im heaven. ® That de the name which ds given te the 
Church of Chriet. John ll, 521 fs5 alsc applies here: "Jesus 
should die for that nation, amd not for that nation only, 
put that also He should gather together in one the children 
of God that were scattered abroade" The definition of Walther 
is fitting, in line with this passages 
“Hence the which Jesus came into 
the world ed to establish and ga- 
ther is the sum total of the children of 
God." 27) 
Whi2e Walther employs the Seripturel appronch 
in this discussion, he does not fail to see the value of 
citing the statements of the Church Fathers and also the Cone 
fessionse He uses these, however, only in & secondery sense, 
.not as proofs, but as evidences that he 4s not proclédming 
any new theology. He states that the Confessions, first of 
all, serve as a testimony to his thesias 
-, The Aposties' Creed states: "Z believe in the 
Holy Ghost, & holy Christian Church, the commnion of saintse® 
The expression, *communion of saints’, so abused in Luther's 
day as well as in our own, is an explanation of the words ' a 
EERE 9 recente s* 6 Lyne ee 
27) Walther and the Church, pe 573
Communion of saints’, rather, an explanation of the words, 
‘a holy Christian Church', The second phrase is in apposi- 
tion to the first, and does not introduce a second thought. 
28) The Creedal statement is to be guarded against any 
visible interpretation, of which we are to treat lator. The 
Large Catechism statess “Thus the word Kirche (church) means 
Teally nothing else than a common assembly, and is not Gere 
man by idiom, but Greek, as is also the word ecolesiag for 
in their own language they call it kyrie,as in Latin it is 
called curia." He continues the citation: "Therefore in ge- 




Christian congregation or assembly (eine christliche Gemein- 
de _sder Sammlung), or, best of all, and most clearig, holy 
Christendom (eine heilige Christenheit). 29) Here rather, 
like Walther pa] centuries later, expressed the Scriptural 
truth that the Church is composed of true believerse As we 
shall see later, several difficulties are involved in using 
the word ‘Churchf , inasmuch as we always associate. with hat 
concept the building itself. Guther was well aware of this 
problem. Nevertheless, he showed that the Christian Church is 
the communion of those who have been called, justified, and 
sanctified by the Holy Spirit. The Large Catechism continues 
in another paragrar, which Waither also quotess 
"So also the word communio, which is 
added, ought not to be Tendered come 
28) ilotes 16 is well to observe that definitions of the term 
éven go so far as to render this ‘a sharing of spiri-= 
tual gifts’. Cf. Report of the World Gonference on Faith 
and Order, 1937 and P1940, p.3/ 31Gf, 
29) ‘The Liarge Gatechism, The Creed, Art. IIl, Gonce Trige, 6913 
‘a
munion (Gemeinschaft), but congregation 
(Gemeinde). 8 nothing else than’ 
an interpretation or explanation by which 
some one meant to explain what the Chris- 
tian Church is..But to speak correct Gere 
‘man, 16 ought to be eine Gemeinde der Hele 
Hee (® congregation of saints), ebCccce 
s is the meaning and substance #iag# 
of this addition: I believe that there is 
upon earth a little holy group and congre- 
gation of saints, under ome head, even 
Christ, called together by the Holy Ghost, 
in one faith, one mind, and understanding, 
with manifold gifts," etc. 50) 
Walther's position also echoed the spirit of the 
Augsbuze Confession, of which he quotes the Article VIII, as 
follows 
“gation of eetuts ama true believerse" Si) h, 
As we continue to list the quotations which yele 
ther employs to clinch his entire argument, we can observe 
that he had the correct conception of the Church, The third 
testimony from the confessional writings of the Lutheran 
Ghureh which he cites, is Article VII of the Apology of the 
Augsburg Confessions 
"Qasz (es) gewisz wahr bleibt, dasz der 
Haufe und die Menschen die rechte Kirche 
seien, welche hin und wieder in der Welt, 
vom Aufgang der Sonne bis sum Hied NE» 
an Christum wehrlich glauben...Wicw 
nun die Boesen und (die) gottlosen Heuch- 
Ler mit der rechten Kirche Gesellschaft 
haben in aeszerlichen Zeichen, in Namen 
und Aemtern, dennoch, wenn man eigentlich 
reden will, was die Kirche sei, misz man 
von dieser Kirche sagen, die der Leib . 
36) Concordia trigi., Large Catechism, pe 6913 
51) Ope Cite, Augsbume Confessions De 476 ¥ jjic- i) \7; 
Christi heiszt und Gemeinscheft hat 
nicht allein in aeszerlichen Zeichen, 
‘gondern die Giter hat, den 
ellicen Geist. Putas usw. 32) 
Welther, continues the quotation and brings out the fact that 
if the person wishes to know what constitutes the Church, one 
must know the means which bring them. into the Church. 
Senn man misz recht srgentaiee wissen, 
wodurch Glicdmasz Christi wir werden, 
. und was uns'macht au lebendigen Glied- 
maszen der Kirchene® 55) 
The quotation from the Apology points out further that, if i 
we were to define the Church merely as an outward pe olity of 
the good and the wicked, no one would clearly understand what 
is meant. The Kingdom of Christ is truly spiritual, wherein 
Christ, within the hearts of men, rules, strengthens, comforts, 
aud distributes spiritual gifts together with the Holy Ghost. 
Otherwise, one would regard the Church as something external, 
Composed of various regulations of ceremonies and worship. 
Paul also distinguishes between the Church of the: Jews from 
the nation of the Jews, as the Apology has ite 
“Dass er sagt, es gis 8 sei cin ahs 
ae eet allein in der Polizei and es $ A lein n der Polizei "ena
* buergerlichem Wesen unterschieden sei 
von den Heiden, sondern cin recht Yolk 
Gottes,, welehos im Herzen erleuchiet 
wird und neu geboren durch den Heiligen 
Gelste"esasDiese aber ist eigentlich die 
my die den Helligen Geist hat." 
34 
33) Gongs Teigles Apology of the Augsburg Confession, pe228 
eh eee Op antes De "9308 and 2505 
54 thers Kirche und Amt, Be 45
Walther, in distinction from Grabau, agrees that even in he- 
terodox bodies, insofar as they sti11 possess the true Gospel, 
members of the ura sancta, the true Church, are to be founds 
He quotes the Apology again, namely Article IIZ, concerning 
the abusess E 
"Also hat Gott seine Kirche, das ist, 
etliche Helligen, unterm Fabstthum . 
dennoch erhalten, dasz ete dic christ- - 
liche Kirche nicht untergangen iste" 35) 
The simplicity and clarity of the Seripture is so evident in 
this point, that Walther correctly cites the Smaleald Articles, 
Part III, article 123 
"Denn es weisz, gottlob! ein Kjnd von 
: sieben Jahren, was die Kirche sel, naen- 
lich die heiligen Glaeubigen wid die 
Schaeflein, die ihres Hizten Stimme hoc- 
rene Denn also beten die Kinders "Ich 
oonre Hine hellige christliche Kirche,'® 
Thus we see that in Walther’s definition of the Church as the 
sum total of the believers in Christ, there is an agreement with 
Scripture and with the Confessions of the Lutheran Church. 
Furthermore, Walther evidences harmonious 
agreement with the private writings of the Fathers of the Church, 
both apostolic, ancient and modern, All these quotations shail 
have a cwmilative effect in setting. forth the correctness of Wal- 
ther's pos&tion. It would be beyond our scope to give the entire 
mmber of quotations, but 2 selection from them will point to 
the agreement of Walther with the Church of the past. 
3) attaeel Ferre 
S56) Walthers lot. Cite
As we have stated pefors; Walther was greatly 
influenced by the Scriptural methods and teachings of Luther 
in the doctrine of the Church. Walther, therefore, as can’ be 
expected, quotes several pages from the great Reformer's 
works.» 
“Die Christen sind ein besonder berufen 
Volk und heiszen nicht schlecht Ecclesia, 
re ster Volk, poniere ncta», cri. 
Sep Gee 1B712 5 3 L8%9 Sin s 9 
@in heilig Volk, das da glaeubet an Chris- 
tum, darum es ein christlich Yolk heiszt, 
und hat den Heiligen Geist, der sie tacg- 
lich heiliget, nicht allein durch die Ver- 
g@ebung der Suenden, so Christus ihnen er- 
workhen hat, sondern auch durch Abthun, Aus- 
fegen und Toeten der Suenden, davon sie 
heiszen ein heilig Volk. Und ist nun die 
heilige christliche Kirche so viel als ein 
Volk, das Christen und heilig ist, oder, wie 
man auch su reden pflegt, die helilige Chris- 
tenheit, item, die ganze Ghristenhelt." 57) 
Walther also quotes the dogmticians of the 
Lutheran Church approvingly and thus shows his full agree= — 
ment with their position on the doctrine of the Church. Joh»y 
Gerhard wrotes 
“Wie geben von der Kirche die Definition, 
dasz sie die Gemeinde der Heiligen sei, 
damit nicht jemand glaube, die Kirche sei 
mur eine gewisse aeszerliche Polizei von 
Guten und Boesen, da sie, sigentlich und 
enau redemeeseeZu einem wahrem er 
a riome wird nicht nur erfordert 
das aeszerliche Bekenntnis des Glaubens 
und der aeszerliche Gebrauch der Sakramente, 
37) Walthers Eizche-u nd pate Det le - gus Luthers Schrift 
chen vom Jahre 15359, Hal. 
Tome XVI» ae.
' sondern auch die imnerlcihe Erneurung 
durch den Heiligen Gelstg well die Kire 
che nicht allein Leib, sondern auch Seeq 
le, das ist, ein lebendiger und beseel- 
ter Leib ist," usw. 38) = ° = , 
Another excellent statement of Gerhard's appears in Welther's 
writing, which stresses the point that not the externals,(but 
the inward matter of faith} nét the sum total of baptized dare 
enter into the definition of the.una sancte. faith, not exe 
ternal connection, makes one a meuiber of the true Church. 
tyte sagen, dasz sowohl die Ketechumen, 
@ls auch alle anderen, die mit dem weh= 
ven innerlichen.Glauben begabt sind, in 
der Kirche sélen, selbst wenn die Taufe 
a). nicht in der Tat empfanugen haben.® 
This statement, which Walther quotes, represents. Walther's po- 
sition as well. 40) 
Quenetedt, another doguntivian, likewise 
says’ “Rigentiich und urgpruenglich ist die Kirche die Ver= 
gammlung der Heiligen und wahrhaft Glaeubigen." 41) The, same. 
author emphasizes the true nature of the Church with unusual 
force, when he sayse ais me . foe tig 
Ors 8 un e Be 5 and 6G, quoting from Gerhard's 
Gi, thed, d@s ecCles pats, 5 and pare S53 
39) Walthers op. Gite, De Gp. quoting Gorhard, ops cite, pareids 
40) Notes This statement does not minimize Baptiom as, a means 
of grace, but it rather points to the danger of defining 
the Church as the sum totel of the baptized, as: in our daye 
This would also, by the ambiguity, include the lapsed, 
nor Would 1¢ be in keeping with the invisible nature of 
the Churche : ; 4 : 
41) Walther: ope Cite, BPs 6 and 7, citing Quenstedts Th. did.
"xn Bamn Gethane, wenn sie Glauben und ifebe haben, sind in 
Wahheit Glieder der Kirchos" 42), Here Walther , quoting 
Quenstedt, even includes those who have been excommunicated 
iu the Church unjustiy, as belonging sti11 to the une sanc~ 
ta, if they have faith, Here Walther strikes home his defi- 
‘nition of the Ghurch with a very euphatic quotations Then, 
4t is not so much what the visible church does, nor whet 
the member does externally, but what the Holy spirit per- 
forms in that individual heart by means of the Word, that 
nakes & person & member of the une sancta. This is the very 
antithesis of any Romanizing view of the Church and its mene 
berse : 
Ineldentally, we might add that Welther also 
here keeps the central teaching of Scripture uppermost in 
his minds justification by grace alone. It is not an agen~ 
oy, not an external institution, but it is God's grace alone 
that has brought these souls into the fold of the uma sano 
fa. That the Holy Spirit employs the Word which is proclaimed 
by & visible body does not uproot Walther's position. That 
Walther clings to this central principle of grace alone, is 
shown by the previous quotation, Even when a person stands 
coudemned by the congregation and the ben has not yet been 
TB 10Ce Cite
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lifted, and the person has returned to faith, such a one 
is a member of the una sancta. 45) All this, we notioco, 
points to Walther’s definitions those who have faith are 
members of the Church. 
Walther likewise accepts the view of 
ier, who writes: 
'Die streltende Kirche wird in cinem 
gweifachen Sinnme gemommeris cimmal ei-g 
entlich und genau bestimmt fuer die 
# SamnLune de Wwahrhars Ciseubigen ex 2 
und Heiligen, welche Christo dem Haup- 
te durch den Glauben eingspfleanzt sind 
und wie lebendige Glieder mit Ihm Hie 
nen mystischen Leib ausmachen." 44) 
Walther also quotes several carly 
writers of the Christian Church and thereby shows his 
ecumenical view of the doctrine of the Church. He sheres 
with them the correct conception of the Church. The care 
ly Church Fathers bear testimony to the view thai. the 
Church is the sum total of ail those who heve been called, 
justified, and sanctified through faith in Christ Jesus 
by the working of the Holy Spirit. tius, in his Epistle 
to the Smyrnians, chapter 1, wrote as followss 
"“Qaez er (Christus) auf ewig durch sei- 
me Auferstehung cin Zeichen fuer selne 
Heiligen und Giacubigen aufrichte so- 
wohl unter den Juden, als Heiden, in ei- 
nem Loibe der Kirche." 45) .... 
“Ignatius, dex von Gott geliebten heilie~ 
a) Hotes We do uot discredit the power and the validity 
of the congregation's ban, but we are to view this 
in contrast with Rome's notion of the ban. Rome looks 
upon the ban per se as excluding from the Christian 
Church the recipient of a such a decree.The ban mist 
be founded upon a proven charge and fully warranted. 
44) Walthers ope Cites De 7» quoting Baler, The poSe, Pe III 
ch. 13,5 pare 23 7 
45) Walthers ope Cites De S, quoting from Ignatius; 
5 f a 
®
gen Kirche, welche zu Tralles in 
Asien ist, der ausgewachlten und 
Gott wusrdigen." 46) 
Moreover, very striking is the definition which Chry- 
  
sostom givess 
na "Wenn du zur Kirche fliehst, so 
fliche nicht 2u dem Orte, sondern 
fliche mit dem Gemucte au ihr, Denn 
zum Wesen déy Kirche gehoert nicht 
Wand und Mauer, sondern Glauben und 
gends +Sie areas eg eeten ihrer  
emp: 9 : 
gewesen Wars eine “uutter die eben gc- 
boren hatg unzachlige andere Namen zu 
geschweigen, dic sis in der heiligen 
Schrift sonst hat.® 47) 
4iso the Latin Fathers speak in the same 
tone, as we observe in the writing of Jeromes 
“Die Kirche ist die Versammlung aller 
Heiligen".."Die Kirche ist keine ande= 
re, als dis Seele derer, welche an 
Ghristum glauben." 48) 
Augustine, the great Ghurch Father upon whom Rome depends 
for much of its theory and doctrine, sayss 
"Der Leib dieses Hauptes ist die Kire 
ehe, nicht die an diesem Orte ist, son- 
dern die hier und in der ganzen Welt 
ist, und nicht die, welche su jetziger 
Zeit ist, sondern von Abel an bis auf 
G@iejenigen, welche bis zum Ende der 
ers loc, cits, quoting Ignatius’ letter to Tralles 
ry Walther ODs Citsy De 9, quoting Chryscostom'’s sermon 
om the Fall of Eutroplus, Cremer Tyansle, Vole 
Vils BPe 23.36/. 
48) Walthers op. "oltes Pe 9, citing Jerome’s comments on 
Ps, 87 and Job 20,
Welt geboren werden, das ganze Yolk 
der Heiligen, die 2u einer Stadt ge- 
hooren, welche Stadt der Leib Ghristi 
. ist, deren Haupt Christi’ ist." 49) 
hus Walther's view that the Church 4s essentially in- 
“wisible finds full agreement with the writings of the 
Church in modern and in ancient tines. 
Whe Foundation of the tus Sancta — 
ZZ the Church is essentially the Body 
of Christ, it follows, then, that it receives lis spirie 
gual strength from its ead, Christ Jesus. In intimte 
fellowship with Him by faith, the members of His Body are ~ 
one with Him in attitude, thinking, and walk of ite. But 
. all this is possible only because theg are linked with the 
Head, without Whom they can do nothing. From His lips, there— 
fore, they also recééve instruction, strengthening, and com- 
forte His Word is to them spirit and life, that alone can 
give then strengthening of faith. His Church is, therefore, 
bullt upon His Word, their strength (of the members) is 
deriged from that Word and through that Word members are 
added. Christ Himself spoke of His Church os being bilt 
upon the faith in Jesus as Lord and Redeomers Hatth. 16, 18s 
®*Upon thie rock will I build My church, and the gates of 
hell shail not prevail against it." Walther speaks on this 
45) Walthers op. cites pe 95 quoting Augustine's comments 
On Pee 92. L 
point very forcefullys 
"Die Kirche im eigentlichen siune 
ist also in ihren Gliedern ose. den 
FE oe eg sein Wo 
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eerkte des im lebendigen Glauben 
darauf gegruendet ist." } 
Walther is impatient with any foundation of human authori- 
ty and opinions 
“Darum gilt es nicht nur, allein auf 
deu Grund Christum, sondern auch auf 
denselben nicht Heu, Holz, und. stop- 
pelm, naculich allerlei menschliche 
Gedanken und Opinionen, die in dem 
Feuer der Anfechtung und Todesnsth 
nicht bestchen, viel weniger in Gote 
tes Gericht, su bauen, sondern allein 
Gold, Silber, und cdles Gestein, naeme 
lich soleche Lehren, die selbst in 
heiszesten Feuer der Anfechtung und 
Todesnoth bestehen, ja, die dann nur 
um so heller blinken und die Seele 
der Menschen mit Gewiszheit, Zuver= 
sicht, Trost, Kraft und Hoffnung ere 
fuellen, welche naemlich den Grund 
_ nicht nuy nicht umstoszen noch er= 
schusttern, sondern die auch klar 
as aces Wort geoffenbart sind und 
vy WLe Alie Worte Gottes, nicht 
vergehen werden, ob auch Exde und Hime 
mel untergehen.® 51) 
Walther’s stending motte was: °Ye are tuilt upon the foundae 
tion of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ being the 
' chief Gornerstone." Eph, 2,20/e Here, too, Walther is in 
Pull agreement with the writings of the Church. Cir. Walther 
Kiréhs und Amt, pe & fs E 
Also the Confessions clearly bring out 
ers Rirche und AMGy De 25 
51) Walther: Brosameus pe 4513
= oo ° i 
the fect that the Church is to be built upon scripture alonep—___ 
the Word of Christ, They set aside everything which is against k 
Seripture, but set forth emphatically cach doctrine in its 
truth and purity. 
fhe Foundation of the Church not the Confessions: 
The literalistic views of Walther’s opponents 
often motivated them to charge Walther with *confessionalism’, J 
or symbolatry, Cir, GrabauB Widerlegung « It is, therefore, 
proper that Welther did sseail this negative side of the ques- 
tions the Church is not founded upon the Confessions. While 
Walther did quote freely from the Confessions, he never leaves 
the impression that he seeks to make them the dominant foundae - 
tion of the Church, On the contrary, he has the true theoloe 
gian's conception of the distinction ‘eatirieeas the Bible, as nore 
ma normans, and the Confessions, as norms normta,. Walther 
saids “You must again and yet again draw everything through 
the Soriptures - even the Confessions” Cfr. Walther amd the 
Church, po 45 Z_ Eminent scholara of Walther speak of Walther's 
stand thugs “Walther heartily accepted the Confessions as fule 
ly agreeing with Scriptures Scripture, however, is the nom 
which makes the Confessions normal," 52) Thus Walther believed 
that the only foundation of the 
58) Deu-hugelder-Dalimanns Walther and the Ghurch, po433 e
Church was Scripture alone, ‘is evident from his own state- — 
ments 
“Iu this mew Concordia Seminary the in- 
structors and students will indeed hum- 
bly sit at the feet of those blessed 
feachers of the Church who have mined 
priceless treasures of divine wisdom 
and knowledge from the rich vein of 
Holy Scripture..but deeply will the 
exreat word of the Lord be impressed upon 
our eager youth: "One is your Master, 
even Christ.*" 53) 
However, some may question the position of Walther if they 
read the following statement of hiss "“Jasz das Lehren nach 
uns kenntnis elme Gemeinde cu der unsrigen macht, bee 
zevgt Luther." 54) Here, superficially at least, it would 
appear as though Walther were placing too great an emphasis 
upon the Confessions. However, the connection must be kent 
in minds: Walther is speaking of the local congregation, the 
visible congregation. Then he states that whatever Church 
agrees with our Confessions, is one of use We, in estab- 
lishing external church fellowship, must have a standard 
by which we can tell what one teaches. The Confessions then 
serve 4s & means of clari & position, not as & means 
ef establishing doctrine. That is undoubtedly what Walther 
meante On the other hand, without a Confession, or without 
@ creed, we would have difficulty, as the confusion of the 
8 iftea es’ principles shows us very definitely. 
  
Ops Cites Pe 173 
oa) Walthers Die Rechte Gestalt, po 13 
The View of Loshe and the Iows ods 
in contrast with Walther's wine the 
various leaders of the Lutheran Church, especially Loehe, 
held a different view in the matter, Loehe, together with 
the later group calied the Iows Synod, held that no doce 
trine is absolutely settled, untal the Confessions have 
made it clear, This, particularly, belongs in the field of 
Open Questions’, but it does newmally siiggest itself here, 
because it involves the foundation of the Church. Dr. Theo. 
Buenger statess "Die Iowa Synode sagt in ihren Schriften: 
die Fragen yom Kirche und Amt seien nicht kler und deutlich 
in den symbolischen Buecherm unserer Kirche entschieden, da- 
rum mueszten sie noch im Schwebe bleiben.” 55) A doctritie 
is binding only when the Confessions make it so, they main- 
tained. "Die Iowa Synode hingegen hat sich frueher ganz 
klar und deutlich dahin ausgesprochen, dasz man erst dam 
eine Lehre als allgemein verbindlich hinstellen duerfe, wenn 
sie in den Symbolen der Kirche gelehrt sei." 56) This ten- 
dency is definitely Romani ging. for Rome says that the moment. 
she has spoken om @ doctrine, that settles the matter. (For 
 
inatence, Rome refuses to recant or recall any of her doc- 
trinesg ‘once proclaimed, they are ‘binding on every conscienc:, 
ber (Iowa) 2901, p. 645 (Iowa tr.°of Moe 
56) Op. Olt. De 60% Bynod
5 According to the impression made upon his own 
biographers, Leehe seems to have preferred a type of deve~ 
Lopment in doctrine, a progress in ‘sheslecioat thought. 
While not radical, Loche certainly is not in accord with 
the early Fathers of the Lutheran Church in regard. to their 
view of the Gonfessions. He seems to view the Gonfessions 
as the foundation of the Church, the source of real autho- 
rity, but at the same time, finds in them a germ for fur= 
ther developmen % in doctrine. We cite a statement from his 
bbographer, Hebart, who sayss “Es gilt Faden der Heili- 
gen Sehrift die Fortsetzung der uralten apostolischen Kir- 
che 2u finden und die geschichtliche Entwicklung der Kire 
che zu sehen und an dervHeiligen schrift eu prifven." 67) 
deche expressed great dissatisfaction with the locus on 
the Ministry in Lutheran theology, and, while rather amba- 
guous, he does stress 8 progress in doctrines 
"Dag Amt ist selbst ein dogmatischer, 
locus; nichts desto weniger ist unsre’ 
tik kaum in einem Punkte so une 
ausgebaut, als hierg es finden sich of= 
fenbare Widersprueche (S. Capitel der 
Ordination), 2u deren Loesung die Zeit, 
wie es scheint, bisher kein Beduerfnis 
und keine Noethigung echkbt haben wlll." 58) 
Ve might even say that in this respect, the Romanzling | 
iutherans were treading on dangerous ground. It is Rome 
who claims that 1% can bring forth new doctrines.s While 
        
       
57) Hebarts Loches Lehre “yon! a 
easly Freimund Verlag, i i BLStalig LOOD, 
Be 50 (Perhaps some of Hebart’s own views have 
colered these statements culled trom Loche).e 
58) Loches Aphorismen ueber die noutestamentlichen Aemter, 
Nuernberg, Verlag Hohe P. Rawschen Buchhe, 
1849, ppe 15 and 163
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' we hesitate to pass judgment on Loche's tendencies and en- 
deavor not to go to extremes in our eritieien, we believe 
that a consistent application of his principles would lead 
to severe removal from the foundation of Scripturs. However, 
that Loche may have been inconsistent cannot be denied, but 
our point'is that the tendencies he expressed were dangerous 
in their very implications. locke, moreover, speaks of a 
succession of doctrines: 
"Es gibt auch eine Succession, aber nicht 
der Orte und der Personen, sondern der 
Lehre. Die Lehre stirbt nicht aus und 
wohin sie wandert, da ist die rechte 
Kirche, da die rechten Bischoefe, die 
rechten Friester. Wo sie nicht ist, da 
ist alle andere Succession ein leeres 
Prophetengrab, sine lLeere, ja cine mit 
Moder und Raub gefuelite Schuessel, Wenn 
ums fur. diese Succession dex Lehre bleibt, 
dann fehit es an Kraft und Leben nicht, 
auch vor der Menschen Augen zu bewbisen, 
dasz eine Kirche da ist3 Auf diese Suc- 
Session soll man dringen, dann fehlt 
nichts, = am wenigsten rechtmaeszige 
6 der Lehrer, Handauflegung, Ge= 
bet, Segen, und Gaben des heil, Geistes 
gum heil, Amte."S9) 
In this respect, Loche viewed the Confessions of the Lu=- =_ 
theran Church as something yet incompletee Pastor Roebbelen, 
who wrote a pamphlet against Loehé's views, remarks that 
Roche vlews the Lutheran Chuzch as still incomplete. Cfre 
Wie stehen Wir su Pfarrer Loche?, p. 15%e 60) 
Senes Dre: bucoher von dex Kirche, Stuttgart, 1845, (59) 
Sate Ge @tsching Verlags pe 915 ~ 
- 60) Notes While we feel that Roebbelen may have gone too 
far in his contentions and became somewhat emotional, 
we believe, in view of the stress of his times, the 
judgment which he gives of Loche is very accurate. 
the influence is felt Seem(Loche's view)in 
the Iowa Synod, particularly in the early yearse We note 
the following statement of one of its theologians and hise 
torians: - 
“Im Zugammenhang mit dem Kirchen- und Amts- 
streite entwickelte sich dis Differenz hee 
tré?fs dée Stellung zu den kirchlichen Syme 
bolen. Waehrend missourischerseits die Ver- 
hindlichkeit derselben ausnalmelos auf alle 
: debinnen .vorkommenden Le szerungen auge 
gedehnt wuerde, beschra en wir dieselbe 
‘auf dasjenige, was die bone symbolisch 
feststelien wollen, und unterschieden zu 
diesem Zwecke zwischen den thetischen und 
antithetischen Entscheidungsn, alg dex ge= 
wissensbildenden Substang des Bekenntnissss, 
und gwischen den anderweitigen Ausfuchrungen, 
Beveisen uswese2ls Bestandteiien ohne une 
mittelbare und selbststaendige symbolische 
Geltunge” 62) 
Grabau'’s Position 
Very similar to these opinions expressed, is 
the position taken by Pastor, Grabau, who figured in the fa- 
mous controversy on the question of the ministry. He held, 
among éther things, that the: Gonfessions were to decide the 
doctrine, not the individual, believers He thus made the 
Confessions the foundation of the Church, He wrotes 
wren cee chdee ord rig des geste, fs? 
der Kirche, sondern die Kirche in ihren a 
bolen, Kirchenordmungen, und Zynoden,* nm 
Thus he inclined very moh toward the view of Loches 63) 
     62) Grabaus Hixtenbric ms : i 
63) Notes The Roman Church says that both seripture and 
4 See form the foundation of the Church, Cir. 
@= Preuss, vole om Soteriology, Gaspl50. 
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The Church Invisible in Essences 
Walther has emphasized the truth that the 
Church is the sum total of true believers in Christ. He then 
also offered his thesis as to the essence of this composite 
  
group of believers. He showed that the essence of the uns 
sancta is invisible. He states in Thesis IIIs “The Church, 
    
in the proper sense of the term, is invisible." 64) Walther, 
therefore, stressed the invisible essemce of the Church, but 
had a definite reason for doing so, and this will become ap-= 
parent in the antitheticalsstatements of such men as Loehe, 
Stephan, and Grabau. 
The Antithesiss 
 
In contrast to Walther's thesis as to the es- 
sence of the Church, the ideas of Loehe on this point proved 
to be the very opposite. However, Loehe does admit that the 
invisible Church is the more significant of the two: "Die 
  
Seele ist des Leibes Leben, die unsichtbare Kirche die seele 
der sichtbaren als ihrer Leiblichkeit. Die unsichtbare Kirche 
ist und bleibt daher Hauptsache, wie die Seele ueberhaupt sich 
vor dem Leibe diesen Vorzug beilegt." 65) He also emphasizes 
correctly that there are not two churches, but 
er an 6 Churchs pe 583 
aye Toehes Kirche und Amt, Th. Blsewing Verlag, Eriangen, 
Teel, p- 63 2 PB
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ones “Eben so ist es aber auch cine ausgemachte Sache, 
dasz man unter sichtbarer und unsichtherer #irghe nicht 
zwei von eimander geschisdene Kirchen su verstehen habe, 
sondern eine und diesselbe, mux in verschiedenen Betracht." 
66) In his Drei Buecher yon der Kirche, he has exeellent 
statements on the inner fellowship of the believers. How- 
ever, his approach is rather weak, when compared to Wale 
ther? 8, for he begins with the thesis that there is always 
a desire in the human heart for some type of fellowship. 
"Yon Anfang her ist der Mensch so be- 
scheffen, dass ex allein nicht gluecke 
lich sein kenn.esAlicine kcennte der 
Mensch nicht einmal selig sein, Wird 
mirs unertracglich, von Gottes Hochen 
in wunderbare Tale und Gelaende hinzu- 
schauen, ohne durch mein Ach der Freude 
einen gleichen Ton in einer vernandten 
Brust cu erweckens wie viel weniger were 
de ich alleine in ewige Sceligkeiten 
gsehaven koennen, ohne mich nach einen 
Genoszen umzuschen.els gibt viele Ge- 
meinschhften auf Erdeng aber es befrie- 
digt keine den durstenden Simm, als Ble 
ne, gleichwie auch jede Gemeinschaft nur 
eine mehx oder minder vollkommoner 
Schattenrisa2 jener einem vom Gott gewoll- 
ten, von Gott zur Ewigkeit berufenen Ge- 
moinsehhft iste Diese cine Gensinschert 
ist Ss Sage Letkess die Gemeine dex 
Heiligen.* " 
However, there is another trend in. 
Leche's theology, whieh connects with his visible idea of 
Ee) Loches Kirche und 
67) Loshes 
   
Am%s Griangen, « 1s 
ai Buecher vou der Kirchs, Stuttgart, came 
tteteching Verlag, 1645, pe 1 and 63
the Ghurch, It is a notion which reminds us very much of 
Melanchthog's oo of the continuity of the Church. ot. 
Hobart, ope ott (fe employs the statements of Luther, but 
minteins thet the statements imply more than is usually 
admitted by the theologians, For exanpiey he tekes the 
analogy of Inuther about the body and soul, and uses this 
for his background of the concept of the wWisible-invisible 
Chuselre While not denying the existence of the invisible 
Ghurch, he feels that there is also a vigible side to the 
Church, To him, the Church is ‘coming into appearance’, er 
iueRrachedmung- tretende Kirche. Loshe says: 
"Yon Yeberschaetzung der unsichtbaren Kir= 
che braucht man ohnehin nicht zu warnen, 
dem sie findet sich nicht, wem man nicht 
etwa den Geschwaetz jener Toren, die, nur 
wm keiner sichtbaren Kirche angehoeren su 
duerfen, eine unsichtbare, das ist ein 
geistliches Utopien preisen, auf die unge- 
rechteste Welse eine Ueberschactsung wits ~ 
uennen wilet 
For Loehes this ‘visible ‘side? of jae chuteh 
 
is so important that he abtesher the permanence: of the ine 
visible Church with the visible Church. In other words, it 
is only through the visible Churoh that the invisible 
Church is realized. He states, in accordance with his ane- 
  
logy, thet both body and soul come into existence at oncee 
Therefore, he says, ome cannot say that the invisible or 
the visible came before the other. He says: 
* G8) Lochs: Drei Guecher von der Kirche, ps 41¢ Loehe core 
eerie eMpaasizea the necessity of being in con- 
tact with the means of grace, but overstressed 
the necessity of external membership.
“Sowie vom Menschen nicht guerst ein 
Teil, sei es Leib coder Seele, und dann 
der andere, sondern beide zusammen ing 
Dasein getreten, und unser Yesen vom 
ersten Augenolick en als ein zwar zusame 
mengesatgtes, sber in seinen Teilen zur 
innigsten Gemeinschaft und HEinfait ver- 
bundenes, als ein geistizeleibliches zu 
fassen ists so kann man rande auch 
nicht sagen, dasz entweder die sichtbare 
oder unsichtbare Kirche zuersé allein da 
gewesen Seb3 sondern die Kirche ist wie 
der Mensch selbst in. ihren ersten Anfaengen 
zusleish verborgenen und offenbaren Lebons, 
unsichtpar und sichtbar, geistig und leibe 
lich gewesen. Ms kann nicht anders sein, 
denn sie besteht aus Menschen, - und wie 
dex Mensch, so ist die Kirche." 69) 
Incidentally, we might add hers the view expressed by one 
of Loehe's followers, showing the influence of Loche's ideas 
in the Iowa Synod. Deindoerfer writess 
"Die Kirche ist. nach den Symbolen vornehm- 
lich eine imere Genossensom?t (princi= 
paliter societas interna), und diese Immer- 
lichkeit wird der puren Aesazerlichkeit 
der roemischen Kirche gegenueber aufs 
staerkste betont..Die Kirche ist aber auch 
eine Suszsre Genossenschaft. und ohne die~ 
se duszere kenmnen die Symbolen keine con- 
Gregetio fidelium (Versammlung der Heilie 
gen) ¢ durch die acuszere ist die innere 
nothwendig bedingt, weil es kein Entstehen, 
Sein und Werden der Kirche gibt, ohne die 
goaettliche ceordnecte Gemeinschaft des Vor- 
tes und der heiligen Sakramente." 70) 
Regarding Loche’s view of the Church as the Church "becoming ~ 
visible’, Hebart also statess 
“Wir sehen, dasz Loehe ganz realistisch 
  
oehes ePsof 
70} Deindoerfers op. Cites Pa 693 ;
my
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denkts die unsichtbars Kirche, das Reich 
Christi musz immer mehr sichtbar werden. 
Tas wird sie, wie wir weiter sagten, wo 
die rechte Gnadenmi ttelverwal tung und die 
S entspringende rechte Nachfolge 
j . Christi,iste" 71) 
Hobart then quotes ‘Loehes "Wir sehnen uns nach einer wahr= 
heftigen Gemeinschaft der Glacubigen, die Kirche soll, so 
Amenschen wir, nicht blosz ein Glaubensartikel soing sondern 
ins Leben eintreten und erscheinen."” 72} ‘From this we note 
that Loehe viewed the Church both as someliking visible and 
invisible. He realized the contradiction, but continued to 
hold this view. He Gid not prefer the position taken by Wal- 
ther and others, that the Church is the invisible body hide 
den in the visible Church, as under a pavilion. He states 
(fhese are the remarks of Hebart, but also citations from 
Loche himself) = 
"Gie frueher wuenscht Loehe auch jetzt, dasz 
die unsichtb Kirche in die Erscheinu 
Eee SB is es Herrn Wille, dasz sie 
cht in der sichtbaren verborgen bleibe, 
sondern auch sich erweise und wirke, I.cche 
wiilee’Dasz die sichtbare Kirche nicht 
blosz ein Bergungs oder gar Verbergungsort 
dex ‘unsichtbaren Kirche sei, sondern dass 
sie ganz nach des Herrn Absicht eine Cffene 
und Erscheinung der unsichtbaren 
rene in der Welt sein soll.* “ 9%) 
Hebvart, furthermore, connects Loehe's concept of the Church 
with his views of the ministrys 
"Die Amtslehre Loches war zuletzt auch eine 
Wi) Hebarts ope Gite, De LSO$ 
' 72) Hebarts ope Gite, De 1313 
93) Hebarts ope Cite, pe 2483
eae £20 @ 
Konsequens seines Kircherbegriffes. 
Galt es, uh die Lebensgestaltung der 
unusichtbaren Kirehe zu keempfen, soli- 
te die Kirche nicht nur Glaubensarti- 
kel, sondern auch vtikel soln, 
damn muszte der Na ie auf die 
sichtbare Kirche, a! 6 Heilsan~ 
stalt und auf ihr 9 maemlich 
a SB ‘aiLlene 
Here the question arises, what, then, is the 
relation between the visible and the invisible Church? The 
Visible Church, according to Loche, is the "handmaid’ of 
the invisible Church, The visible Church is the organum 
as it were, 
  
"Dasu ist der Leib das Organ der Seele, 
und es steht dem Menschen keine Ver=- 
bindung frei als durch den Leib und 
Leiblichs Mittel. Wie es in der Bwig- 
keit sein wird, wie dort die Seelen 
mit elnander in Verbindung treten, 
ist @ime andere Frage; aber fuer uns 
Lebendige ist alle Seslenverbindune 
durch Leibliches bedingt. So ist denn 
auch die unsichtbhre Kirche durch 
die sichtbare, in die Moeglichke: ex 
icenntiichen und fuchlbaren Gemeinschaft 
gesetzt, und die Gemcinschaft der Hel- 
iigen beurkundet iny Daseln vor ihren 
Gliedern nur vermoege des sichtbaren 
kirchlichen Daseius." 75) 
Loche also stressed the idea of compiction in 
his concept of the ‘invisible-visible’ Church. In the visible —- 
Church alone, says Loche, does the invisible Church find on 
earth her fullest fruition and completion. In eternity her 
Sal” Reet ees Si See ve 27) 
75) oehes Kirche und Amt, po 6p
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further completion will be realized, he says. 
"auch findet nur in der sichtbaren Kirche 
die unsichtbare hier auf Erden ihre Voel- 
ligkeit, wie ueberhaupt ohne Leibesleben 
das Seelenleben weder hier noch jenseits 
des Todes vollkommen sein kann, Nicht 
Seelen, nicht Leiber allein, sondérn Men- 
; sehen, die aus Leib und Ssele bestchen, 
hat Gott der Herr geschaffen, erloest, 
ehelligt,. - und des Menschen Yollendung 
% erst mit der Auferstehung des Lei- 
bes, des ewlgen Genoszen der Seele." 76) 
A Gritique written at the time of the controversy between 
Zoche and Walther, states that Loshe looked for a comple- 
tion of the Iutheran Church. We have referred to this in a 
previous section, Cfr. Rosbbelen, Another expert in this 
field of Lutheran history of doctrine, Dr. Th, Buenger, des 
scxibes Loshe'’s view as followss 
‘Die lutherisehe Kirche habe genug Wasser 
- des Lebens und Himmelamanna im Ueber= 
: Plusgzy aber sie sei in den letzten drei- 
hundert Jehren nicht eln groeszerer Se- 
gen fuer die Welt geworden aus Mangel 
an Gestalt und Forme Sie muesse cine 
-wuerdige acuszere Erscheinung finden, 
ein goettliches, nach allen Seiten hin 
geruestetes Ministerium. Ohne so ctwas 
: owe lockt, fesselt, haelt sie nicht." 
Although this particular seotion thus quoted deals with the 
Lutheran Ghurch, and, therefore, not strictly with the in- 
visible Church, it nevertheless shows the desire of Loche to 
associate very much of the concept ‘church" with ae visibili- 
zations so to say, of the une sancta. 
: G8 ODe Cite, Dde & and * 
™ Synodal Beriché (Iowa Distr.) 1901, pe 625
The question in this connection may also 
arises How does the invisible Church become visible? Wale 
ther agreed thet the Church, the uma _sancta, is percsizable 
by the presence of Word and Sacraments, but maintained that 
the uma eanota itself remained invisible. Leche, however, ap- 
piies the Word and Sacraments to the essence of the Church. 
He thereby confusase the instruments which bring about the 
Ghuroh and the essence of the Church itself. It has been re- 
marked that, 1f one were to be consistent in making every- 
thing @ mark of the Church which has brought it into being, 
then God would, belong to the agsence of the Church. Loehe 
eayss "Der Geist, durch den die Kirche handelt, beruft, ere 
leuchtet, heiligts er chne Beuszers Mittel,chue Wort umd Sa- 
krament? Beruft, erleucht, und heiligt er nur die Seelen, 
nicht auch die Leiber?" 78) According to Loehe, this 'visi- 
bilization’ of the Ghurch takes place where the correct ade 
ministration of the means of grace occurs, Hebart sayss 
twir sahen, dasz Joche ganz-realistisch denkts die unsicht- 
bare Kirche, das Reich Christi musz immermehr sichtbar were 
den. Das wird sie, wie wir weiter sagten, wo die zrechte Gua=- 
denmittelverwaltung und die daraus entspringende rechte Hach- 
folge Christi." 79) But Loehe goes farther and says that 
the commmion of saints dare not remain hidden. #t is not 
Toy oehey Hinshe aad Ants pa 45 
979) Hebarts ops Cito, Pe LS0, cr. later citation;
enough that the means of grace be administered correctiy, 
says Loche, but the fellowship of the believers should bee 
come visible. 80) Hebart says of Loche's views 
“Gg genuegt noch nicht, dasz die commmio 
See os an ihrer rechten Wortverkuends- 
gumg und rechten Sakramentsverwaltung sicht- 
par wird. Das Wort will nicht nur Giauben 
wirken, es will auch Cevlag a ee. Der Gedanke 
der goumunhe schlisszt, wie wir bereits oben 
Sahen, den Gedanken der sittlichen Persosne 
Lichkeit ein. Die cs 20 sancte: dar? 
daher nicht absco eiben. in der Ge- 
Bess des eittlichen aeaatett, ace wird sie 
8 Ze So is 8 Re om coe" 
tus slestorum, an der reinen Lehre rie, 
an § seiner Glieder er 2." &2 
More in particular, however, Loche saw 
the visibilization of the Ghurch in the cultus of the Lu- 
theran Ghurch, especially the Sacrament of the Altar. Gfr. 
Roebbelen, pPe 16,17. ope Cit. Hebart sayss "Loshe geht es 
auch um das Abetidmabl, aber darueber hinaus wm die geschicht- 
liche Wirklichkeit dex Kirche ueberhaupt." 82) Evidently, 
the Sacrament of the Altar, especially belongs to the ‘vi- , 
sible s&dée' of the Church, in his theorye On the other hand, 
one must guard against condemning Leehe too freely. His lie 
siblizing the communion of saints 
ie stdi2 cing aa today in various forms of unionism, 
The common fallacious objection iss If we are one myse- 
tical body, why not give evidence of this fact openly 
and jointly? 
81) Hebarts Opa Cite Da 1263 
82) Hebarts ope WANs Po 1423
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turgical endeavors cannot be passed by without a cestein 
pon ge judgment. There is much in his Agenda that is 
deserving of certain praise, and mmch that reises the pase 
tor's own fervor for his work in the ministry. However, he 
seems to make the cultus and liturgy the determining | factor 
which characterized the Church as ‘complete sac rich*, or 
as ‘incomplete and poor". He overemphasized the liturgy in 
many respects and thus leaned to Romanizing views consern- 
ing the "visible side" of the. Churohs A characteristic state- 
ment of Loche's is found in his Agenda, which shows some of 
his Romanizing tendencies: "So wie es: keinen luth. Kirchenbau 
geben kann, so wie alle..so lange man nicht zugesteht, dass 
der Altar das ganze System regiert; so gibt es keine luth. 
Liturgie, solange man im heil. Abendmahl nicht die Swme aller 
Liturgie und der vollendeten Hoechenpunkt alles gottesdienstl. 
Lebens erkennt.” 85) 
Through these means of gracG, says Loe- 
he, God issues & cali of grace, and invites to the visible 
and to the invisible Church at the same time. He states in 
a paragraph headings "Es beruft sie 2u Hiner Kirche, die da 
sichtbar und'ynsichtbar sugleich ist." 64) whe peculiar em- 
phasis upon the Sacraments as bringing one into the Church is 
Loenes tliche Gemeinden, pe Vi bottoms 
2 ALEO, ts LONE Ui Maks Be Shy areas ef 
sacramental side o: pastor's offices 
84) Loehes Dre Geher von dex Kirche, p. 403 
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,quite prominent in Loche's sheoteey. as it is in the ritua- 
iistic churches of Europes 85) We do not deny that Baptien 
regenerates and brings one into the Kingdom of grave, but 
it is the formalien that is objectionable, which Leads to 
defining the Church as the total of the Babtized. To this 
call, whieh God issues, says Loche, dheee distines attitudes 
are shown: one attitude is that of no reaction and stubborn 
unbeliefs another attitude is that one decides to join the 
wisible Church {note the stress on yisible mehbership)s fi- 
  
nelly, one attitude is ta become one of the elect. His own 
words reflect his view, showing his confusion of the terms 
‘wisible Church’ and ‘una sancta's 
“Je nachdem uun diesem Sekefe Berufe 
entweder gar aselhs oder in einem nic- 
drigemen oder hocheren Grade Gehorsam 
geleisset wird, ninmt man seine stellunc 
ZU, oder seine Stelie in der Kirche Gate. 
tes ein, Die gar keine Folge leisten, ob- 
schon sie die Berufuzg vernchmen, gehce- 
ren zu der Welts die sich asuszerlich von 
der Welt trennen und sich vor jedermann 
gu Ghristo umd seiner Kirehe bekennen, wer- 
den mit dem Ehrentitel der Berufenen ge- 
schmueckt, well sie die Beratung niche ue 
sonst yernommen, sondern, der Ladung ger 
3 srecas Of Ghristendoms vol. III, pe 4993 
Be £04 S8peq TE ee eS cless “They that receive 
Baptieom are rightly gratted inte the Church", Article 
ix brings aah ihe visible Ghureh, as they see it. Grr. 
eeeeiss in the Church of BoBSe Pe 146f., states that 
& Sacraments esta) 2 membersaip im a social commnity 
which is the Church. 
   
Dp Sehatis 
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horsam, bei dem Hochzeitsmahie des ewigen 
Keenigs sich eingefanden habeng die aber 
unter den Borufenen, welche sich nicht 
bless aeuszerlich und vor den Augen der 
Menschen, sondern auch innerlich und nach 
dem Urtheil des Herrm selbst von der Welt 
getrennt wid su seiner Kirche gesammelt ha- 
ben, welche deshalb am Ende von Herrn auch 
eeffentlich als die Sbinen werden anerkannt 
werden, heiszen die Auserwachiten." 86) 
It is rather confusing to speak of a call to the visible 
and to the invisible Church. We have no Seriptural basis 
for such an expression. Loche failed to note that there 
my be salyation outside of the Church, as in cases like 
the dying thief, or some person who has not had the oppor- 
tunity, Loehe failed to clarify the point concerging the 
Gall to the visible Church. Would he exclude those from sal- 
vation who never joined a visible Church? We do not believe 
that Leehe went this far, 1s we have seen in his Kirche und 
4mt, but it is peculiar that he hes not worded this para- 
graph as carefully as he might have done. 
Therefore, actording to Loshe, the Church 
is really dn ‘institution for salvation’. “Hum, ist freilich 
die Kirche nicht nur gotimenschliche Gemeinsohaft,, sondern 
sie ist auch nach ihrer objektiven seite die von Christo ins 
B) Teche: ops cite pp. 40 and 41
Leben gerufens Staette seiner Wirksamkeit, sie ist von Gott 
gestiftete Anstalt." 87) Loche*s favorite phrase is 'Heilse 
anstalt fuer Heilsordnung’. Cfr. Elerts Der Christi. Glaube. 
Hebart states: 
“yell nun Wort und Sakrament Spuatens dice 
ser Gemeinuschaft sind, (note how he defined 
the essence of the Church) deshalb kann sic 
nicht untergehen. Die Kirche ist aber fuer 
Loeshe nicht nur Sammlung und Yereeme unde 
cine iit aha eS 
But this is a confusion of terms, It confuses the Church's 
Zunetions with the essences ef the Church. A sane criticisn 
of this theory ie given by Dr. Engelder, when he sayss 
"But the Church does not consist of institutions, but of men, 
Ephe 5,25ff 090 .Gertainly the Church works for the salvation 
of HGH» but this Romanizing conception confuses the work of 
the Church with its -sbuenodat 89) Loche is nevertheless in- 
sistent upon his external view oft the Church: "sie ist Sam- 
lLungsort, ein Hospital, in welchem der beste nur ein Genesen=- 
der, eine Rettunmgsanstalt, in welcher der beste nur werdender 
Helliger iste® 90) 
Besides this *institutionalized! view, 
Leche holds another view, closely allied with this, which 
Places too mich importance or emphasis upon the sxternal men- 
bership in the yisible Church. We have implied this indirescé- 
8 $ OPe Cltep De 1153 
88) Hebart,.ope cites pe 495 
89) De. The Engelders gecizine of the Ghurch, Dogmatical 
E85 De “§ 
- 90) Leehes Evangelienpos @y IIp Do 243
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iy ine preceding section, He states, for instance, in one 
of his writings: 
"Die Glaeubigen wissen, dasz 2 e der = 
keine Vi ist und ke Gd, 
Tum schaetzen und preisen sie es fuer 
ein groesztes Glueck, dasz sie zur Kirche 
gshoeren, in waicher ihnen taeglich alle 
Guenden reichlich vergeben werden," 92) 
We grant that membership in the visible Church has mny ad- 
vantages, and that the constant opportunity for. receiving 
the means of grace is there, However, Loehe stresses the vie — 
sible Ghurch here to such an extent as to make it appear al- 
most impossible to have forgiveness outside the Church. At 
Zeast, he does not specify what he means by the Church. it 
would be tantamount to ‘extra ecolesiam mulla est salus', if 
one would really press this statement of his, While he cor- 
rectly emphagized the importance of receiving the means of 
grace, he was in danger of reducing the force of the sole 
gratia. (Making membership in visible Church a condition of 
salvation and forgiveness). He sayss 
"Ja nun die unsichtbare und sichtbare Kire- - 
Seviligemsund Che ist, sO ist offerbar, dasz man die sicht- 
4 bare Kirche um der Heuchier willen nicht ver- 
aechtlich behandolu duerfe, dasz viclmehr 
jeder, welcher zur unsichtbharen Kirche zu 
gehoeren mucsse, -dasz mit einem Yorte die 
sichtbare Kirche die Huette Gottes unter 
oe) mschen und auszer ihr kein Heil sed.® 
oenes Glisnpostille, Ii, pe L2ig 
92) Loehes Dre ecner der S9 De 453
owe 
Thus there are several ideas expressed in Loche'’s doctrine 
of the Church that are not based upon clear Scriptural pas- 
sagese This quotation shows that Loche makes external mem- 
bership a condition for becoming a believer, secondly, he — 
distorts the sole gxatia by stating that there is no salva- 
tion outside of the yisible Church, In another statement he // 
misapplies his principles by stating that a ll believers are ¥: 
inside the vigible Church, That is not true. what of those 
independents, who either through wealmess of faith an@ leck 
of knowledge do not join a visible Church? They certainly 
ean be saved through the Gospel to which they clings Loehe's 
view tends to reduce the Importance of the Word per 56s Must 
it be spoken by the Church to be effective? He does net say 
this, but that is the conclusion one is ack to draw from his 
remarks. (Cfr. Barth and the Word of God in the sermon). He 
says: “Daher ist es auch recht, dasz man die sichtbare Kirche 
"heilig® nennts denn nicht nur sind alle Heiligen in ihr," 
uswe 93} ioehe forgets that the ransomed saints, or ‘holy 
  
.ones* can be outeide the visible Ghurch as well, as we have 
repeatedly mentioned. Since Loshe calls the Church ‘Gnaden- 
mittelgemeinschaft’, which has a visible and an invisible 
95) Loches Ures Buecher von der Kirche, pe 443 
~~
aides he places much emphasis upon visible membership. The 
objection of Dr. Bngelder iG very much in place at this 
paiuhs when he says: “Membership in the Church does not new 
Gessarily involve membership in the communion of sa2intse* 
94) Another observer of the theology of Loche, gives evie 
dence of the difference petween the doctrine of Loshe and 
that of walthers ae 
®pem in dem Gedanken, dasz fuer. den per- 
soenlichen Helisstand der Glaeubigen das 
S288 nach eee nach Gemeinschart, 
haben meune ist, liegen dic charaktischen 
Merkmale der Lehre Loehes von Karche u. Amt, 
dasz macmlich die Kirche nicht-blosaz die Gee 
gamtzeahl aller an die stelivertretende Genug- 
tuung Ghristi bestaendig Glaevbigen oder 
Auserwachiten ist, die an keine Organisation 
3B). nicht die lutherische, gebunden ist.” 
Loche, therefore, does not distinguish properly } between the 
Iutheran Chursh aw a visible end particular Church, and the 
invisible Church, of which all believers are a part, wabbher 
within the Lutheran, Reformed, or sven within the Roman Cae 
tholic Church graupe 
Loehe, nevertheless, stresses the unity of 
the Ghureh..He points out that there are not two, but there 
is only one Church. His definition of the Church, however, is 
Bet eee erate cares Pall 
95) Daus Eshre te Venza, Vole Iiy De 15ff»
@~57— 
hardly adequate, in view of Scripture, 96) 
The View of vastor Stevhans 
Reverting to tle earlier years of valther's 
activity, we notics the peculiar views of pastor stephan, 
whose tendencies in the doctrine of the Church and #inistry 
led salther to defend the Seriptural position at the altene 
burg debate. The thoug :t of Stephan was to establish the epis- 
copal form of Church government, for that, he said, was some- 
thing real, tangible, 2nd something that would bring order in- 
te the Ghurch. In stressing the hierarcsy as he did, he held 
the view of Grabau, that the Church is the community of those 
who gather about the clergy. Again, we have the ultimate con- a) 
clusion; the Ulergy is the Church.(Similar to Grabau's view) 
96) Gfr. the Anglican view: Doctrine in the vhurch of ungl. 
pp. 99 and 100. 
Within the auth. ChesCf. Journal Amer. Luth. tonf., july 
1938, 33ff. sectarian perversions eve mad BXDOSe Janes 
1940, p»33ff. Serrge ica og ae
orroaor— 
later, 97) the followers of Stephan, at least many of them, 
saids 
"Die Kirche, hiesze es, wandere aus; niemand koenne- 
ohne hoechste Gefahr seiner Seele zurueckbleiben. 
Han naehrte auf alle Weise den graeulichen irrthuz, 
Stephan und seine Anhaenger seien allein die recht” 
glaaubige Kirche. Andere bekenntnistreue yvrediger 
und Ghristen, deren es ja noch hin und wieder gab, 
wurden eben darum, weil sie es nicht mit stephan 
hielten als Bekenntnisscheue, wanelmuethige ver- 
daechtigt." 98) 
stephan, especially aftcr his induction into office as bishop, 
Was very insistent upon these views. In other words, like 
Loehe and Grabau, he visibilized the Church (cf. Hochstetter, 
p.e50, top). also, like Grabau, he defined the Ghureh in too 
narrow terms, including only his followers in the true Church. 
Cf. Hochstetter,p.51). Dr. Buenger says: “Waehrend man unter 
Stephan meinte, die Auswanderer bildeten die nirche allein - 
die xirche stehe auf zwei Augen (naemlich Stephans), wenn jene 
fuenf schiffe untergehen wuerden, hiesz GB, wuerde die Kirche 
untergehen -, so zweifelte man jetzt daran, ob ueberhaupt die 
Kirche unter ihued sei", 99). They identified their group ex- 
clusively as being the Chureh, and not only representatively 
(which would have been correct). (Cf. Hochstetter,p.28 botton 
97) note: Grabau used the picture of Revelation, of the woman 
fleeing to the wilderness. This Grabau used on the seal 
of the Buffalo Synod, symbolizing that the Church (una 
sancta) (!) was fleeing from Germany to America, because 
of persecution. 
98) GA. schieferdecker, Die Geschichte der ersten deutschen 
ansiedlung, uswe Wartburg Seminary Press, Iowa, 1865, p.7 
99) Dr. the Buenger: Synodal Bericht, 190l.p. 233 
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if they would perish while on the sea, then ‘the entire Church, (7 
they said, would be a thing of the past. With this thought in 
the minds of the settlers, we can readily see how necessary tl 
leadership of Walther became. With his theses, based alone on 
Scripture, he produced clarity of thinking among them and ale 
so peace of conscience, together with unity of Spirit. 
t 
The Proof for Walther’s Thesis: 
From the theories of Loehe and Grabavs 
it is very evident that the thesis of Walther was motivated 
by an endeavor to combat the dangerous Romanizing tendencies |” 
of these two men. In view of the lack of basis which the 
errorists manifested in the development of their theses, 
«alther, on the other hand, has definite and direct scriptural 
proof for his statements. The evidence for Walther's thesis 
is shown, firtof all, by the fact that the militant and tri- 
umphant chureh is invisible to us. In order to clarify his, 
position, walther points to the words of Christ: Luke 17, 
verse 20 and 21: " The Kingdom of God cometh not witheme{out- 
ward)observation,neither shall they say, Lo herei, or Lo 
there! for, behold, the Kingdom of God is within you". 
Then also, veter writes in his First Upistle, chapter 2, 
verse 53 " Ye also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual 
house, an holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, 
acceptable to God by Jesus Christ." Here we see very clearly
=608 
that the Church is a spiritual body, and therefore, not a ? 
visible organization or building, as is commonly conceived. 
Furthermore, the believers are scuttered throughout the world. 
The scattered individuals form the invisible body which we cal} 
the una sancta, or the Church. Even as the seven thousand 
faithful who had not bowed down their knees to heathen idols 
were not manifest to the Lord's discouraged servant, thus also 
today the true believers, members of the una sancta, are not 
always apparent. No matter where they are, as long as they 
trust in the merits of Christ alone, they are members of the 
trve Ghureh of Christ. That the believers sre generally know 
only to God Himself, and to Christ the Savior, is stated by 
the following passage, which Walther also quotes: 2fim. 2:19: 
"Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure, having this 
seal, the Lord knoweth them that are His. And, Let everyone 
that nameth the name of Christ depsrt from iniquity." These 
passages show that the Lord eictie MIRLALA IE knowSwho belongs 
to the Church. Therefore, since He alone knows this, the 
Church is invisible. 
  
Moreover, we know that faith, which alone makes one a member 
of the Church » Way bee difficult to detect as to its presence 
or absente in an individual, since it is in the heart. We say, 
furthermore, in the Apostles' Creed: " I believe in a holy 
  
Christian Church, the communion of saints". If we make the 
Church a matter of faith, it is something which we cannot 
see, but must comprehend through the illumination of the 
Serge:
=6le 
Holy wpirit. walther says: 
“Ist aber hiernach die Kirche etwas, Was man glauben 
muss, so kann sie nicht sichtbar sein, denn ' der 
Glaube ist eine gewisse %uversicht des, das man 
hoffet, und nicht zweifelt an dem, das man nicht 
sichet" Heb. 11,1. Daher denn augustinus schreibt: 
“ aye ist Glaube, glauben , was min nicht sient’ ", 
100 
Returning to our first thought, tuat faith is invisible and 
the church, therefore, is spiritual, we find that walther 
guotes the Apology of the Augsburg Confessions 
'tasz Christi Reich geistlich ist, wie es doch ist, 
darinnen Christus inwendig die Herzen regieret, 
tepestet, den Heiligen Geist und mancherlei geistlich 
Gaben austeilet: sondern man wird gedenken, es sei 
eine aeusserliche Weise, gewisse Ordnung etlicher 
Ceremonien und Gottesdiensts." 101). 
In order to complete WYalther's treatment on te invisible 
nature of the Church, we translate freely two sections which 
salther wrote in connection with the Grabau controversy: 
" in two ways and from two aspects the church is 
invisible. First, since the universal church of 
the saints is invisible, for the true believers 
and saints are distinguishable from the hypocrites 
in this sense, that the Church remains invisible, 
although the entire world were made up of part- 
icular churches. Second, since the particular 
churches can be brought into such condition t!.at 
they are not visible to the world through an out- 
ward glow and distinctive evidence, as is the case 
when heresies overtake the churches. when such a 
dark time comes, that the outward glow of the vis- 
ible Church dies and ceases, tien it is not nec- 
essary to salvation that one join a visible and 
particular church, but one reaches out to the 
100) walthers Kirche und Amt, p.15. 
101) walther: op.cit. p15. 
fact t at by faith one is a member of the univer- 
sal Chureh, for of this Church one really can say, 
that outside of it, there is no salvation." 102). 
While we cannot unmistakablg determine who Has faith, and who | 
is . member of the true Church, we have seen that faith alone 
makes one a member of the Church. Conversely, as Walther 
states, there are no hypocrites or unbelievers to be found in 
the Churoh,in the proper sense. He says in Thesis IIs " To 
  
the church in the proper sense of the term belongs no godless 
person, no hypocrite, no one who has not been regenerated, no 
heretic." 103). Yor this thesis he draws proof from yeripture 
especially from Romans eight: 
* If any man have not thie Spirit of uhrist, he is 
mone of His". 
John writes in his first epistle concerning the hypocrites, 
who ultimately also severed external connections with the 
Churehs chapter 2, 19: “They went out from us, but they wer. 
not_of uss; for if they had been of us, they would no doubt 
have continued with us; but they went out that they might be 
made manifest that they were not all of us." ‘their leaving 
the Church was only a confirmation of their condition which 
had obtained already while they still belonged outwardly to 
the visible Church. Even then already they were not really 
members of the una sancta. Again the Savior says: John 15,63 
et Walther: Lutheraner,vol.9, p75 (Gerhard’s Loci). 
103) walther and the Church , n.d’. 
 
“Tf a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch and 
is withered.” 
Walther also notes that the Confessions testify to this pos- 
  
ition, The Apology of the Augsburg Confession, Article VII 
and VIII, states: 
*“_ikewies, that the wicked are in the church only 
in name, not in facts; but that the good are in 
the Church both in fact and in name. And to this 
effect there are many passages in the Fathers. 
For Jerome says: The sinner, therefore, who has 
been soiled with any blotch cannot be called a 
member of the Church of Christ, neither can he be 
said to be subject to Christ." 104) 
another statement ina later paragraph of the same tonfession 
Teads as follows: 
*fherefore, only those are the people, according 
to the Gospel, who receive the promise of the 
Spirit. Besides, the Church is the kingdom of 
christ, distinguished from the kingdom of the 
devil, It is certain, however, that the wicked 
are in the power of the devil, and members of 
devil, as Paul teaches: Eph. 2:2, when he says 
that the devil now worketh in the children of 
disobedience. And Christ says to the pherasees, 
who certainly had outward fellowship with the 
Church, i.@., With the saints among the people 
of the Law (for they held office, sacrificed, 
and taught): "Ye ore of your father, the devil." 
John 8,44. Therefore, the Church, which is 
truly the kingdom of Christ, is properly the . 
congregation of saints. For the wicked are 
ruled by the devil, and are captives of the 
devil: they are not ruled by the spirit of 
Christ." 105) 
104) Concordia Trigiotea, p-5D9, Apology of Aug. tont. 
105) op. cits, p2dl.
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walther also points out that the dogmaticians of 
the Lutheran Church, as well as the early Church fathers, 
corroborate his view. Especially the private writings of Lu- 
ther testify to this facts 
‘Wer aber nicht rechtglaeubig noch heilig und ge- 
recht ist, der gehoert nicht in die heilige chr- 
istliche Kircheesee.e Und dies ist der Artikel, so 
in dem loeblichen Konzilio zu Kostnitz verdamnt 
ist, samt diesem Vers und der ganzen heiligen 
Sehrift. Denn Johannes Husz bekannte dazumal, 
dasz eine heilige christliche Kirche sei: wo der 
vabst nicht fromm und heilig waere, so koennte 
er nicht ein Glied, vielweniger das Haupt der 
heiligen Kirehe sein, ob er gleich drinnen das 
Amt haettes; das muszte er als ein hetzer brennen 
und verflucht sein. Sie setzen dawider und sagens 
Wenn der Pabst, Bischoefe, und sie alle gleich 
sehr suendigen, so sind sie dernoch nicht vom 
teufel, noch von seiner Synagoga, sondern sind von 
Christo und von Gott, Gleider und Haeupter der 
der Christenheit. Ja, sie sind Glieder der Kirche, 
gleichwie Speichel, Rotz, witer, Schweisz, nist, 
usw. des Leibes Gléétder sinds;dicselbigen sind auch 
in und am Leibe, die der Leib tragen musz mit 
groszer Gefahr, Muehe, und Unlust.*106) 
He also brings out the truth that even though many are bap- 
ties and outwardly partake of the sacraments, are none the 
less hypocrites: "“Gleichwie ihrer bei uns viel sind, die 
getauft nina zum Sacramente gehen, stellen sich als christen, 
und doch schaelke in der Haut, sie sind nicht rechtschaffen.® 
107) . Also the dogmatician Gerhard has an excellent state- 
  
ment regarding the hypocrites who partake of the sacramentss 
106) waltver, Kirche und Amt,p.ll. 
107) walther, Kirche und AmteDel2.
“vir halten dafuer, dass die Heuchler, die uott- 
losen, die Verborgenen Unglaeubigen und ueber- 
heupt alle Verworfenen, solange sie solche sind 
und bleiben, nicht wahre Glétder der wahren xirche 
seien, obgleich sie aeuszerlich denselben G¢lauben 
mit den Heiligen bekennen und die selben yacra- 
mente gebrauchen." 108) 
Gerhard also cites John 17,14, showing that, as the disciples 
in the world, but not of the world, thus the hypocrites ure 
in the Church, but not of the Church. Calov emphasizes this 
fact and directs us to the truth that there is only one 
Church, not two. He says: “Obgleich die Heuchler in jenem 
Haufen sind, in welehem die Kirche ist, so sind sie doch 
nocht eigentlich in dem Haufen, welcher die Kirche istecce 
wir mache nicht eine zweifache Kirche, eine der Heiligen, 
eine andere, welche eine gemisehte waere." 109). guenstedt 
also supports this views 
“yie ueblen Feuchtigkeiten sind keine Glieder 
des Koerperss die Boesen sind wie ueble jeucht- 
igkeitens; also sind keine Glieder des Leibes, 
Naemlich Christi, sonder sie haengen der sirche 
an, wie die Geschwuere den Koerper, von welchem 
sie ohne Yerletzung, ja zum groszen yorteil des 
Koerpers getrennt werden keennen.* 110) 
mven a man living as early as in the fifth century of the 
christian era expressed himself i:. this way. Augustine says: 
“Die Kirehe selbst ist unbefleckt und keusch und rein, und 
daher gehoeren zu ibk nicht die Geizigen, die Raeuber, die 
ducherer, nicht nur welche drausgzen, sondern aitch welche 
dritinen sind." 111) 
108} Walther: loc. cit. 
109) walther, op. cit. pelS. 
110) walther, loc. cit. 
111) Walther, op.cit. p.14. 
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nlso the noted Ghurch Father Jerome agrees with this conten- 
tions "yer ein Suender ist und mit einem Flecken verunreinigt 
ist, der kann nicht von der Kirche Christi heiszen; noch von 
ihm gesagt werden, dasz er Christo untertan sei." 112) 
Since we know that faith cannot be unmistakably 
discerned, and that faith alone makes one 2 member of the 
Church, the question of finding faith comes to the fore. 
From the Bible we know that faith is found and results from 
the hearing and preaching of the Word. Faith, as scripture 
teaches, comes only through means. Therefore, where ever these 
  
means are found. namely, Word and Sacrament, 113), there 
faith is to be found. We know that where these means are 
present and enployed, there faith in Christ is possible, for 
we hive the promise that the Word never shall return to Him 
void, but accomplish its purpose. The promise emphasizes 
the fact that the means are always effective. 114). There= 
fore, where these means of grace are found und employed, 
there the vhureh of Christ, though invisible, is neverthe- 
less present. This important truth Walther constantly held 
before him as he develoned: his remarkable theses on the 
doctrine of the Church. 
112) Walther, Loc. c 
115) Hotes In the strict sense, there is only one means 
the Word. However, this Word is also in the Sacraments: 
the Sacraments ar- the ' verba visibilia'. 
114) Hotes whis effect may be either as the means of sal- 
vation or a stone of offense. At any rate there is al- 
ways some effect.
A it 
The Marks of the Church 
Although Walther was convinced of the invisible 
nature of the Church, he #lso recognized the Seriptural teach- 
ing that the Church nevertheless manifests its presence by 
certain mrks, by which one cin conclude that the Church is 
there. He maintains this in Thesis Vs 
"Although the true Church, in the proper sense 
of the term is invisible as to its essence, yet 
its presence is perceivable, its marks being the 
pure preaching of the Word of God and the ad- 
ministration of the holy sacraments in sccordance 
with their institution by Christ." 115) 
That the una sanctg,though invisible, is percei- 
vable by the presence of Word and Sacraments, can certainly 
be maintained. The Word and Sxcraments are conceived ofas the 
mirks of the Church, which point to the presence of the una 
sancta. 116). Walther explains his position by quoting the 
parable of Mark 4,26 and 27: “So is the kingdom of God (that 
is, the Church) as if a man should cast seed into the ground 
and should sleep and rise night and day and the seed should 
spring and grow up he knoweth not how." However, Scripture 
shows what t is seed iss in verse 14, it states: "The Sower 
soweth the Word." According to the Scriptures the Word of God 
is the seed from which the members of the Church, or, in the 
are} Walther ind the Ghureh, p.60. 
116) Notes When we speak of the ‘marks’ of the Church in this 
way, we do not conceive of these marks as u visible side 
of the Church.
languxge of Scripture, ' the children of the kingdom’, Matth. 
135,38, sprout forth and are generated. at the same time, how- 
ever, God issues in Scriptures the precious promise of the 
effectiveness of the Word. 117). Cfr. 18.55,10,11, We see 
from this that the Word is effective. Walther says; 
*"Hieraus schen wir, das Wort ist nicht nur dér 
Same, aus welchem »llein die Glieder der Kirche 
geboren werden, sondern aus welchem auch gewisz 
immer, wo nur dieser himmlische#f Same ausge- 
saehet wird, da sieht man zwar die Kirche nicht 
aber da hat man ein untruegliches Kennzeichen, 
dasz die Kirche, dasz ein Haeurlein wahrheft 
Glaeubiger und Geheiligter in Christo Jesu, ein 
Gemeinlein der Kinder Gottes da sei." 118) 
According to the Scripture, also the Sacraments 
bring about the gathering of God's people. They as the Word 
visible, nlso bring about faith and thus add to the temple of 
the una _sancta.This is evident, as Walther notes, from the 
  
Great Commission, in which Christ commands His disciples and 
the believérs to extend the Kingdom through the means of 
preaching und baptizing. Cfr. Matth. 28,18-20 and Mark 16:16. 
Walther remarks: “Wo also Gottes Wort geprediget, die heilige 
faufe und das Sekrament des Leibes und Blutes Jesu Christi 
verwaltet wird, da sind Glieder am Leibe Jesu Christi, da 
muessen wir glauben: Hier ist eine heilige christliche Kirche ." 
119) 
   
roh,p.60 = 61. 
waithes, Kirche und Amt, p.55. 
Walther, op. cit. p.54. 
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Walther expisitis what is meant when we speak of the Word as 
 
& mark of the Church, as he quotes the writing of Luther on 
Councils and Churches: 
"“Grstlich ist dies christliche heillige 
Volk dabei zu erkennen, wo es hat das 
hellige Gottes-Wort...Wir reden aber 
von dem acuszerlichen Wort, durch Hen- 
sehen, als durch dich umd mich, guend- 
lich gepredigt. Denn solches hat ge 
$us hinter sich gelassen als ein acus- 
zerlich Zeichen, dabei man sollte er- 
kennen seine Kirche oder sein heiligé 
christlich Volk in der Welt. Auch re- 
den wir von solchen muendlich Wort, 
da es mit Erust geglaubet und o te 
lich bekannt wird vor der Welt, wie 
er sD. 59 oe 10932255. Merc, 8,92" 
120} 
Included, of course, in the marks of the 
Church are the office of the Keys and the ministerial offices. 
Cfr, Matth. 18, 15.16. Walther states, quoting from Luther: 
iZum vierten, kennet man das Gottes-e 
Yolk oder heilig Christen an den Schiues- 
selm, die sie oeffentlich brauchen, daw 
ist, wile Christus Matth,iS, 15,16 
setzet, wo ein Christ saendiget, uses 
Zu fuenften, kenne’ man die Kirche 
acuszerlich dabei, dasz die Kirchen= 
diener weihet oder beruft, coder Acmter 
hat, die sie bestellen soli." 121) 
Among other things, however, we mist observe that 211 these 
marks do not belong to the essence of the Church. Moreover, 
there are marks in the wider and in the narrower sense. 




visible, even with all these marks, for aa concept of true 
worship is worship in spirit and in truth. Cir, Jesus and 
the woman at the well. Moreover, the Church is the spiritual 
and mystical body of Christ, not the physical. body, From the 
Apology of the Augsburg Confession, Article VII; “Die christ- 
liche Kirche stehet nicht allein in Gesellschaft aeuszerlicher 
Zeichen, sondern stchet fuernehmlich in Geneinschaft ipyendis 
der ewlgen Gueter im Herzen, als des Heiligen Geistes, des « 
Glaubens, der Furcht und Liebe Gottess" 125) In describing 
the Church es & spiritual body and an invisible communion, 
Walther uses the excellent ahaltey of Luther. the human be-— 
ing is composed of body andge soul, and yet is a member of 
the uma sancta in a spiritual ways that is, according to his 
soul,,not eccording to his body, The following statement: is 
quoted by Walther, in his Die Rechts Gestalt, in order to. 
show the true nature of the. uma sanotas "Also wenn der Kaiser: 
@llen duvehgehends cin Fasten geboets, so: gehorchen auch diay. 
so in der Kirche sind, weil die Kirche unter den Kaiser nach 
  
dem Fleisch ist, nicht aber. als Kirche gehorchet.” 124) 
Thus the glory of the. Ghurch invisible finds: its proper cme » 
phesis in the theses of Walther's theology. 
TSS) Hotes Tuther includes ‘prayer’ and "sanctificadion' as 
the marks of ue eon but in the wider sense. 
123) Walthers ops cites De S 
124) Walther: Die Rechte Be eat, De 11g (We shall see how 
Poske misapplies this usakoay of Luther's)
The Tocai Congregation in Relation to the Una Sancta: 
fhe local congregation finds a very pro- 
minent place as the development of Walther's doctrine of thse 
Chueh and Ministrye Basing his theses especiaily upon the 
universal priesthood of all believers, he places in the fors- 
ground the supremcy of the local congregation, He says 
"hn Evangelical Lutheran local congregation 
is a gathering of believing Christians at 
a definite place, among whom the Word of 
God is preached in its. purity according to 
the Confessions of the Ev. Luth. Church end 
the holy Sacraments are administered ac- 
cording to Christ’s institution as recor= 
ded in the Gospels, in whese society, how- 
ever, false Christians and hypocrites will 
always, and manifest sinners may sometimes 
be found." 
Similarly, following the definition of Walther, we my states 
"4 local congrecation is the totel number 
of believers fe ay @ specific locality 
gather about God's Word and the Sacraments. 
While the local congregation properly spea- 
king is composed of beléevers a eee 
cerites are and manifest simmers may be 
mingled in the outward association of the 
true believers." 126) 
in other words, according the thesis of Walther, the local 
congregation im the proper sense is the una _sanctea sepresen- 
‘tativa. This is the part of the whole Christian Ghurch, re- 
presented in the local congregation, a group of true belic- 
Y 
vers at a particular place. 
TESy et eiiee ae Wee Ceara Pee 
126) Fe Ee ars Hoses on the Dootrine of the Church, pe24§
-72- 
the View of Stephan and Grabeu_on the Local Congregations 
In contrast to the high regard which Wale 
ther expressed for the local congregation, we find certain 
tendencies at his time which motivated the very wording of 
his theses to guard against the aberrations of these erring 
, Leaders, Most prominent are the views of Stephan and Grabauy 
who 4a not share Walther's point of view in any respecte 
“at ephan especially, | the local congregation was to be a 
© passive, subservkent, and inactive group. For him the 
Clergy of higher rank towered above the congregation, The vee 
ry fact that he so readily assumed the office of bishop shows 
his hierarchical tendencies. To be sure, 4% was by tacit cone 
sente This was, however, only sfter he had persuaded them of 
the ‘correctness* of his views. One phrase seems to echo thru 
_ his writings: "Die Laien mueesen gehorchen,* (The laity mst II 
,Obsy). Stephan often insisted upon Carrying out his cut hi plans 
without consulting his membbrs, Even in matters of adiaphora 
he was very dictatorial. Cfr. Hochstetter, Die Geschichte der 
Wissourichen Synode. While much of this sad period resulted 
in much emotional and tendential recording of events, the 
germ of truth can be found: stephen mistrusted the rights of 
the laity. : 
 
Grabau, like Stephan, held a very disparaging 
view of the congregation. Though he admitted that they (laity) 







(fetes bontinually, to expedite matters and control every= eet 
thing. {(Gfr. Unit IZ). Grabau expressed and reflected his 
view of the congregation in his definition of the local conge. 
vegations “Der Pastor und die Vorsteher sind die Gemeinde." 
127) Grabau also denies the authority of the congregation 
by depriving them of the right of final decisions “Also soil 
das hoeohste und letzte Gericht nicht dep Haufen einer Orte- . 
gemeinde, sondern der Heufe der Apostels und Jetzt die im. 
helligen Predigtamt stechende haben, in dem Amt, das die Bee 
kenntnisz fuehret." 128) Antiolpating Unit IZ, we cite the 
view of Grabau in regard to the relation of the congregation 
to the Office of the Keys: "Die Gemeinde hat die Schluessel 
nicht umittelbar, sondern mittelbar im Worte Gottes und im 
heiligen Predigtamt." 129) What stephan and Grabau feared 
was the *Poebelherrschaft', as they termed the rights of a 
layman. eo 
The ¥iew of Loche and the Iowa synods 
Another view, prevalent in Walther'’s day, 
was likewise Romanizing, but not quite as crass as the for= 
mer position. This was the conception of Loehe with regerd to 
the congregation. In. order to understand Lochs's view, one 
must bear in mind the lerge role which the State-Church idea 
played in his thinking. Moreover, his concept continually as- 
 
=> (9. 
socistes the iutheran Church as 2 whole with the idea of 
the Church, ag an ideal yet to be realized, with the xe- 
@sult that the concept of the local, congregation recedes 
Auto the background. Loeks states that the local congree 
eation is to be conceived only together with the Church 
at larges ’ 
“Wud da eine Gemeinde nur einen scder etliche 
Prediger haben wird, so wird man auf den Zue 
Sammenhang mit Presbyterien oder Ministeriu 
der naechsten Gemeindens, dei. auf Organisixrung 
eines groeszeren Ganzen wie von selbst hin geo 
fucshrt und genoethigt, und se gewisz das Setzen 
dem Hinisterium zugewiesen ist, so gewis wird 
alsdann nicht adie Ortsgemeinde (indapendentische 
Gemeinds) aliein, sondern sie im mm 
mit dem und eeleitet von dem Ministerium des 
g@roeszeren Complexes, su dem sie gehoert, Wehl 
und Berufung vorzunehmen haben." 150) 
Loshe's view is definitely Romanizing, because 1% has little 
prominence for the local congregation aad stresses instead 
the visible Church 2t large. His view is definitely hierare 
chical, for it gives so mich authority to the clergy which 
is not warranted by Scripture. The latter trend is particu- 
larly evident im his statements "Alle sind einig, Hirten und 
Heexde, jene verfahren ganz im Sinne und unter Zustimmung 
dex Gemeinde, wenn sie ihres Amtes walten, und was eile amt- 
lich thun, das hat mit ihnen die ganze Gemeinde in ihrem 
Masze zu thon." 131) Hebart states the conclusion from this 
idea of Loehe’si “Ohne Amt kann die Gemeinde nicht foermlich 
DD. 97 and 983 
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tannen,*® 252) When Loche speaks of the Power of the Keys, 
he continues to give us the same impression. As indicated in 
the former quotations, Loshe maintains that the clergy should 
and mist be present, should and must cast & vote with the conge 
regation, (Gfr. Unit IZ). For Leehe, not the local congregation 
as Walther saw it, but the congregation in 'Gesamtheit’ has 
the Office of the Keys, meaning the clergy particularly. 
In this connection, it is well to exa- 
mine the definition of a congregation, or of the *Geueinds’ 
concept in Loehe's thinking. He calls the congregation 4 duale 
ism, consisting of clergy and laity. Ne states: 
‘Yuter Gemeinde aber sind ordentlicher 
Weise nicht blosz diejenigen su verste- 
en, welche das Amt nicht haben (die 
Laien), sondern auch die, welche es ha- 
: ben (dus Uinisterium,presbyterium)» 
und exst aus ammensetzung der beiden 
zu cinem Gangzen wird die Gemeinde, durch 
welehe Gott des Amt fortpflangt." 133) 
He says, moreover: 
“Aug all dem Gesagten ist ein kirchlicher 
Duelismis swischen dem Vinisterium und 
dem Yolke und ein Zusammenwirken beider 
zur Amtsfortpflanzung au erkennene Die- 
sen Dualismus, der sben so wohl in der 
Natur ciner Gemeinschatt (italics our 
own), als im Worte Gotses gegruendet 
ist, hat der Hery fuers erste im Inte- 
resse seiner Wahrheit cewollt. Die Ge- 
meindeglieder und das Ministerium, je- 
des an seinem Teil und fuer sich; koene 
nen von der Wahrheit fallen. Geschicht 
es beiden sugleich, so verlischt die 
Loc. cits 
133) Loches Kirche u. Amt,Erlangen, 1851, p. 523
ieuchte, und es gibt keine Hilfe mehe als Gote~ 
tes wunderbare Gnade. Faclli aber blosz ein 
Tell dahin, so ist der andere mm Stuctzpunkt 
der Wahrheit versehen. Die Gemeinde hat bei 
diesen Dualiams alle Freiheit, sich vor fal- 
schen Propheten zu hueten, gegen falsche Lehrer, 
die sie:schon heetts, sich in Gottes Hemen zu: 
erheben, gegen Aufbuerdung solcher, die man 
thr erst geben wollte, sich: zu wehren." 134) 
Loche becomes very definite when he stresses the ‘importance 
of the clergy*s roles 
“andrerseits vermag auch die Gemeinde, so lange 
sie dew Herrn sein wills nichts ohne das Hinie 
sterium, auf die Bintracht mit welehem sie apoe 
stoliseh iste.».»Xein Lehrer kann aufkommen, webér 
den nicht Gemeinde und Ministerium iseeaten our 
own) eimstinmig geworden sind, es sei dem dass 
man den Leib Christi serreiszen wollte. (Evidonte 
iy the clergy, or ministerium, belongs to the ese 
sence of the Church)-lur wer unter Zucamenklang 
der ass Factoren der Gemeinds berufen wind, 
weide Vertrauen, und findet in diesem vers : 
trauen den von Gott gesegneten fruchtberen Boden 
der Wirksamkeit." 155) 
Giz. Deindosrfer, Ops Cltsy De 275 point 3. 
Yhis duglism reflects Loche's view of the 
Church as a visible body. He statess 
"Tes Presbyterium, das Episcopat erweist sich 
ale aeuszerliches Bindemittel und Ginheits- 
punkt der Gemeinden eines Bekemminisses. Durch 
Zusemnenhang mit denselben wird ein Haufe 2x 
Gemeinde eines Bekenninigses. Durch Zusame 
mit demselben wird elim Haufe zur Gemeinde (not 
faith is stressed by Loehe, but comection with 
Clergy! makes' it a congregation..cef,. clergy is 
Church), durch Anerkennung eines gemeincamen, 
sur Amtsbestellung mitwirkenden Ministeriues 
ein Haute von Geneinden zu einen sichsharen 
TS) Loser ope tes be 
155) Loches one Cites Die ma and 725
-—fi" 
Ganzen, An ihren Ministerien sehlicszen sis 
8 enntlich und Hees gusammene Die Eine 
heit im Bekenntnis drue sich in der Kirchen= 
verfassung durch die Gemeinscheft des Ministe- 
riwis ause" 156) 
Murthermore, Loche mekes the ministry an easential mark of 
the Church: "So wird das Predigtemt mit ein acuszeres Zei- 
chen der Eirche und an ibm erscheinen klar die andern Zeichens 
reines Wort und Sakrament." 157) That Loehe has the Lutheran 
Ghurch as a whole in mind and lets the congregetion recede ine 
to the background is manifested by his statements 
“Zwanglos, jede fuer sich ihrer Dinge walgend, 
haben sie doch ein festes acuszeres Band, das 
sis, weil in freier Zustimmung, desto fester 
halten und das auch sie desto fester haelt, 
aus welchem sich nuch leicht cine gottwohlgee 
faellige Gesamstverfes fuer viele vereinigen- 
den entwickein kann," 138 
Therefore, the stateusnt by Dre’ Th, Buenger is correct: 
"ua abor die Gemeinde nur einen o@er stliche 
Prediger hat, so meint Loehe, wuerde man auf 
eine Orgenisiering eines groeszeren Canzen 
hingeleitet, und das Hinisterium des groesseren 
Eoerpers, 2lsc bei uns dis Synode, heette dam 
Wahl und Berufung vorzunehmen." 139) 
Equally strange is Loshe's position that no 
order and disciplines is possible in the local congregation 
without the ministerium occupying this high rank and autho=- 
rity. He writes concerning the dualiom of clergy and laitys 
. “auf dicsem Dualismus rubt auch gucht und moe 
liche Reinheit. So wile die Gemcinde erst 
     
  
LOGHGE Ope Cites PPs 73 and 753 
137) Loches op. Cltes pp. Bag 
138} Loehe: op. Cites De 753 
159} Sym» Bericht,19015 pe 595
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Zusammenschiuss mit dem Ministerium zu 
Gemeinde wirds (‘Glergy makes the Ghurch!) 
so werden auch ihre Ordnungen alle erst 
durch diesen Zusammenschiuss zur Wahrheit. 
Faer elle Ordnung der Gemeinde ast das 
Presbyterium Anfang, Ausgangspunkt ung, - 
wie man sagt, Princip. Was von allen Ord~ 
muugen gesact ist, gilt imsonderheit von 
der Zuchtordnung." 140) 
Tor Ieehe, the congregation finds its summit not in its in- 
herent rights and privileges, but in the clergye 
“wie die Gemeinde im Presbyterium gipfelt 
und der Herr durohs Presbyterium mit ihr 
kandelts so gipfelt in dem amtlich forme 
lien Thun und in der Leitung des Presbyte- 
riums der hellige Ernst dex Gemeinde, das 
Boese nicht gu leiden, wid der Herr reicht 
ihe im absolvierenden oder bindenden Mini- 
sterium die Hand. Das Amt der Schluessel 
voliendet die Gencinde zu sinem festen und 
kraeftigen Organismus, und durch es tritt 
der leuchtende Gang ihrer Heiligung anes 
y Licht." 142)" 
Thus, for Loche, Grabau, and Stephen, the local congregae “yw 
ete, 
tion is a seaming non-entity, an abstract thing, without Asege 
the clergy. If it is to have a full concept, they maintain, 
the ministerium must be included, as well as the other cong- 
regations. Loche disliked any elevation of the congregation 
to the helghts of Walther's theses, cfre Loche: Aphorismen 
weber die neutestamentl, Aemters De 150. 
This view reflected itself also in the later 
development’ of the Towa Synod. It is apparent especidliy in 
their doctrine of the call and the Office of the Keyse An ex~ 
Se tee Sie e 755 
141} Teche: ope clic, Do 753
- IBe 
tract from the Constitution of the Iowa Synod (which now is 
part of the American Lutheran Church): (Cfre also: Deindoer= 
fer, Geschichte der Ev. Iuthse Kirche, Synode von Towa, Wart= 
burg Publ. House, Chicago, 1897, pe &3, points 5-7)s 
eo 
®ritt die Nothwendigkeit der Berufung 
eines neuen Pastors ein, so wirket die Gemeinde mit 
dem Ministerium zusammen, Die Gemeinde wendet sich 
entweder durch die Kirchenverwaltung oder durch ei- 
nen benachbarten Pastor an das Ministerium mit der 
Bitte, inr einen neuen Pastor zu setsen, Hat die Ga- 
meinde bereits zu einem Pastoren oder Candidaten Ver=- 
trauen, so kann sie ihn dem Ministerium bezeichnen 
sur Berufung, und das Ministerium hat die Pflicht 
ohne Noth dem Willen der Gemeinde nicht zuwider zu 
sein, Ist aber dieses nicht der Fall, so wird ihr das 
Ministerium einen dndern, wo moeglich mehrere, in V6ér- 
schlag bringen, Werden ihr mehrere vorschlagen, so 
waehlen die stimmfashigen Gemeinde—Glieder einen un- 
ter Zuziehung und Leitung eines Gliedea& unsers Mini-~ 
steriums durch Stimmenmehrheit, Die Vocation ist vom 
Ministerium zu unterzeichnen," 142) 
122) Chr, Otto Kraushaar; Verfassungsformen der Luth, Kirche 
Amerikas, Guetersioh, C Bertelsmann Verlag, . 
Dp. 140, Kirchenordnungen von 1856; 
Note: In concluding this Unit, of the Doctrine of the Church, 
we should like to stress the fact that both Grabau and 
Loehe seemed to divide their concept of -the Church into 
two parts, Loehe, as we have seen, regards the ministe- 
rium and the laity together as consisting of the congre- 
gation, Grabau views the Church as consisting of two 
states, the ecclesiastical, which governed, and the do- 
mestic, which obeyed, These two states, said Grabau 
Make up the visible community which is the Church, Gz, 
Walther and the Church, Foreword, p. VI. Cf, Loehe'a 
rtens tang", :
= &O = 
Walther's Thesis Proveds 
 
Walther's thesis that the local congregation is 
the una _sancta representativa, in contrast to the peculiar 
views expressed by Stephan, Grabau, and Loehe, is proved by 
several passages of Scripture. Among them ares: Acts 2, 42-473 
Acts 15, 6 ff., and also Acts 5. 143) The local congregation, 
in the proper sense, is the una _sancta at 2 particular places 
The una sancta is found wherever the Word and Sacraments ere 
  
administered. (Cfr. previous discussion) 
That is the reason why Walther shows from scrip= 
ture that the local congregation must be given honorable 
titles. We note, for instance, Acts 20,28: "Take heed, there=- 
fore, unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which 
the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the Church of 
God, which He hath purchased with His own blood." Also, Rome 
1,7 shows how the local congregation is regarded: "To all that 
be in Rome, beloved of God, called to be saints," Then alsos 
I Cor. 1,2: "Unto the church of God which is at Corinth, to 
them that are sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be saints." 
Other passages ares II Cor. 3933 6,163 11,23 Phil. 1,1 ctc. 
Tis) Waltner’s approach and Pleper's approach differ from each 
other in this respect: Walther conceives of the local 
congregation as part of the una sancta, as the Church, 
by synecdoches because some mombers belong to the una 
sancta, the wrole congregation is pictured as part or 
the uma sancta, by this figure, Pieper states that when 
Seripture uses the term tekklesia*, in the greetings to 
the various congregations, it means only the believers.
Sl = 
From this fact it follows that such a group, ho- 
nored with faned belonging to the una sancta, certainly also 
have the privileges which accrue to those belonging to the 
una sancta, liere we see the strong point in Walther's thesiss 
he exalts the loosl consregution to its proper rank, He states 
in Thesis VII; 
"Even as the visible comaunions in which the \ord 
and the Sacraments stiil exist in thelr essence, 
bear, according to God's Word, the name of CHURCHES 
because of the true invisible Ghurch of the true 
tontained in them, so likewise they, because of the 
true, invisible Church concBaled in them, though 
therg be but two or three, possess the FOWER which 
Ghrist has given to His entire Church," 144) 
Even Hebart presents Walther as defending the rights of the 
local congregation in opposition to any encroachment upon the 
"Hier wird gana klar, dasz Walther bestrebt ist, sich 
der Frelheitslishe der Gemeinden moeglichst ansupas- 
sen, Nicht nur dem Amte gegenueber bewahrt die Ein= 
selgemeinie ihre Redhte, Auch im kircilichen Verband, 
in der Synode, hat nun jade Gemeinde voellife Frei= 
helt, 5ie hat selbst Kirchonregiment,"” 145) 
Wihile Hebart seems to understand this view of lalther, ne does 
44) Walther ana the Church, D.G4: 
145) Hebart; op. cit., pb. 168s
not interpret Walther's motivation accurately. It was uot to L~ 
satisfy the popular love of Cliristian liberty, but an attemps ' 
to quiet disturbed consciences through the Word of God that 
moved Walther to state his theses in this way and to stress 
the rights of the individual believer. 146) Walther was mo= 
tivated by the force of Scriptural statements to do this, not 
by the desize of, the laity for power and freedom, Hebart is ; 
correct, in stating. that Walther viewed the congregation as a 
selfegoverning body. The local church was to be supreme. It 
is very conceivable that, this view of Walther did not find 
_ favor with men in the Romanizing ranks, nor with many in Bue 
rbpean circles. 3 
One of the ohier sxconmlie of Waither's view 
was shone who otherwise had e very intimate relationshép with 
the Saxon groupe He feared that Walther’s stress om lay rights ~ 
end om congregational self=-govermment was influenced by the 
American @tmocratic spirit. Loehe wrote: 
“Wile heilles die saechsischen Brueder vou 
in tom bavegn a6 hiesaceuionna Roatreintaeea | 
der schlimusten Art kennen gelernt, und die - 
gewaltige Enttacuschung war ganz gecignet, 
sie von jedem hierarchiechen Gedanken su be- - 
freien, dagegen aber fuer eine Art amerilkenisch 
TZéy Wotes We mighs add here that in Unit IZ we shall disauss 
in greater detail the Office of the Keys as admini- 
sterad by the local congregation through the local 
ministrye
eo 83 @ 
eens des allgemeinen Priestere 
Geinh cupteonniion gu machens 0147) 
in another section Leehe sayss 
"Bei aller Hochachtung und Liebe verme 
ichs aber doch nicht 2u verhehlen, dasz 
miz der aera Grundaats von der Bee 
fugnia der Gemeinden oftmiis au? cine gee 
faehrliche Weise hervorzubreten, aehaiets. 
dasz die theuern Brueder nicht bicsz. ‘: 
Stellen aus Iuthers Werken, die wahrlich 
nicht fuer amerikanisthe Vexhaclinisse geo 
schrieben sind, sondern auch elgene Gedanken, 
verooffentlichen, die amerikanische Lust und 
Neigung fuer fieischliche Lust und Neigans 
fuer fleischliche Freihelt in kirchlichen 
Dingen nachren' koormene" 148) 
Moreover, he places the charges “se fuerchte ich auch, es 
moechte mithes in Vort und That meiner thouren Brueder im iie- 
sourl usw, den Verdacht entechuldigen, dass sie im Betreff der 
kivchiichen Verfeszungefzage von amerikanisch-denolaatischen 
Geiste angehaucht seiens" 149) 
Bevertheless, in spite of these objete 
tions, Walther ind definite soripturel proof for his views He 
vow his thesis from such. passages’ as ‘Matth. 18, 172 "Zell 2% 
unto the churghs tut if he neglect to hear the church, ict 
“nim be unto thee as an heathen man and a publican, This is 
very evident that @ 2oca}, church is spoken ofe He decisively 
wins his point when’ he stresses versa 16, whieh guarantees and 
delegates the power of the keys to oath local church: “Verily, 
‘2 oy unto fou, Whatscever ye shall bind on earth shall be 
  
  148) Loches ope Cider De 1045 
149) Loehe: be alka 4 1053
bound in heaven, and whatsoever ye shall lcese on earth shall 
be loosed in heaven." But Walther makes certain that this ap- 
piles not only to a large congregation, but to the small one 
as well, it is not size, but faith, which makes them posses~ 
sors of this glorious power. He quotes also verses 19 and 203 
"Again I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree on 
earth as touching anything that they shall ask, i% shall be 
done fox then of lly Father which is in heavene For where two 
ox three are gathered together in My Bame, there am I in the 
midst of them." We might also add Welther's considerations 
"Agcordingly, if in a local congregation 
there were only two or three believers, 
true children of God, true members of 
the spiritual body of Jesus Christ, the 
congregation would on account of them be 
@ congregation of God and in legitimate 
possession of 211 rights and powers which 
Christ has acquired for, and given to, 
His Church." 150) 
Walther brings testimony for his position 
by citing several statements from the Gonfessions. 
“Qasg wir auch gar nicht eweifeln, dasz 
6iue christliche Kirche auf Erden lebe 
und sei, welche Christi Braut sel, cb- 
wohl der gottlose Heuf mehr und groeszer 
ist, dasz auch der Herr Christus hie auf 
Erden in dem Haufen, welcher Kirche heiszt 
taeglich wirke, Suende vergebeg taeg. 
das Gebet exhocre, tacglich iu Anfechtungen 
die Seinen mit reichem starkem Trost er= 
quicke, und immer wieder auf richtes so ist
der troestliche Artikel in Glauben 
gesetzts "Ich glaube cine katholische 
gemeine christliche Kirche.* Hiernach 
Dbekennt die Apologie, dasz man darum 
gewisz sein koenne, dasz Gott ‘in dem 
Haufen, welcher past heiszt,* obwohl 
er Viele Nichtheilige enthaclt, wirke, 
weil wir glauben koennen und sollen, 
dasz mitten in diesem sichtbaren Haufen 
eine heilige christliiche Kirche verborgen 
Liege, welche den Herrn und seine Gueter 
mitten unter sich hat." 151) 
Another reason why Welther so clearly 
shows that the uma sancta is represented by the local congre- 
gation is that he wished to stress the identity of the du- 
ties of the members of the una sancte with the duties of the 
local congregation. Walther states: "It is the duty of the 
congregation carefully to see to it that the Word of God may 
‘pwiehly dwell and have full and free scope in its midst. Cole 
3,163 "Let the Word of Christ dwell in you richlyt" etc.162) 
This also agrees with the words of the smaicald articles: 
‘Wherever the Church is, there is the authority (command) 
to administer the Gospel," 153) . Zhe Apology states: "the 
true adornment of the churches is godly, useful, and clear 
doctrine, the devout use of the Sacraments, ardent prayer, 
and the like.® 154) Iuther's stetement has become proverbials 
"God's Word cannot be without God's people. On the other hand, 
God's people cannot be without God's word." 255) 
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ioc. cit. 
Zuther: vole XVZp pare 2276, (St. Louis ede)
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Furthermore, Walther states in par, 7 of his 
Die Recite Gestalt that the duty of the congregation is also 
te care for the purity of doctrine and live in ifs midst and 
to exercise church discipline in these matters. This is the 
very task of the memebers of the ume sancta. The following 
passages indicate the correctness of Walther's ‘position. These 
are addressed to local congregations. Besides Matth. 18, 15- 
18, he cites Roms 16, 17%: "Mark them which cause divisions 
and offenses among you contrary to the doctrine which ye have 
learned, and avoid theme" Alsoy I Gore 5p 1-15: “Know ys not 
that a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump?es. Put away 
from among you the wicked person."..Cfr. also: I Core 6, in 
Ss IT Gore 2, Gellg Gal, 6,13 5,145 IZ Thessel. 5,65 alsoy 
Ve 14 and 15s IX John 10, 12. 
Various other duties give one the definite as- 
surance that, when we deal with ths local congregation in the 
proper sense, we are dealing with the une sancta representa- 
tive. 
In this connection, if is especially important 
to note that Walther’s deep respect for the rights of the lo- 
cal congregation is not to be understood as placing the cong- iF Ht 
regation above Scripture.(This was the charge raised by the 
opponents, cfr. Hirtenbrief.) Walther stressed the sola Sorin= 
sure as well. The local congregation is not to be bound by 
—
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any vena hierarchy, clergy, but by Seripture alonee This is 
\gutively different from Gonprogationalien 156), on the one 
hand, and the Anabaptint obuseptions on the others Im Gongre- 
gatdonalien, likewise,. the concregation ie supreme, but in 
@ more radical sense, for: it can decide what doctrine at is 
to teach and what it wishes to believe. In the next uit, we 
shall see that Walther teaches that the local cougregaion has 
the right to judge doctrine (in fact every believer has this 
right), but this is uo license to create or reject Soripturel 
doctrine acsording te one's personel desires, Furthermore, 
 
the view of Walther is oppsed to any lowering of the offices 
of the ministry, as is the case with many of the enthusias- 
tic sects, which mintain that the public ministry is not 
® necessity. In a word, then, Walther's view. of the congrega- 
tlonsi rights was. both. a. Seriptural and a balanced ome. One 
can little realize or predict what the outcome of the Luthe- 
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‘ormm.an a tlased. hile of t he vord or Godce 
Gfr_ Congregational Greéd.of 1883, based on the savoy 
‘Declaration of 1658, Article Ze “We believe that 
@Rb Church. of Christ, invisible and spiritual, com - 
prises ell true believers, whose duty it is to as- 
soclate themselves in churches, for the manifesta- 
tion of worship, for the promotion of spiritual 
growth, and fellowship, and for the conversion of 
meng that these churches, under the guidance of 
the ‘oly Soriptures and in fellowship with one 
another, may SEgse igs » each for itselr= their 
organization, s susits oz Stet Ph. Schaff, 
Greeds of Chris Fly De 9LSs 
5 is the leading principle of the Congregational 
Church, and upon whieh they have prided themselves 
to this day) :
Unit IIs The Doctrine of the Winistry 
in the Letter to the Zphesians, Paul deve- 
lops the concept of the Church as the bodyne? Christ, the 
total of ail true believers in Christ, their Head. Accor= 
dingly, as. we have seen, Walther also defines the Church 
as the sum total of those who believe in Jesus Christ, 
their Savior, In thests VII particularly, Walther treats 
of the local congregation, as the representative group of 
the una.sancta, as well as in Thesis VZ of his doctrine 
of the Church, The members of the una sancta possess by 
faith all the treasures of God's grace, including the Of- 
fice of the Keys and the administration of the means of 
grace. Faul had stressed the wealth of these treasures and 
then proceeded to show how these treasures are placed st 
the Church's disposal. Having given to the believers the 
means of grace, God gave them the right to exercise the of= 
fice of the Keyse As Walther points out, then, the Church, 
in cbedience to the command and according to the institu- 
tion of Christ, establishes the public ministry in her 
midst. Walther explains in what manner the Church follows 
these divine ordinances and éstablishes: the office of the 
ministry for the welfare of souls purchsed with Christ's 
blood,
Although Walther regerds the status of the be- 
liever very highly, he does not fail to make the proper 
distinction between the office of the believer and the 
office of the public ministry. On the one hand, he states 
that the ministry flows from the priesthood of ell belie- 
‘vers, but makes a distinction between the tio officess 
'The holy ministry, or the pastoral office, is an office 
distinct from the priestly office, which belongs to all 
believers," 157) 
Definition of the Ministrys 
In Walther's theses of the doctrine of the mini- 
stry, we notice that his treatment agrees very well with 
his doctrine of the Church. However, there had been certain 
undercurrents of thinking within the Lutheran Church which 
led Walther to enphasize certain points very definitely and 
to bring then into sharp relief, While the Iutheran theo- 
logians were agreed that the office of the ministry was ore 
dained by God, the difference becomes apparent when we note 
the interpretations of Thesis Ie Im our discussion, we shall 
pay particular attention to Walther's position in direct 
contrast to the views expressed by Loehe and Grabau. 
159) Walther and the Church, p. 71, Thesis Ig (on ministry)
@-2 YU 2 
The Divine Institution of the Ministrys Involved in the 
Definition of the Office of the Ministrys 
In writing his famous Hirtenbrief, Grabau 
gorrectly stressed the fact that the office of the mini- 
stry Was ordained by God. He stateds 
"Die Heilige Schrift lehrt vom heiligen Free 
digtamte, dasz es sei ein soleher von Gott 
verordneter Stand auf Erden, in welchem Er 
etliche gewisse tuechtige Personen aus den 
Menschen dazu verordnet, dasz sic mit goett-e 
licher Autoritaet als Botschafter an seiner 
Statt, ihres Herrn Wort Andern vortragen, die 
Sakramente ihnen reichen, sie also au Christo 
gu fuehren und zum ewigen Leben erbauen sole 
len. Diese Definition stimmt genau mit Gottes 
Worte” 158) 
Like Grabau, Walther firmly believed the? 
the office of the ministry was instituted by God, for he 
sayss “The holy ministry, or the pastoral office, is not 
e human ordinance, but an office established. by God Hime 
self." 159) Therefore, it is evident that Walther did 
not view the ministerial office as a merely historical 
development within the Church, which came of necessity, 
but as @ work of God Himself, 160) He proved this, first 
of all, from the 01d Testament prophecies, which promise 
that God Himself would bestow pastors upon the Churchs 
"the Lord gave the Words great was the company of those 
that published ite" Ps. 68, 11/2 He also quoted Jer. 3,15: 
Grabaus Anticr Us De S53 
159) Walther and the Sharon. pe 71, Thesis II (THenslation) 
160) There have beon individual, theologians in the Wiscon- 
sin Synod who were not convinced that the office of 
the ministry was a divine institution. 
Note; There have been controversies, esp, among German 
theologians, as to whether both the Predigtamt and 
the Pfarramt are divinely instituted,
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"I will give you pastors according to Mine heart which 
shall feed you with knowledge and understanding." In 
using Joel 2,23, Walther employed Luther’s translations 
‘teachers of righteousness’, which is the marginal rea- 
ding of the Authorized Version. Moreover, said Walther, 
the divine institution of the ministry is evident from 
the csli of the apostles to the ministry of teafhing by 
the Son of Gods 162) Matth. 103 25, 168203 Iuke 9, 1-103 
Mark 16, 153 John 20, 21-253 21, 159173 and of the seventy 
disciples: as recorded in Luke 10, 1-22, 
Qther evidences for the divine institution 
of the ministry will be considered in connection with our 
discussion of the divinity of the call issued by the local 
congregation. 
Walther's position is also in full accord with 
the lutheran Confsesions. He quotes the following: "Solchen 
Glauben gu exlangen, hat Gott das Predigtamt eingesetzt.* 
162) His view 1s similarly congruent with the writings of 
the writings of the Church Fathers and leaders in the pasts 
"Ich hoffe, ja, dasz die Glacubigen und welche Christen 
heiszen wollen, fast wohl wissen, dasz der geistliche 
gtand sei von Gott: eingesetzt und gestiftet." 1635) 
ee and the Church, p. 723 
162 Walt oe zehe und Am 2° Ds 198, qeebine the Augse 
OnTe, Arte V3 
163) Walthers ops cites De A06y quoting Luthers
e 92 = 
From the writings of Chemnitz, Walther selects the fole 
Lowings "Dasz das Amt des Wortes und der Sakramente von 
dem Sohne Gottes auch im N.T. cingesetzt sel, ist kein 
2weifels Die Xkrche hat awh den Befehl, Diener zu beru- 
fen und zu bestellen," 164) “2 elsoigives this interesting 
quotation from Gerhard, 2s an evidence that his thesis ex- 
presses true Lutheran teachings "Die urspruengliche wire 
kende Ursache des Kirchen~antes ist dsr einige und alleinige 
wahre Gott Vater, Sohn, und Héliger Geist," 165) Welther 
intensifies and dcepenus the reader's understanding of the 
divine institution of the ninistxy by selecting Gerhard's 
statements regarding the evidences for the divine institu- 
tions These evidences, five in number, are of value and 
of force because they emphasize what soripture has stated 
ou this point. First of all, there are specific passages 
which prove explicitly the divinity of the ministerial of- 
fice. Secondly, there ure many promises which God gives to 
the shepherds of His Word. Among them are the promises for 
the granting and the preservation of the teaching office. 
Thirdly, God gives honorable titles to Himself as the Pree 
server of this office, These passages show that the office: 
belongs to:Him, Fourthly, God exhorts the Christians to ap=- 
point pastors. -Firehiyp the fact-that God transferred the 
teaching functions over to Adam, Noahs and the patriarchs, 
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165) Walther: loc. clis
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and later to the apostles, brings evidence for this conelu- 
sion. Another evidence is the fact that the Holy Ghost once 
spoke through the prophets which were sent by God as well as 
through the holy writers of the New Testement, who were sent 
by the Church. From I Cors 12, 4-11 it is very evident that 
the Holy Ghost gives His servants needed gifts, and hence, 
He is the Author and Preserver of the ministry. 
Loche, like Walther and Grabau,; agreed 
that the office of the ministry was instituted by God. 
He states his position very clearlys "So ist es doch auch 
ueber alle 4weifel erhaben, dasz der Herr Christus selbst 
ein amt des Neuen Testaments gestiftet hat.e"166) However, 
he adds: “welches mit dem allgemeinen Priesterthum aller 
Christen durchaus nicht vermengetaaaz? und von diesem eben 
80 wenig aufgehoben wird, als es dasselbe aufhebt." 167) 
Loehe, as one notices from his statements, felt that the 
so-called ‘transference! theory of Walther eliminated the 
| 
divine institution. The dilemma which Loshe Toroefully VS ih 
pressed wass cither the ministry ig fron God, or it is from qe 
cnet aw venom ten 
  
the congregation. Of this we shall treat later, Then, Loche a 
insisted that the office of the ministry was instituted by 
God together with the snoranents, together with the means 
of grace, Abeve One paragraph he gives the headings "AY: 
den Gnademitteln ist des Amt estiftet @ 168 
es wismen uever dis neutestamentlichen Aemter 
un erhacltnis zur Gemoinde, Nuernberg, 
167) Loches lov. "atte: fends may not be an extreme state= 
ment, in view of the enthusiasts’ abuse of the 
priesthood of all believers. Yet, his stress 
upon the ministry and his distinction between 
the two offices goes farther ot Walther's dise 
tinction shall see 18 Ses) -aeenes Sioeee ne Bete a eee ea eee)
@ 94 « 
The impression is given that these two gifts of God, the 
office of the ministry and the sacraments are almost in- 
separably united, 169) He sayss "Die Gnadenaittel exheie« 
schen gebieterisch Menschen, welche sie verwalten, weder 
Wort noch Sakrament verwaltet sich selbst, so verwaltet 
sie auch nicht der heilige Geist in elgener und sichtbarer 
Gestalt." 170) He combines the institution of the Altar 
Sacrament, very closely with the institution of the office 
of the ministrys “Und wie er daher theils vor seinem ster- 
ben, thells vor seiner Auffahrt den Predigtbefehl gab und 
die Sacramente stiftete; so berief er gleichzeitig auch Men- 
schen zur Verwaltung und gab ihnen die Verheissung seines 
Beistandes bis ans Ende der Tages" 171) Here already, then, 
we see a great difference in the minds of the various theoe 
logians as the understanding of the clauses "The office of 
the ministry is instituted by God.* 
In this connection we recall what we have 
previously stated regarding Loche's view of the ministry. 
We might add, however, that, while he believed in the di- 
vine inatithtion of the ministry, he maintained that it was 
ordained within the priesthood of all believers, but did 
  
not flow fom the priesthood of 412 believers. He stressed 
@ gran ere is an intimate conneation between 
the office of the ministry and the administration of 
the means of grace, but that this must be correctly 
understood. See later section on administration of 
the means of graces 
270) Loches Kirche und Amt, pe 203 
271) Loches ops Cites DPe 21 amd 223
= 95.— 
particulerly the expression "en tee ekklesia’, in I Core 
12,5 28,.from which he concluded that persons singled out 
from the group of believers were called pastors, but not 
that: the congregation "*transferred®: the office from theame\/ 
selves to one individuel, 172) This miter will be dis- 
cussed when we treat the Office of the Keys, 
The Romanizing tendencies of certain Lue 
theren leaders and theologiens of Walther’s day become very 
apparent in the deseription of the office of the ministry. 
This general attitude of minimizing the rights and privi-e 
leges of the laity is the strong point of similarity of 
the hierarchical Lutherans with the Roman errors. For Rome 
the believer's rights are not spoken of particularly, but 
rather the member's submission to the Vicar of Christ and 
to the clergy of the Church. Rome emphasizes the clergy 2s 
the Church, the teaching office. the chief diffigulty in 
the Romaniding Lutheran theories is their failure to dis« 
tinguish clearly between the ministry in abstracto and the Y 
ministry in concrete. From 211 appearances, Grabau viewed 
 
the office of the ministry as identical with the ministe- 
rium, He, likewise, fails to differentiate between ‘the mie 
nistry in the abstract and the ministry in the coneretes 
he mkes the ministry appear as & rank, a higher state, or 
« Theo, Graebrer, who holds Walther's view, makes an 
excellent distinction: "The ministerial office does 
not originate with the general priesthood of belice« 
Verde z Originated thenugh an institution by Jesus 
Christ, when He, in the apostolate, established the 
public ministry.it is Christ likewise Who calis our 
pastors, each into his respective office, to his par- 
ticular parish. But He does this mediately, through 
the congregation. By virtue of possessing these rights 
for their own use," etc. Luth, Witness, voleLV, pe983
&s & priesthood. “Washrend das goistliche Priesterthun 
einer. Porson ihr glaeubiges Verhaelinis gu dem versochne 
ten Gott ist, so ist das heilige Predigtamt cin von Gott 
geordneter Stand, der’cs mit der Gemeinde cu thun bat," 
173) What Grabau undoubtedly feared was an abuse of the j~ 
Christian liberty on the part of the inity, However, such 
a definition as this results in a too rigid and unbiblical 
distinction between the priesthood of all believers and 
the office of the ministrye 
That Grabau evidently defined the ministry 
as constituting the clergy, isGe, the persons holding ths 
office of the ministry, one can notice from his following 
remarks : , 
"Die Gewalt aber des Pradigéus, Bindens und Loesensa, V 
geht durch ordentliche Mittel aus dem Evangelio des 
Mimdes Christi in den Mund der Apostel, Propheten, 
Hirten und Lehrer ueber. Und so tritt es als ein 
Amt oder KRirchengewalt hervor in die tacgliche Ause 
Ausuebung, und wird dann der Name 'Kirchengewalt! 
in keinem anderem Verstande gebraucht, denn als 
Amtsname gewilsser Personen %in’ der Kiréhe." 174) 
Welther, on the other hand, showed that Grabau failed to 
  
distinguish between the possession and the practical use 
of the Church Power, in his rebuttal, Walther shows that 
Grabau is Romanizing by citing Bellarain’s statements — 
"Die ganze Vollmacht der Kirche ist formaliter mux in den 
© Hirtenbrief, p. 35,23 
sTOls Is De S55 . 
       que 
iti 
   
Kirchenpraelaten, sowie das Gesicht des ganzen Koerpers 
formaliter nur in dem Haupte ist.’ 175) Viewing this 
very objectively, one is compelled to reach stich 2 con= 
clusion, for Walther's comparisons were not overdrawm, 
but indieative of a deep insight intoke the various raml- 
fications of the clericalistic view of the ministry. Anc- 
ther statement by Grabau shows the justification efor ele 
ther'’s contentions 
“Wir glauben und bekennen auch, dasz dieses Amt 
als Gottes eigene Ordnung in der Kirche einen 
apapnnee tant Stand mache.sDer Apostel Pbtrus 
sagt: (I Bp. 8,122.) nichts priestert anstatt 
der Heerde, die euch ctwas uebertragen hatpeee 
Wir pricetern nicht aus eigenen Glauben oder 
geistlichen Priesterthun an unser oder anderer 
Leute statt." 176) 
in contrast to Grabau, Walther shows that the difference be- vo 
tween the priesthood of believers and the office of the mi- 
z 
nistry is not a difference in functions, but in the use 
of the same functions. In other words, the public admini- 
stration of the means of grace, though 2 right belonging 
to all, is delegated to one individual, In other words, the 
ministry is the public administration of the office of the 
Keys and the means of grace. All believers have this inhe- 
rent right, but, 3n obedience to divine sommand and for the 
utheraner, VOLe peries, pate 253 
176) Grabaue Trformntoxiums Vol. Ip phe 150740%5e 
=) Doctrine in the Church of ‘Lavidepe 1153 Macmillan, 
Wew York, Loca: "The prorat th i vy, then, is to be regare 
ded as on origine2 and essential element in the 
Church..But distinction corresponding to that was 
drawn later between clergy and laity. Kleeros and 
jaos is there from the outset.eyet the Ministry 
ate in succession to the original apostolate.. 
But Christ, in drawing men to Himself, unites then 
in'a bond of fellowship of which the Apostolate and 
the Ministry are the ministreing organs."
sake of order, delegate these functions to one individual. 
He performs these duties in their. name and in their stead, 
while they still remain possessors of these rights. She 
ministry, 4s, then, not the body of ordained persons, but 
the office of administering the means of grace and exercie 
sing the Office of the Keys, 
Keeping in mind Grabau's clericalism, we can 
readily see why Walther worded his thesis so pointedlys 
"The ministry of preaching is not @ peculiar order, 
set up over aud against the. common estate of Chrige 
tiang, and holier than the latter, like the prieste 
97) of the Levites, but it is an office of service." 
This thesis of Walther was the result of his thorough in- 
vestigation of such passages as I Pet, 2,8 and Rev. 1,6, 
in whieh the Christians are called ‘kings and priests’. 
178) All believeing Christians belong te a priestly. ese 
tate. Moreover, there is uo rank among themselves, for they 
are *all one in Christ Jesus’, Gal, 3,283 ‘they are all bree 
thren’, Meatth, 25, 8-12. Walther makes the difference be=- 
tween the universal priesthood and the ministry very plaing 
“However, ag in the 01d Covenant all sons of Aaron 
were indeed of priestly descent and order, while 
only gome were engaged in the priestly orfice and 
miniGtacet. 50 in the Hew Covenant also those who 
' are in charge of the public ministry of preaching 
are not priests on that eccount or priests Before 
others, but they are only the ministering persons 
smong & priestly people." 178) 
either an eC hs Pe 75, Thesis IVs . 
178) Gf. Loche's vebutial, in his pSeo8 und Amtspe 58 Loy 
ae he denies that these passgges prove this 
point ve 
179) (Walther} loc. eit, (Walther and the Cimreh) 
rere) 
Lapeer
Other passages bring out the gact that the ministry is 
precisely what the etymology of the word indicatess it 
is an office of service, as Walther also mainteined, 
“Who, then, is Paul, and who is Apollos, but ministers 
by whom ye belisve?# I Cor. 555, “We preach not ourselves 
but Christ Jesus, the Lord, and ourselves your servants 
fox Jesus* sakes" II Corse 4,5. Finally, also: "For His be- 
dy's sake, which is the Church, whereof I am a minister ac-~ 
cording to the dispensation of God; which is given me for 
you to fulfil the Word of Gods" Coloss, 1, 24.25, 
Walther's concept of the ministry as en of- 
fice of service is in full agreement with the Confessions. 
He cites the Apology of the Augsburg Confession, Article 
HEII (X)s 
“Gabriel unter andern Ureachen, warum den Laien 
nicht beide Gestalt gereicht werde, sett auch 
diese: es habe muessen cin Unterschied sein, sagt 
er, unter Priestern und Laien. Und ich halt wohl, 
6s sei die groeszte und fuernchuste Ureach, warum 
sie hentiges Tages festhalten, damit der Praffene 
stand helliger scheine gegen den Laienstands das ist 
nun ein Menschen-Gedankeng worauf der gehe, ist 
wohl absunehmen." 180). 
Another statement from the Apology emphasizes the ministry 
@g an office of services (Article xxiv, (xIr)-) 
"go heiszet Litungia gviechisch eigentlich ein Ant, 
davinne man der Gemeinde dienets; das schicket sich 
wohl auf unsere Lehre, dasz der Prisster da, als 
Tso} Walthers Rizcne und AmteD. 2223
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ein gamelner Diener, denjenigen, so kommunizieren 
ie dienet und das heilige Sakrament reichet." 
Walther's thinking follows the same development of the 
doctrine of the ministry as the Confession do, on the 
basis of Scripture. 
This view of the office of the ministry was 
also expressed in the various writings of orthodox theolo- 
gians at the time cf the Reformation and in subsequent pee 
riods of the Lutheran Church, Among these writers, Walther 
quotes Henricus Barnerus, who writess 
"Da muss man unterscheiden inter statum et officiun, 
gwischen Stande und Amte, Zum ite @ehoeres s Ey 
23s vocatio, sonderbarer Beruf; dasz misz autgetra 
gen, befohien werden. Aber sum Stande nicht. So 
sind zwar alle Christen Priester, aber nicht alls 
’ Pfarrherrn." 182) 
He also selects one of the statements by Luthers 
“Jar sind wir Priester, so viel unser Christen 
seine Welche wir aber Priester heiszen, seind Dis- 
ner von ums erwachlet, so auch in unserm Nemen ale 
ies verrichten sollen., Und ist das Priesterthun 
nichts anders, dem ein Dienst." 183) 
Walther very properly jmeludes also the remarks made by 
Hesshusius in this connections 
"Alle glaeubige Christen, nicht allein die im helli- 
gen Predigtamt sind, sondern auch weltliche Regen- 
ten und Handwerker, die im Nemen Christi getautt, 
und durch den Heiligen Geist erneuret sind, die 
sind Priester und Priesterinnen, die und Recht 
haben, geistliche:Opfer su opfern."” 184 
          
ees Kirche und Amt, De 2223 
182) Welthers op. Cites DD» 208 and 2233 
183) Walthers ope Gite, De 2253 
184) Walthers op. cites ps 2543
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irenaeus states: “Alle Gerechte sind priebtlichen Standes.@ 
185) Walther also drew from the writings of Tertullian, 
Auguatines Origen; Clement of Alexandria, Chrysostom, vee 
vome, and even from the early writer, Justin Martyr, who 
emphasize this. outstanding characteristic of the minisie- 
rial offices service, Walther quotes an excellent paragraph 
from Jerome's workss 
WZwischen einem Raushalter und den Dienerschart 
seh teenie t Ta tear ean 
kenne dennBSischof und Presbyter, daaz der Haute 
ihr Mitknecht, nicht ihr Knecht ist." 186) 
Thus we see that the view of the earliest Church Fathers 
is that the ministry is an office of service. Thus, their 
view is repeated in the theses of Walther, centuries later, 
Walther'’s view, then, is not an eccentric and unwarranted 
one, but a postion that is both Seriptural and ecumenical 
Ss well, This truth, thet the ministry is an office of ser- 
vice, bas been proclaimed by Christians in 211 ages and 
In order to complete & survey of Wealther's 
thesis that the ministry is an office of service, it 1s well 
to consider, 2s we have stated previously, that the leading 
Lutheran antagonists of Walther, especially Grabau, failed 
BLEHEre ODe Cite De 2063 
186} Walther: ope cite, De 2573
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to distinguish between the ministerium in abstracto from 
the ministeriua in eeaseete, ‘The opponents identizied the 
persons in the ministry with the office itself, This, as 
one can readily see, is definitely Romanizing, for Rome 
Leaves very little for the layman in the way of rights and 
priesthood of all beldevers. A spititual priesthood of all 
believers for Rome is something rather remote and abstract, 
if held at all by them, Walther, on the other hand, with 
the glory of the universal priesthood of believers before 
him, showed that the office of the ministry was an office 
of sexvicee If that is true, then, the ministry in abstrace 
to is the point to be stressed, not the composite group of 
pastorse Waither quoted from the Formula of Concords 
nisterium ecclesiasticum, hoc est, yerbum Dei 
poet te ogee, epee 
fais aera LS SE 
fmt des Geistes." 187) 
Walther, 2s we have observed, hata deep insight into the 
fundamental characteristic of the ministry», namely, services 
Many contemporaneous errors made this peculiar emphasis of 
Walther very timely end important. We might add that the 
views of Grabau and Loche regarding the administratione of
the means of grace mde this clear statement necessarye Wel 
ther had to combat a trend of his time which dangerously ape 
187) Walthers OD. Olte, pe 1953 
y) We do not deny that there is a ministerium in ebsazes 
concreto which is a part of, the locus, buts 
i the concrete (in epee obs}. or as it (the of} 
fice) is vested in ca. and ordained pastorse" 
Dye Je The. Mueller, stian Dogmaticss, pe 5658 
This author makes a clear distinction between the 
the two ‘ministeria',
a glares ing 
‘ p¥Yoaching the sacerdotaliem of Rome, that the sacraments 
were not valid and efficacious unless administered by a 
properly ordained clergyman, 
The other theologian, Loehe, has much in 
his writings which inspire the student as welle as the 
pastor, which calis forth our praise. Nevertheless, he 
expressed 4 view that manifested a type of clericalism, 
though milder in form than stephan*e# or Grabau's posi- 
tion, He seemed to elevate the clergy above the laity 
in many respects. He stated the difference between the 
clergy and the congregation very emphaticallys 
“Der Unterschied zwischen Amt und Gemeinde ist ein 
schriftmaesziger, Die Presbyter sind geweiht und 
ordinirt. Wer zum Amte ordinirt ist, ist kein Laics 
mehre Daraus folgt, dasz es "Laiensélteste, Laien- 
presbyter* nicht geben kann. Entweder sind sie 
Laien, dann sind sie keine Presbyierg éena-séné 
oder sie sind Presbyter, dawn sind sie keine Laie 
eu. Die Ordination macht den Unterschied zwischen 
inen und der Gemeinde (dem Yolkee=-den Laien), den 
nicmand durch die ganze richtige Behauptung, dasz 
alle Christen (sacerdotes) seien, aufheben kann. 
Denn das Amt des Neuen Testament und das allgemcine 
Priesterthum dex Christen sind verschiedenes Dinge. 
Die Presbyter haben und ueben das aligemeine Pries- 
terthum, aber die Christen, welche Gottes “riester 
sind, sind deshalb keins Aeltesten. Presbyteriu 
und Priesterthum fallen nicht zusammen. Man vermenge 
nicht, was der Herr unterscheidet. Es hat in heuerer 
Zeit evosse Verwirrung angerichtet, dasz man jene 
Dpeiden Begriffe nicht auseinander gehalten hat, und 
vere $88) lange Kilage koennte deshalb erhoben wer- 
en 
 
188) Loshes Aphoriamen, uswes De 793(Cfre alsos Loches 
Kirche und Amt, ped8f.)
o L0ae 
While there du, ae Loche points out, a danger in confusing 
the priesthood of all believers with the office of the mie 
nistry, a9 hes been done by the enthusiasts, yet we notice 
that Loehe extends this distinction farther than Walther 
did. Statements by Loehe are not as extreme as those made 
by Grabau, but from later sections, especially in connece 
with the question of calling a pastor, or of "transferring*t 
the office to an individual, we shall see thet Loehe ree 
stricted the area and extent of the lay privileges by attrie 
buting more importance to the ministry as 2 separate ranke 
in Loche’s concept of the congregation, as we have tried to 
sketch in Unit I, is another evidence for his Romanging ten-= 
dency, namely, of regarding the laity as suhiadlea td to the 
clergy. He states: "Befand ich nun im Falle, meinen Bruedern 
in Missouri nicht peietinmen au koennen, weil sie den Gee 
meinden zu viel einracumen,." 189) In treating his theory 
or the menuner in which the ministry is transmitted or pree 
served, Loehe very strikingly seta the laity into a diffe- 
rent category, as follows: 
"Das allgemeine Priesterthum gibt, wenn die Befaehi- 
gung da ist, wohl das Recht das Bischofsamt zu bee 
gehren, (oregesthai), aber es ertheilt nicht das 
Bischofsamt, sondern das Hischofsamt érthellt sich 
selbst mit - im BHinklang mit den Gemeinden, denen 
es dienen will, =- und die Bischoefe setzen ist, wie 
es auch faktisch allenthalben steht, jus Subssennnee 
Die Gencinde soll nicht theilnsimios zusehen; 
Eegenthell, sie nimmt und hat groszen Anteil, sie 
Deataatigs sich durch Zeugnis, Wunsch, Bitte,"uswe 
9 
be Toehes Uneere Kirenl. tara, pe LOGS 
190) Loches ope Gite, De 1023
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ven though Loche attempts to give the laity and the local 
congregation a place by using the terms *dienen' and "sie 
nimmt un hat groszen Anteil', he nevertheless places the 
laity into a vather unimportant role. The function of the 
laity is very passives to request, to wish, to desire, to 
testify that they wish to-have a pastor.( These terms are 
rather weak, considering the excellent treatment Loche - 
gives of Gospelepreaching in his other works} such terms 
are very unfortunate, for they reflect a view which subore 
dinates the laity to the clergy. They have no right to 
grant, but they must ask. Lochs seems to express a longing — 
fox a strong centralized power, to be vested in the clergy. 
As we stated in the introduction, while we cannot adhere to 
Loehe's view, inasmuch 4s they expressions do not flow from 
Seripture, we can understand his approach, for he was in the 
midst of a State-Church polity. Church goverment was very 
auportent to Loehe’s thinking, and hence, he stressed the 
Clergy above the laity, which one regrets very much, 
The View of Grabau 
The proper distinction between the priest- “ 
hood of all believers and the office of the ministry becomes 
very important in the question of the public administration 
of the Office of the Keys and the means of graces A clerdoa-
= 100 = 
listic view of the ministry will reflect itself especially 
here, when we deal with the ministry, with the authority 
of the pastor to administer the Offica of the Keys and 
the means of grace publicly,(in the stead of the congrega- 
tion) Grabau's view contends for a separate rank for the 
pastors, when he stategs 
"Die Gewait aber des Predigens, Bindens und Loesens 
geht durch ordentliche Mittel aus dem Evangelio 
des Mundes Ghristi in den Mund der Apostel, Pro- 
pheten, Hirten, und Lehrer ueber,. Und so tritt es 
ais ein Amt oder Kirchengewalt hervor in die taeg- 
liche Ausuebung, und wird dann der Neme 'Kirchene 
gewalt! in keinem anderm Verstande gebraucht, denn 
. aoe Amtsname gewlsser Personen 'in’ der Kirche.” 
Forgiveness of sin can be deblered only by the ministry, 
according to Grabau, He statess 
“Wir wissen, dass alle rechtglaeubigen ‘Gatechis= 
men go lehren, dass Christus unser. Herr die Macht - 
in selnem Namen die Suende su vergebendém Predigte 
amt ausschlieszlich zugesprochen wird,* 192} 
Thus Grabau ascribes this right alone end exclusively to 
the clergy. This is'a definitely Romnizing view, for as - 
we shall sec, Rome's sacredotalien was such.2 power,. bee 
cause if the ban were imposed, the people were said to bea 
Without any possibility of forgiveness. Grabau stated that 
the ministry per_se had the right to administer the Secrae 
ments and to exercise the Office of the Keysa The fact that : 
one is a clergyman does not: ih itself give one this right. 
Tapas ‘ormatorium, Vole Ip De 853 
192} Grabau: 2. Syno ef, p.885
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This view was different from the view of Walther, although 
Walther maintained that the pastor had a right to adminie 
ster the Sacraments publicly. 
Zhe View of Walthers 
f Walther, well aware of the dangers of en- 
thusiasm, also maintained that the pastor alone had the 
authori t;: Med acta ta hae the means of grace and to exercise 
the right of the Office of the Keys. He statess "The mini- 
stry of preaching has the authority to preach the Gospel 
and. to administer the Sacraments and the authority of a 
spiritual tribunal,” 193) It is relatively eesy to fall 
into She Romanizing error, for our flesh is eager to bee 
come authoritative and dominate. over others.{ The difference 
between Walther’s and Graban's position is this: Grabau 
felt that the ministry per_se had the right to administer 
the means of grace, while Walther showed t hat the ministry 
received this authority from the congregation.) Walther for- 
miated his thesis only after-a thorough study of such pase 
sages @a indicate the type of authority which Christ gave 
to the ministry of preaching when He established this of- 
fice, Christ says in Matth. 28, 19.20: "Go ye and teach all 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Yather and of the 
 
  
193) Walther and the Church, p. 743 Thesis V5 
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Son and of the Holy Ghosts teaching them to observe all 
things whatsoever I command yous" Christ gave the servants 
of the Yord the right to exerciss the Office of the Keyss 
"as My Pather hath sent Me, even so send I yousesWhosocver 
sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them, and whososver 
sins ye wetain, they are retained." John 20,221.25, Jesus 
also paids “Feed My lanbs..feed My sheepe" John 21, 15.16, 
Paul wrote to the Corinthians: “Let a man so account of us 
&s of the ministers of Christ and stewards of the mysteries 
of God." ZT Cor. 4,14 
Walther also shows from the Confessions that 
his position if the truly Lutheran view, as well 2s the core 
rect onée He selects Article 28 of the Augsburg Confessions 
"Yun iehren die Unsern also, dasa die Gewalt der 
Schiuessel oder der Bischosfen. sel laut des Eaangee 
liums ein Gewalt und Befehl Gottes, das Evangelium 
zu predigen, die Suende 2u vergeboen, und su behalten, 
und die Sakrament 2zu reichen und su handeln, Denn 
Christus hat die atel mit dem Befchi suszessndts 
'Gleichwie mich mein Vater gesandt hat, also sende 
ich euchg nehmet hin den Reiligen Geist, usweeDen~ 
selben Gewalt der Schluessel oder Gischoefen uebet 
und troibet men allein mit der Lehre und Predigt 
Gottes Worts und mit der Handreichung der sakrament, 
gegen vielen oy" einzelnen Personen, darnach der 
Beruf ist, 194) . ; 
Aecordingly, the Augsburg Confession points out thet there 
   
wo parts in the duties of.a pastor or bishops first, 
Lther? Kirene und Amt, De 258 and 2595 
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the potestas ordinis, preaching the Gospel end administer- 
ing the Sacraments, Seond, the potestas jurisdictionis. 
He quotes from the 28th article of the Augsburg Confes~ _ 
sion agains 
"go hat ein jeder christlicher Bischof potestatem | 
ordinis, des ist das Iivangelium au predigen, sa- 
krament zu reichen, auch-hat er Gewalt elnes geiste 
Lichen Gerichtsawangs in der Kirchen, das ist. 
Macht und Gowalt, aus der christlichen Gemeinde 
gu schlieszen, diejenigen, so nun ceffentlichen’ 
Lastern funden werden, und dieselbigen, wenn. sie 
sich bekehren, wieder anzunehmen, und ihnen dis 
Absolution mitzutheilen." 195) 
Hee also cites a paragraph from the Smalecald articles 
ou the Power of the Bishopss 
"Denn das Evangelium gebeunt denen, so den Kirchen 
sollen fuerstehen, dasz sie das Evangelium pre=- 
digen, Suende ¥ergeben, und Sakramente reichen 
sellen, und ueber das giebt es ihnen die Jurise 
diktion, dasz man die, so in oeffentlichen Lastern 
liegen, bannen, und die sich bessern wollen, ent~ 
binden und absolvieren soll, Nun musz es jedermann, 
auch unsere Widersacher, bekemnen, dasz diesen 
Befehil zugleich alle haben, die den Kirchen fuer- 
stehen, sie heiszen gleich Pagtores oder Presby- 
teri oder Bischoefe." 196) 
Walther’s writings are also in agresment 
with the private works of the leading theologians of thé - 
Lutheran Church in the paste He quotes a statement from 
Luthers 
“Denn der Haufen ganz kann so#Bhes nicht thun, son- 
' dern.muessen es Himem befehlen oder lassen befohicn 
TOE Wel thert Kisshe und_imts Pe 258 and 2595 
196) Walthore op. Cites De 2403
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Was wollt sonst werden, wenn ein jeglicher reden 
oder reichen wollte, und keiner dem andern weichen,. 
Es musz Einem allein befohlen werden, und ihn al- 
lein lassen predigen,. tacufen, absolvieren und Sa- 
ee die andern all des zufrieden sein," 
usWe 
In the same vein, Gerhard writes: 
“Dasz es aber auszer jener unbeschraenkten und poli- 
tishen Gewalt noch eine andere dem Kirchenamt zu- 
kommende gebe, wird erwiesens 1. Durch die Ause 
sprueche der Schrifts 2. Durch die chrenvollen Ti- 
tel der Kirchendiener; 3. Durch Beispicles 4. Durch 
Gruendes Gane eine Jirchliche Gewalt kann das Kire 
chenamt die Stuecke der damit verbundenen Verprlich- 
tung nicht vollbringen, noch die Zusammenfassung 
des mystischen Leibes Christi bestehen,. Also hat 
iss) dem Kirchenamt eine solche Gewalt gegeben." 
Walther's thesis, that to the pastors is given the right 
to administer the Office of the Keys,is well established. 
However,we shall see in a later section that this thesis 
of Walther is correctly qualifasdéand explained by his 
sixth thesis on the doctrine of the ministry. He did not 
propose the statement that this prerogative was limited 
to the incumbent of the office of the ministry at ail 
times. 
This thesis, however, was not the point at 
issue, and yet we do find statemants in Grabau's writings, 
expressing dissatisfaction with the position of Walther's 
body of theses as a whole. Grabau states: (cfr. preve ae) 
QLtCHEPS OP. Cites De 2403 
198) Walthers ope Cites De 242 and 2455
e iit © 
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“Within sind wir uebergzeugt, dasz ein von der Gee 
meinde willkuerlich aufgeworfener Mann weder die 
Absolution geben, noch den Leib und das Blut 
Ghristi austheilen koenne, sondern dasz er eitel 
Brot und Wein gibt..aWas die einzelne Gemeinde bee 
trifft, so wollt unsere Theologen in den schmal- 
kaldischen Artikeln keineswegs sagen, dasz sie 
, fuer sich allein willkuerlich aus ihrer Mitte ei-e 
nen ungelehrten, ungeprueften und unvorbereiteten 
Menn zum oeffentlichen Kirchenamt, durch die blosse 
Kraft der Stimmenmmehrheit herausgreifen und suf- 
werfen solle und duerfe, Denn solches hat vor Gott 
nicht ie Gueltigkeit, sondern ist eltel 
Untuge® 
This statement shows that Grabau did uot concede to a lay 
aduinistration of the Keys and the means of grace at any 
time. He felt that the Sacraments thus administered were 
not valid. Grabau thus leaned very heavily to Rome's sa- 
cerdotalisne 
Summarizing Walther's reply to.this, we may 
say that the one extremes namely, of those who believe that 
there is to be no ministry at all, is wrong. The middle 
course, then, is to maintain the authority of the pastor 
‘who is to perform what the congregation has entrusted to 
him, Walther, who was instrumental in the answering of Grae 
bau's Hirtenbrief, was one of the co-signers of the Oritique 
 
of the Hirtenbrief, Together with other Missourians, Walther 
makes clear that the validity of the Sacraments must not 
depend upon the authority of the pastor. 200)s= The further 
implications of Grabau's theory, will be treated in the sece 
ra baus en) 9 DDe 15 and 163 
200) Cir. Gritiques pe and 29 ?f.
tion dealing with the relatiionship of the ministry to 
the administration of the means of grace. 
The View of Loches 
ieehe, while resembling the general point 
of view of Grabau, approaches the matter somewhat diffe-e 
rently. While he does not make the Sacraments dependent 
upon the person or call of the pastor, he insists that the 
office of the ministry was instituted together with the 
means of grace. He statess 
“Yas waere das Amt und was waeren die Diener ohne 
die Gnademmittel? «- und was haelfen die Gnaden- 
mittel ohne das Amt und die Diener? Die beiden 
sind ungertrennlich mit cinander gegeben und rere 
einigt. Die Gnadenmittel sind nicht um des Amtes 
willen gegeben, wohl aber dieses leicht zu erken- 
maen ist, was groeasexzyy was'kleiner ist. Demnoch 
haben beide einerlei Loos. Auf der Schwelle zwi- 
sehen sichtbarer und unsichtbharer Kirche steht 
das heilige Amt mit dem Schatze der Gnademittel, 
mig diesen ein Bindemittel zwischen Heils- und 
Kirchenordnung, aber eine fuer die sichtbare noth= 
wendige, von Gott gewollte und befohlene, von ho- 
her Bedeutung, fuer Sammlung, Erhaliung, und VYol- 
—s a unsichtharen wie der sichtbaren Kire 
Ge" 20 
This opinion of Lo¢he is also evident in his attitude 
over against the congregation, as we have sketched pre=- 
viously. From this, one can readily see that he would not 
easily countenance a layman administering the Lord's Sup- 
per even in an exceptional case, although he does not exe 
press himself as cums Vga Ey as ove would imagine. In 
ee eo AMG, De $ 
reeks Loche says that the Keys do not belong to the laity, 
for they do not use them, His argument iss there is no pos- 
session without use. Loehe says: “Oder sollen sie das Ant 
haben ohne es auszuusben, ohue Moeglichkeit, es irgend auf 
dem Wege der ordnung (denn vom Auszerordentlichen von Hot- 
taufe ist hier keine Rede) erlangen zu koennen?" 202) 
While Loche conceded the validity, of cnergency baptism, 
he insisted again and again, on the one hand, upon the au- 
thority of the clergy in the matter of the administration 
of the means of grace. While Walther stated the importance 
of pastors performing these functions, he always allowed 
for the extreme cases for the full exercise of lay rights. 
203) 
iis The Manner in which God Gonfers the Office of the Mini- 
strys 
Gur subject of the ministry finally resolves 
itself into this one questions how does God give the office 
of preaching to His Church? In the history of the Church 
there have been several answers to this question. The fol- 
lowing theories constitute the main opinions expressed in 
the Church on this perticular problem. 
The Roman Gatholic theory, briefly stated, 
is the followings The office has been conferred by Christ 
Seay teehes Kirche wat late ped83 
203) Gfr. Loehes Kirche und Amt, ppe 253 cire alsos De 1813
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upon his substitute, the Pope, who in turn transfers it. 
to the bishops, by whom, in the interest of the indivi-e 
dual communicants, it is transferred to the priests. 
The Episcopal theory: The office has been transferred 
by Christ upon the bishops, the successors of the apostles, 
and by them is transferred to the presbyters in the inte- 
vest of the indlvidual communicants, 204) The Buffalo .py- So 
nod theorys The office hes been conferred Christ upon the 
whole Church through the ministry, and is passed on by the 
ministers in the interes’ of the congregation by ordination. 
ioehe’*s theorys The office of the ministry has been con- 
ferred by Christ upon the Church as such, and is given to. 
individual ministers by the call of the nonerenation and by 
ordination, which is the liturgical form of its transference 
Hoeflings The office is an institution of the Christian 
Ghurch in the interest of orderlinesse Walther: The office 
has been conferred upon the Church in the spiritual priest- 
hood of all believers; the ordination is merely the confire 
mation of the. congregational call, 205) 
e Theory of bas 3 
Grabau ‘viewed the ministerial office as 
the office ordained by God and conferred by Him upom the 
entire Church through the ministry. Accordingly, then, the 
204) Gir. The theory of the Iutheran Church of sweden, 
discussed in detail in Jenkins and Mackenzies 
Bpiscopacy, Ancient and Modern, 1950, New York, 
Ma Ty De ° 
205) Verbatim from Hever A Brio? Eigtony of the iuthersn 
Church in Americas, pipe §
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Church reacsived and still receives the office of the minie 
stry mediately, through the ministerium. He stetes: j— Mi 5 
"Die Gemeinde hat die Schluessel nicht unmittele 
bar, sondern mittelhbar im Worte Gottes und im 
heiligen Eredigtant." 206) sefwoun nun gesagt Nee 
wird, dasz diese sonderbare Kirchengewalt sei- ea 
, Mer Kirche auf Erden von Christo gegeben sei, 
so ist nichts anderes gesagt, als dasz die im 
Evangelio eingesetzt und in der Kirche durch 
ordentliche Mittel nus Kraft des Iivangelii 
eufgerichtet sei in der Gestalt des Bischofse 
ants ofer Predigtamts." 207) 
Gomparing thic with Rome's view, there seems to be a great 
similarity between the Roman theory of apostolic succession 
and that of Grabau, 208) Although Greabau does not refer to 
bishops, yet he does speak of the ministerial office as bee 
ing tranemitted,209) and passed on to another pastor by an 
assembly ef pastors. It is definitely the ides of succession 
that is described. The, the congregation, in Grabau's thes- 
Ly, recedes into the background. True, the congregation mem= 
bers are the beneficiaries of this office and its being 
“transmitted. But this places the congregation into a secon- 
dary position. This thought goes back to the fundamental | 
idea of Grabau, namely, that the clergy has the office of 
the Keys, and, hence, they alone can tranemit the office of 
the ministry. The clergy, possessing these treasures, is 
the means by which God perpetuates and continues the office 
id Grabaus Tatormatoxius Vole IIy pe235 
207) Grabaus Informitorium, vole I» pie 85 and &63 
208) For sake of comparisen, nete how the Church of England 
endorses the theory of succession as taught by the 
iutheran Church of Sweden, Cfr. Jenkins and Mackenzie, 
iiscopac cient and Nodern, loc. cit. 
209) Gexmans ene
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the office of the ministry. While God, according to Grae 
bau, has conferred the office of the ministry upon the 
whole Church, nevertheléss He uses the ministerium to 
perpetuate aud preserve this office. In the last analysis, 
however, the phrase, ‘upon the whole Church’ is not very 
significant, for, Grabau, &s we have seen in Unit Ip prace 
tlieally identifies the clergy withiae Church, Ultimately, 
there is nothing left but the clergy as the sole function- 
ary in the transmission and the administration of the office 
of the Keyse 
fhe View of Walther: 
In Walther's theses there is an eu= 
tively different approach, as well as 2 different concept 
of the entire subject of the preservation of the office of 
the ministry. Welther states his view, which one ment ede 
yigedly cal the Ctrensference’ theory) in Thesis VI, the 
first part of which readss The ministry of preaching isi 
conferred by God through the congregation, as holder of all 
chureh power, or of the keys, and by its call, as ordained 
by Gods" 210) Walther developed this view from such Serip- 
tured passages as Matth. 18, 15620, which shows very cleare 
ly that the @ongregation, or Ghurch, the local congregation, 
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of Christ, possesses the keys and the priestly office in- 
mediately, 210) Walther also cites I Pet. 25 5-10. In this 
connection, Walther also directs our attention to his fourth 
thesis, in which he shows that the ministry is not a disep— 
tinet rank, but an offiee of service. In developing this 
thesis, he showed that the New Testament believers were all 
priests and possessed the powers and rights granted them by 
God through faith. Bearing this thesis in mind, we can see 
that the congregation, inasmuch as it is a group of true be- 
lievers, has the rights of the priesthood of all believers. 
The congregation receives the Office of the Keys inmediate= 
iy from God, as it also does the Gospel, without any inter- 
mediary or sacerdotal intervention. 
While the congregation possesses the Office 
of the Keys and receives the office immediately, it transe 
fers this office publicly to one p2rtiauler person, who 
meets the roquirements of Scripture. He receives the power 
of the Keys mediately, that is, through the congregation, 
and thus becomes a pastor. The congregation does this, 158 
Walther states, through its call as prescribed by God. The 
call which a congregation issues to an individual is the 
"voice of God} giving the right to administer the means of 
grace and to exercise the Office of the Keys publicly in 
their stead, and transferring to thet recipient all the 
riphthdautdppivileges of this office, Walther says:
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“Daher wix denn auch lesen, dasz der Apostel Mate 
thias nicht von Elfen allein, sondern youn der 
ganzen Schar der versamme?ien Glacubigen, deren 
bei hundert und zwanzig gesenwacrtig waeren, zu" 
ie’ ath Amte gewaehlt wurde, (Apostgesch. 6, 
“Se 
Walther is insistent upon the participation of all elégibie 
members of the congregation in the issuance of & call to 
one who is to be their future pastor, and to whom they are 
to ‘transfer’ 212) the office of the Keys, He emphasizes 
this in order to show that each and every individual has 
and possesses the right, together with felloweChristians, 
to call the pastor. Walther cites an unusual situation, in 
which @ minister belongs to the congregatione A minister, 
by virtue of the fact thet he is a member of the local con- 
gregation, not because he is a tor, should also have the 
right to vote in the calling of a pastor, Walther sayss 
"Gchoeren 2u der berufenden Gemeinde such schon 
das Amt verwaltende Kirchendiener, so gehoeren 
natuerlich auch diese und zwar sie, nach dem 
Amte, das sie in der Kirche berelts tragen, vor 
@llen zu den Berufenden, so dasz, wenn ihnen die 
ihfem Amte angemessene Mitwirkung hierbel versagt 
wird, der Beruf ‘der Menge’ in solchem Falle keine 
Gueltigkeit hatg well derselbe denn eben nicht 
von der Gemeinde, die, wenn gehoerig geordnet, 
ave aii adi und Zukoerern besteht, ergangen "totet 
Perhaps here it may appear as though Walther follows Loehe’s 
theory thet, after all, the clergy makes the call valid. 
We recall that Loehe insisted upon the ministerium casting 
ers Kirche un $ 
212 ‘tranpfer! may nave Sere connotations which would 
not be correct, but o better word is 'delegate's 
there is no idea of "Fortpflangung’, etc. 
215) Walther: Kirche und Amt, pe 2453
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theix votes together with the congregation to make the call 
valid before God. However» this is only sn apparent resem- 
blance, For one a Loehe does not aseribe to the lecal 
congregation such powers &s Walther indicated. The preceding 
statement of Walther will be clarified by his next statement 
on this point: 
"Gehoeren jedoch keine bereits Amtierenden zu der 
berufenden Gemeinde, so hat szwar der Beruf der 
Menge auch ohne Mitwirkung ersterer seine Gueltige 
keit, doch erfordert es 1, die Liebe und Hinkgkeit, 
welche nach Christi Willen unter allen Gliedern 
seines Leibes stattfinden und sich bezeugen soil. 
2e Die Ehre, welche die Glacubigen den treuen 
Tracgern des Amtes schuldig sind, und 3. die Hei- 
ligkeit und Wichtigkelt der Sache selbst: dasz 
auch eine 2llein stehende Hemeinde hier nicht al- 
lein nach ihrer Einsucht handle, sondern bereits 
vorhandene Eirchendiener, wenn sie solche suzichen 
kann, auch wirklich zusiehe, ihres Rates und Unter= 
richts sich hierbei bediene und ihnen insonderheit 
die Pruefung und ordentliche oeffentliche felore 
liche Hinsctzung des Gewaehlten ueberlasse. Das 
Vorbild hierzu ist we ae das Apostgeschichte 6, 
1-6 fuer alle Zeiten der Kirche vorgestellte Beige 
spiel,® 214) 
From this statement we see that Walther did not believe that 
the clergy's vote was necessary to validete a call, but that 
the valus of their adfkce and experience should net be dise- 
regarded. Walther clearly indicates that even without the 
participation of the clergy, the call is nevertheless valid, “ 
Walther shows his 2iik-egremmmt with the 
Confessions again by quoting from the various creedal state~ 
214) Walther: Kirche und ‘Ames o 2465
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ments of the Lutheran Church. He cltes the seventh article 
of the Apologys 
"Die Sakrament, Taufe, uswe sind darmm nicht ohne 
Wirkung oder Krart, dasz sie durch Unvwuerdige 
oder Gottlose gereicht werden, denn um des Bee 
rufs willen der Kirchen sind solehe da nicht 
fuer ihre eigene Person, sondern els Christus, 
wie Christus zeugete" 215) 
He quotes a very pertinent section from the Smaloald Ar= 
ticles, on the Power and Government of the Popes 
"“Yeber das musz man bekennen, dasz die Schluessel 
nicht Hinem Menschen allein, sondern der ganzen 
Kirchen gehoeren und gegeben sind, wie denn sol- 
ches mit hellen und gewissen Ursachen genugsan 
kann erwiesen werden.” 216) 
He cites another section from the same Confession, statings 
"Denn wo die Kirche ist, da ist je der Befehi, 
Evangelium 2u predigens darum miessen die Kire 
chen die Gewalt behalten, dasa sie Kirchendiece 
ner fordern, waehlen und ordiniereng und solche 
Gewal% ist ein Geschenk, welches der Kirchen 
eigentlich von Gott gegeben und von keiner men= 
sehlichen Gewalt der Kirchen kann genommen wer= 
den, wie st. Paulus zeuget Ephe 4, da er sagts 
'Rr ist in die Hoehe gefahren und hat Gaben ge- 
geben den Henschen,’ Und unter solchen Gaben, 
die der Kirchen zeigen sind, zachlet er Pfrarre 
herrn und Lehrer, und haenget daran, dasz sole 
che gegeben werden zu Erbauung des Leibes Chris- 
ti. Darum folgets wo eine rechte Kirche sei, dasz 
auch da die Macht sbi, Kirchendiener zu waehlen 
und zu ordinierens wie denn in der Wot auch ein 
schlechter Laie einen andern absolvieren und sein 
Pfarrer werden kann; wie St. Augustin ein Histo- 
rien schreibt, dasz zween Christen in einem Sschif- 
fe beisammen gewesen, der einer den andern geteauft 
und darnach von iim absolviert sei. Hierher gshoe- 
ren die Sprueche Christi, welche zeugen, dasz die 
B15) Walthert Ope Gite, De £2463 Notes Anticipating Loche's 
theory, there may be an a) ent similarity between 
Loche's idea thet the congregation is the organ which 
God employs to contain the office, and Walther’s view 
that God gave the office te the congregation. On the 
other hand, as we shall see later, this similarity is 
only a sumerficial one, Their theories are diversee 
216) Walthers Kirche und Amt, p. 2463
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Schiuessel der ganzen Kirchen und nicht etlichen 
sondern Personen gegeben sind, wie der Text sagts 
‘Wo Zween oder Drei in meinem Namen versammelt 
sind, bin ich mitten unter ihnen’ usw, Zum letzten 
wird soZR#hes auch durch den Spruch Petri bekraeftigt, 
da er sprichts "Ihr seid das koenigliche Priester- 
tum.’ Diese Worte betreffen cigentlich die rechte 
Kirchen, welche weil sie allein das Priestertum 
hat, musz sie auch die Macht haben, Kirehendiener 
gu Waehlen und ordinieren. Solches zeuget auch der 
gemeine Gebrauch der Kircheng denn vor Zeiten 
waehlet das Yolk Pfarrherrn und Bischoefe, dazu 
kam der Bischof am selben Ort oder in der Nache ge- 
ay und bestaectigt den gewachlten Bischof," 
Walther also selects one of Luther's writings 
to give evidence that his view has been held in the Luthe- 
van Church from the very beginning. 
"Den ersten Artikel, das sie begehren, das Evange- 
lium su hoeren, und Recht, einen Pfarrherrn zu er- 
wachlen, koennt ihr nicht abschlagen mit einigem 
Scheing wiewohl der eigene Hutzen mit unterlaecuft, 
dasz sie rorgeben, solchen Pfarrherrn mit dem Zehe- 
den su erhalten, der nicht ihr ist, so ist doch das 
dice Swama, man solle ihnen das Evangelium lassen pre- 
digen, dawider kann und soll keine Oberkeit." 218 
Grabau's Objections to Yalther's Views 
; Grabau, however, was not satisfied with the 
position taken by Walther, and insisted that the congrega- 
tion receives the office of the ministry and the Office of 
the Keys mediately, through the ministerium. He stateds 
"In diesem Hause Gottes nun gehen die Schluessel 
Christi, vermittelst des Evangelii und Predigtamts, 
FS OPe Cltey Peo 
218 Walthors ODe Cites De aa Luther: 2 zum Frie- 
GER, Gtce
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nicht dasz sie da (avs diesem Hause) ihren Ursprung 
haetien, sondern dasz ade die geordnete geistliche 
Staette ae%, da sie ihre Kraft zum Trost und‘Heil 
der Seelen erzeigen und im Gebrauche stehen. Und in 
diesem Verstande sagen die schmalkaldischen Artikel, 
dasz die Schluessel der ganzen Kirche gegeben soien, 
nicht dass jedes Kirchenglied eine Quelle der Kir- 
chengewalt sei." 219) ; 
Waither’s Rebuttals 
In writing his rebuttal, Walther showed that 
the Office of the Keys was given to the entire Church, as 
she is the distributor of heavenly @ifts, Pse 68,135. Cfra 
Matth. 18,18. According to John 20,23, as Luther also agrees 
SeZipture indicates that the power of the Keys belongs to 
all the persons who have been anointed with the Holy Ghost. 
Since all Christians have received the Holy Ghost, they 
have this authority. 220) 
Grabau's Replys 
Grabau, on the other hand, writing in his in- 
formatorium, regards the view of Walther as utterly unten= 
able. He seyss "Dies ist Enthusiasms, der in demrocemischen 
Fabst steckt." 221) Furthermore, he misapplies the entire 
text of the anointing by the Holy spirit and places it on 
the same level with the anointing of bishops. 222) He sayss 
‘Wir wissen, dass alle rechtglacubigen Catechismen 
  
    . i oS AIEEE vole Mad a : CG: PRESEN, vO. pare ° ¢@ seriess 
Grabaut Ops ¢ be. De 375 
Imtheraner, vol. 95 pare 16fZ., of the series;
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so lehren, dasz Christus unser Herr die Macht | 
in seinem Namen die Suende zu vergebendim Pre- 
digtamt ausschlieszlich zugesprochken wird," 223) 
Walther's Replys 
Walther, on the other hand, showed tha} 
the thesis of the Church and the Ministry which he had drawn 
from Scripture was the correct one, in spite of all the ob- 
jections to the contrary. Walther has a long quotation from 
Luther, as he defends his explanation of John 20,22.25, sta- 
ting that no one has the Keys ymless he possesses the Holy 
Spirit. 224) Luther mkes the remarkable statement that a 
child ift:the cradle, who has been, blessed by the Sacrament. 
of Baptism, has more rights to this Office of the Keys than 
the Pope himself, 
The Antithesiss 
In. order to understand this entire discus- 
sion, one must understand that fundamentally, all were ag- 
reed that the office of the ministry was a divine institu- 
tion. That was not the point at issue. The point was: how ~~ 
does the Lord confer the office upon His Church and mke 
this office function? Grabau, however, peculiarly placed 
this false dilemmas either the Ministry is from the congre- 
gation, or it is from God. He statess 
"Gie Gencindes sondern dex conn Gottes, samt den 
Vater und heiligem Geist." 225).e.."Hier behaupten 
as G. Synodaibr: ‘Pe O85 : re 
224) ofr BEL ge ee Vola 9, par. 16 of series3 
225 Grabeus rien rief, Yiderlezeungs De 593 
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sie wieder, die Gemeinde habe cin Recht vom Goté, 
ihrem Prediger das Amt zu uebertragen. eDemmach 
werden die Kirchengl&eder zur zweiten wirkenden 
Ursache gemacht, denn wer das Amt wepertracget, 
der wirket, usw. Wir wissen aber, dasz die Kirclen- 
glieder, sofern sie in goettlicher ordmung tuech- 
tige Personen berufeng das Amt nicht uebertragen 
und wirken, sondern dasz Gott durch die Ordnuyg, 
in der sie bleiben, treue Kirchendiener selbst 
gibt und setzéet, das ucbertracgt und wirket. So 
ist und bleibt Gott ueberhaupt, und auch in der 
Welt und Ordination causa efficiens oder die sinzi- 
ge wirkende Uraache des Antes. 
While Walther does not enter upon this 
question as thoroughly as one would desire, he has given 
sufficient proof from Scripture for his position in the pre-e 
ceding sections of the discussion. However, he does give 
some pertinent remarks from the pen of the dogmatician Poly- 
carp Leyser, who sheds much light on this point. The passage 
which this writer emphasizes particularly is Matth. 18,18. 
Leyser writes: 
“Wie das oceffentliche Kirohenamt ordentlicher Weise 
nur von der Kirche rechtmaeszig berufenen Personen 
gehoert, welche im Namen Kottes und der Kirche die 
Macht haben, ihre Zuhoerer zu loesen und zu binden, 
so faellt im Nothfall diese Gewalt auf den ersten 
besten Christen wieder zurueckg denn wie die Macht 
zu loesen und zu binden, Matth. 16, 19 dem Petrus 
versprocken, und Joh. 20,25 allen Aposteln uebertra- 
gen ist, so ist diese Gewalt Matin. 18,18 von Chris- 
to der Kirche gegeben, welche dieselbe ordantlicher 
Weise rechtmacszig eae berufenen Personen uebertra- 
gen kann," 2973 
Walther shows from the writings of Balduinus and other theo- 
logians the agreement with this view: the congregation pos- 
rabaus see ibrief, pe 1073 
th Walthers EParner, VOl.s9s pale 525
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sesses the Keys and transfers them to the individual pas- 
tor. 
The View of Pastor Loehes : 
During the years, 1646 ti11 1654, Wil- 
helm Loehe had observed this controversy between Grabau 
and the Saxonse 228) Loche, who had sent many of his stu- 
dents as missionaries (upon completeion of their theological 
studies) to the Lutheran centers of Michigan, Wisconsin, and 
elsewhere, was very hesitant to voice his views in contrast 
to Walther's, After the appearance of Walther's Kirche und 
Amt, and after the crystallization of the controversy in the 
50's, Loehe expressed his views more vigorously and more 
clearly. Like Grabau, he attacked the so-called "transfe- 
vence? theory of Walther by setting up the same dilemma: 
the ministry is either from God or from the congregations f 
Although many of his thoughts coincide with Grabau's, the” 
approach of Loche is somewhat different. In Loche's view, 
we find the ebnicapatton looked upon as au organ which God 
uses to perpetuate the ministry. God, not the congregation, 
says Loehes, confers the office of the ministry. He develops 
this very thaseuahiy in & paragraph ehtitleds Gemeinde vom 
Amte?_Amt von der Gemeinde? In considering this, namely, the 
226) The controversy began already in 1841, but the later 
developments crystallised the differences more and 
mores 
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position of Locke, we might follow the same sequence of 
thought as he doese 
Goehe’s sketeh of the manner in which God 
establishes and perpetuates the ministry, is one of the 
most interesting sections of his Kixche und Ant, ‘There 
is one thing a just oberwer of Locshe’s writings cannot 
deny, and thet is thiss hs doses inspire one with the 
glory and the privilege of spreading the Word of the 
Gospel. Furtheruore his stress upon the grace of God is 
refreshing and emphatic at the same time. While theses may 
be thoughts a bit removed from our main discussion, it will 
serve to give a balanced judgment of a man who has done vee 
ry much for the Missouri Synod. His faithfulness ‘to these 
other truths is the verynthing which makes it difficult to 
draw conclusions from, and to speculate about the implicae 
tions of his theory, Fortunately enough, in many respects, 
he was inconsistent. 229) 
First of all, Loche states that the congrgga- 
tion is from the Words 
“un zweifelt wiemend, dess die Gemeinde aus dem 
Wort geboren wird, und dasz das Wort Kraft hebe 
bei denen, die es chne das Amt reden. 230) 
338) His inconsistency, fortumate as it is, manifests ite 
self in this thet he did not go the gull length of 
sacerdotalism, but told the simmers to rely upon the 
free grace of Gods Here one, to be objective and just, 
should admit that Loche stressed the sola gratia, 
230) This is en excellent statement, in view or ‘uhat Gra 
bau, on the other hand, says-concerning the validity 
of lay administration.
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Gott bekennt sich zu seinem Worte, es komme, durch wen 
es will. Man koonnte daher die Frage in ihrem ersten 
Theile abweisen, inden man sagt; Die Gemeinde konnt 
eus dem Wort, es rede, wer Ga will." 251) 
From this he proceeds to say that in Christ the ministry 
and the Word are united. Christ is not only the Cause and 
the Content of the ministry, but He 4s also the first Po- 
gssessor (Inhaber) of the ministry as God's apostle. Loche 
says: 
"Sehen wir aber auf die Orduang, welche Gott eingo- 
helten und offenbart hat; so ist es diese: Christus 
ist der grosse Apostel seines Vaters (Hebd.d,1)... 
Er ist nicht blosz des amtes Ursaccher und Inhelt, 
sondern der erste Inhaber des Amtes., In Ihm ist 
Wort und Amt vereinigt. Aus seinem Wort und Dienst 
entstand die erste Gemeinde, und aus dieser Ge- 
meinde wachlte er selbst wieder seine Apostel und 
vertraute sie mit dem Wort so vor, wie nach seiner 
Aufterstehung, Zu ihnen insonderhelt sagée er am 
Auferstehungsabend; John.20,21. Zu ihnnen insorder- 
heit ‘sagte ei Matth, 28,16,dle groszen vorte 
Ger Sendung." 2352) 
Loshe's thought is this: From Christ's Word and service the 
first congregation was established and developed. Out of 
this particular congregation , He Himself elected His apos- 
tles and entrusted them with Tis Word, Ghrist, the Apostle 
of the heavenly Father, was not of the congregation, but 
from God. 255) ‘This point he explains by the analogy that 
Adam was not created from Eve, but Eve was created from 
Adam. 
  
OS roche ‘Ati ante +403 
aoa Loche, Kirche und ; Rirche Ame, p. 
255) Note: we eve ching "has interesting analogy, 
but that he stresses it too much, inasmuch as 
Christ is an Apostie in a much deeper sense than 




"Vimmt man diesen Verlauf zusammen, so koennte 
man vielleicht die Doppelfrage in folgender 
Weise Lossen: Gleichwie Adam nicht von Eva, son- 
dern Eva von Adam genonmen ist: so ist der Herr, 
der Apostel seines Vaters, nicht von der Gomein- 
de, sondern tou theou (Luc.35,38) und die Gemeinde 
ist von ihm also, Van Amt." 254) 
The congregation, then is from Him, Christ, and, therefore, 
from the ministry, according to Loehe's contention. one 
can readily see how this view, if consistently carried out 
to its final conslusions, leads to the notions of tha Roman 
Church that the ministry is passed on to succeeding genera- 
tions through the clergy, especially the higher clergy. This, 
to be sure, brings us back again to the definitionof the 
Church as the visible group of those who gather about the 
clergy. ‘hile Loche undoubtedly had in mind the necessity 
of a well-indoctrinated Church, of a condition of order 
and decency, yot wo know that, us Rome, he seemed to believe 
that the ministry was possible without a congregation. 255) 
He states: "Es koennen Facle sedacht werden, wo das Ninister- 
ium ohne eine vorhandene oder zu befragende Gemeinde einon 
Hirten bervft,." 236) 
  
83a) Loeho, op. cit. pal; 
235) Note: whether Loehe had in mind here the eall of a 
missionary to a foreign fleld, that one cannot 
say. However, it is still issued by a congre- 
gation, though a number of congregations issue 
the call through a mission board. In a later sec- 
tion, when we treat of the issuance of the call, 
we shall see that Loehe had very peculiar views 
about the congregation. He even insisted that 
there would be a possibility in sane localities 
that no congregation would exist and that the 
minister might be sent there without consulting 
& congrogation. 
2356) Loehe, Kirche und Amt, | « 74;
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Ono misht object that this is not really the view 
taken by Loeehe, for he does say that the congregation pos- 
— 
esses the Office of the Ministry, In point of fact, however, 
he consistently maintains that only the inounbents of the 
ministerial office have the Office of the Keys and that it 
t's not morely transferred to them by the call. He writes: 
"Gott gibt das Amt. Ermacht nicht zuerat die 
Gemeinde zur Traegerin und Inhaberin des Amtes, 
desz sie es weiter gaecbe und dic elgentlichen 
Amtstraeger es also dann von ihr und seconser 
heetten; demn ein Gemeindeamt, das die canze 
Gemeinde und alle ihre Glieder haetten, ist und 
bleibt ein Widerspruch, usv.... Als Gemeinds- 
amt,aber karn das Amt immer nur wenigen gege- 
ben ‘93in, weil die Gebe und Fachiehett. die 
Gott, wenn er gewollt hactte, allen hactte 
geben koennen, keineswegs noch das Amt iat, 
das unter vielen nur eine Anzehl ueben kann, 
dae auch ohne Ausuebung kein Amt waere,.” 237) 
In another place Loshe writes in a similar vadén; 
"Ist das 4mt von der Gemeinde, so karn ihm die 
Gemeinde eine Stelle geben, sie wird es auch 
in zeiten, wie die unsrige, nicht laszen. Ist 
es aber von dem Herrn, so'musz ihm dle Stelle, 
dic Befugnis und Lusdehnung bleiben, die ihn 
der Herr gab, und alle Giacbigen fuegon sich 
seiner Ordnuns.” 2358) 
Other statements of Lochs glve one the same impression: 
"Kaun kann etwas unhaltbarer sein, als die 
Behauptung, dasz cle Amtstraeger des Neuen 
Testaments ihre Berugnis von der Gemeinde 
haben, Nicht die Gemeinde uebertraegt ihnen 
Lhnre Befugnisse = wo faende sich eine Steile 
Ges N, Testamcnts, um dies gu reohitfertigen? 
im Gegenteil, die amtlichen Gefugnisse stan- 
mon Von Dem, welcher soine Gemeinde durch 
Boy) Heche: op. Git. psol; (Loehe forgets that there is a 
Serist. distinction betweon the possession and 
the use _of this office, 
238)Aphorism, Loche, p. 17;
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sein heiliges Amt gesammelt und fuer sie, ihre 
raeugung und Ergishung dles amt gestiftet hat. 
Nicht das Amt stammt aus der Germeinde, sondern 
66 ist Vici richtiger gu sagen, die Gemeinde 
stammt aus dem Ant." 2359) 
In his uriting concerning the controversy between Grabau 
ana Walther, he s&ated: 
"Die Behauptung, dasz das heilige Amt ein Aus- 
flusz der Gemeinde sic, beruht, so viel ich or- 
kennen kann, auf keinem einzigen Klaren Worte 
der Schrift, - und wird sich deshalb in der 
lutherischon Kirche auf die Laenge kauu halten 
koonnen." 240) 
Thus Loche définitely opposed the transference theory of 
Walther, for he viewed with alarm any position which might 
cause the laity to ride in authorlty over the pastor. 
If Loehe rejected the transference view of Walther, 
he cortainlymust havo had some place for the congregation, 
will be the objection of some. Here Loche presents a great 
problem. The Lord omploys the congregation, but only as 
they are His servants. tie can best iiliistrate Loehe's view 
by drawing from his own analogy. The theory is that the sub- 
sequent posscssors of the ministry are from Christ, but 
out of the congregation. The congregation is the organ or 
medium through which God transuits His Office of the Minis- 
try. Tho analogy is this: Adam's children were not taken 
frou adam as Eve, but were born of Zve. In other words, the 
ecugregation is the means, the agency of bringing about and 
Boo) Loehe, op. cit. p. la; 
240) Loehe, Unsore saan aus Bayern, p. 101; Gf. ioohe: 





Loche also wished to show from the writings of the 
Carlier theologians that his view was truly Lutheran, 
However, in asmuch as ijalther had been employing many of 
Luther's statements as evidence, Loche questioned the 
thesis and doubted very much that Luther had held such a 
view of 'transference!, Loehe's main objection was this: 
Walther appeals to Luther, especially to his writings to 
the Bohemians. Loehe said: Perhaps Luther gave the congre=- 
gation certain rights, but Luther lived in times of emer- 
gency, and not in our normal times. He admits; "So fest 
Luther im Grundgedanken: ‘das Amt starmt von der Gemeinde! 
«- steht und den Boehwen danach racth," usw. 244). Yet he 
does not @@ekede to Walther's position, when he states; 
"aber, und das will ich eben sagen, - in der 
Praxis stimnt Luther mit den Sachsen nicht ... 
So gibt er doch ziemlich zu, dasz die aus dem 
Grundsatz komumende Fraxis, gemaesz welcher eine 
Gemeinde sich selbst Lehrer setzte,ein, wenn 
gleich nicht ohne Beispiel das Alterthuus, zu 
setzen Novum sei; es ist ihm die Wahl eines 
Bischofs durch die Gemeinde etwas Groszes; er 
will von der Gemeinde allein nur im hoechsten 
Notfall waehlen und alsbald nach beseitizten 
Nothstand das Ministerium an die Spitze treten 
und « allerdings im Eilnklang mit der Gemeinde - 
handlen lasgzen," 245) 
In a later section, however, we shall see how Walther very 
easily makes this view insignificant as an objection, for 
Luther even chided «) other congregations for not taking 
244) Loche, unsere Lage aus Bayern, p. 99; 
245) Loche, Op. Gib. Pp. 993 : 




continuing the ministry. It is not, however, conceived of 
as the causa, uob even as the secondary cause of the office. 
In the entire matter, the congregation plays a very passive 
role, Loche remarks; 
"Der Herr selbst gibt das amt, bedient sich 
aber Gazu dsr ganzen Gemeinde als seines Ore 
gans. Nicht ihre iechte und Befugnisss gibt 
die Gemeinde, verzichtet nicht fuer etliche 
Wenlge auf gechte alles, dis sie nicht haben; 
sondern sie gibt ces Herrn Amt nur dlakoni- 
kohs, indem sle des Hefrn Ordnung sur Amts- 
Bestellung einhaelt wud der flerr also durch 
aie seine Werke mittelbar wirkt, Gleichwie 
eln Koenig seine Landesgemoinds beauftragen 
kann, Ilha aus ihrer Bitte facthe und Diencr 
gu bestellen, ohne daaz deshalb alle dliedor 
der bestellenden Gemeinde Racthe oder Dicnor 
das Koenigs sind oder werdens aiso hat der 
Eere bescholszen, denen Sein Ant su geben, 
welche ven der Gemeinde in Selner Ordnung 
bestellt werden, chon dasz deshalb alle Glicder 
der Gemeinde das 4mt haben muesston." 241) 
Loehe's position locks upon the ministry as coming fron 
Christ, and not from the congregation. liore we are re~- 
minded of the Roman teaching that the teaching office is 








of the Keys, as the essence of the Church. 
"In the interest of its fermal principle 
Rome has perverted the doctrine or the 
Church, teaching that the essence of the 
Church is the teaching offico. Wilmers: 1 
‘Christ founded the hares by creating 
én office of authority. Father Hull; 
'The Ghureh's essential constitution lay 
in the existence of that teaching body 
anthoriszed and guaranteed by Christ .e.. 
find it is natural te suppose that the 
Church shculd always continue to exist 
A secording te its original See cae 
4 
| Baily Teehe:Kirche und Amt,p.51; (cf. Unit Lb, what Loehe con- : 
céives of as 'congregation!. Cf. op.cit.p.51: " we 
Unter Gemeinde aber sind". oe 
243) In the Lutheraner Articles, Walther takes up the charge 
that he taught that the congregaticn is secondary cause, 
but giving no Bible passages, merely citations of L. dogm. 
243) Condordia Theol. Wonthly, vol.VITI, p.262. ahead
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advantage of the privilege of calling their own pastor in 
their own right. 
Loehe scems to base his thesis on I Corinthians, 12,28, 
stressing the phrase ‘en tee ekkleesia'. "And God hath set 
some in the Church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, 
thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of heale 
ings, helps, governments, diversities of tongues." Instead 
of taking this to mean that God gave unto the Church, the 
sum total of all believers, Loehe stresses the 'en! to such 
an extent as to convey the idea that God selects some in- 
dividuals from the group of believers to possess that 
Office. This, says Loche, dces not imply that the members 
of the Church possess the Office of the Ninistry. 
The congregation, according to Loehe, is the mediwa of 
God to perpetuate His ministry. But it is more than that, 
according to his theory. Loehe visualizes in the activity 
of the congregation a presbyterial or congregational suc- 
cession. While he denies that it is reminiscent of Rome, 
the tendency is not Lutheran, to say the least. 
"Es hat sich auch diese Fuersorge der Hirten 
ihre Nachfolger allenthalben von selbst er- 
geben und sich eine successio presbyterorum 
erzeugt, deren Dasein und Tata PSCHELEROLE ; 
i2 sociale Nothwoendigkeit niemand leugnen 





die Fuersorge des Ministeriums fuer seine Nach=- 
folger, die Bemuchung des abgehenden Geschiechts 
der Amtstraeger um Gewinnung eines neuen Geschicchts 
nicht wollen; es heisst nichts anders als das Amt 
aufheben,und, soviel, an Menschen iiegt, unmnoeg- 
machen. - Es ist von keiner roemisch- oder 
anglicanisch-bischoeflichen Succession die Rede. 
Die roomische Succession ist eine wesentliche 
bischoefliche, wachrend bel uns die ungekehrte 
Ansicht zu Grunde liegt. Waehrend der Roemische 
die amtsgewalt des Presbyters aus der Machtvoll- 
kommenheit des Bischofs ableitet und bei ihm 
alle geistliche Gewalt ein Ausflusz der bischoer- 
lichen ist; wiszen wir nur von einem Amte, welches 
der Gemeinde allein von Gott durch ihre eigene 
Mitwirkung zukomut, dessen Uebortragung nicht an 
Fersonen und Haende, sondern allein an die Hand~ 
lung des ordentlicnen Berufens und Ordinierens 
gebunden ist," 246) 
Leehe, however, has not sufficient Scriptural proof for his 
theory of %congregaticnal succession’. Yet he says: 
"wean kann auch gar nicht sagen, dasz fuer eine Suc= 
cession dcr Art gar kein Schriftheleg vorhanden 
sei, da ja Paulus die Sorge fuer weitere Ants- 
traeger dem Titus, Timotheus, auferlegt und 
diese auch den Befehl des Apostels zur Aus=- und 
Durchfuehrung uebernehmen." 247) 
Moreover, Loehe doss not clarify his position by his dis- 
tinction between the presbyterieal or congregational suce 
cession and the episcopal succession. He dees not feel 
that this would have any Romanizing appearance; 
"Seette man recht ins Auge gefaszt, was fuer ein 
groszer Unterschied zwischen successio epise iis 
und pee auyterioiis ist, man haette das SaTane or 
sher einen erenzpunkt gegenueber der roemischen 
Kirche, als eine Annacherung zu ihr in einer suc- 
cessio presbyterialis gefunden. Diese Succession 
$st ucberwacht von der Gemeinde, und Misbrauch 
koenmnte, Wenn ueberhaups ein roemischer hier 
B46) Loehe, Kirche und Amt, pp.67 &68; 
247) Loehe, op. cit. p.68; 
%) Loeke, Aphorismen, p. 76;
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moeglich waere, schnell entdeckt und duer die 
Zukunft beseitigt werden," 248) 
Loehe feels that there is sufficient material in the writizs 
of Gerhard and Luther to show that this is a Lutheran teach- 
ing. He cites the quotation from Gerhard; 
"oué jam ante versantur in ministerio et profit- 
entur sanam doctrinam, omnium rectissime de 
corum, qui ad docendi munus vocandi sumt, qua- 
litatibus judicare possunt; nemo igitur déxerit 
eos a vocatione mediata excludendos esse." 249) 
From this statement Loshe concludes: "So ist das eine Art 
manifesta ratio fuer die Successio der Lehrer, so wenig 
es gleich das Aussehen haben mag." 250). Another statement 
of Loehe's indicates his high regard for the ministry, but 
at the same time reflects a tendency to place the clergy 
above the laity, especlally'in the question of the 'per- 
petuation! of the Office of the ministry. The emphasis 
upon the role of the clergy in 'transmitting! theninisterial 
office comes wary near the idea of Rome, for it attaciion 
something to the ordained persons which is not character- ae 
istic of laymen. Loche states: 
"Die 'fechniker! sorgen am meisten und besten 
fuer ihre Nachfolger,. Dieser Gedanke lebt aber 
auch in der apostolischen Frazxis und Ordnung. 
Luther sagt daher;'Hernachmals haben die Apostel 
ihre Juenger berufon, wie St. Faulus seinen 
Timotheum und Titum usw., welche darnach weiter 
Gie Bischoefe berufen haben, wie Tit.1,5 ge- 
schricben. Die Bischoefe aber haben ihre Hach- 
kommen berufen, so fuer und fuer bisz gu unseren 
Zeiten, und wird also mueszen Disz st-naseren 
gum Ende der Welt bleiben und gehalten werden.' 
248) Loohe, op. cit. p. 68; 
249) Loehe, loc. cit. 
250) Loehe, loc, cit. 
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Ist's nicht wahr? Liegts nicht eben so in dem 
Selbul ‘veratenif Oniriee. dam Gas/¢ivas anere 
als Succession?" 251) 
’ Leehe says that Luther's objection to the idea of a 
succession was merely antithetical to-Roman succession, 
He felt that Luther, as woll as many of the early leaders, 
maintained the doctrine of a certain type of succession. 
However, in this connection, while we admit that Luther 
did utter these objections, we have no clear proof for 
the claim that he supported the idea of any other type 
of succession. In Luther's works, we find particularily 
a very vehement objection to any notion of a succession. 
Rather pertinent is his discussion concerning Gideon, who 
stated that ‘he would not be a lord over his people, but 
the Lord would rule over them, 252) How this succession 
functions and manifests itself, Loehe explains in connec- 
tion with his discussion of ordination, which will be 
discussed in the following section. 255) 
The View of Grabau_ on Ordination 
: Foremost among the proponents for the idea of 'trans- 
mitting? the ministerial office was Grabau, who connected 
it with the rite of ordination. Grabau hela that Christ 
252) Lather: > par. 600, St. L. edt. 
255) Loehe: Apho?imen » Pp. 1izff;
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transmits and perpebuates the office of the ministry 
thr ough the ministerium by means of the ordination. He 
says that the rite of ordination is of divine institution: 
"was ist nun insonderheit die Ordination? Nicht 
@ine blosze apostclische Generalccremonie, die 
man blosz beibehaclt, wn in der aeuszerlichon 
Form mit der alten Kirche eins gu sein; sondern 
eine solche priecsterliche Handlung der Kirche, 
da sie nach der apostel Befehl erwachite Per- 
sonen durch vorhandene Kirchendiener zur Aus- 
uebung des Amtes berenligt,pestactigt und segnet, 
wobei sie glaubet, dasz Gott selber dadurch be- 
fehligt, bestaetigt, und segnet. Als wir sehen 
2 Tim.2,2. Gf. I Petr. 5,1; 2Tim. 1,5. Acts 14,23; 
Acts 1,26 usw." 254) "Eachdem die * ordination 
nach goettlicher Ordnung so geschehen, ist noch 
uebrig, dass der Ordinirte, bel derjenigen Ge- 
meinde, welcher er dienen soll, oeffentlich 
eingefuehrt werde. Da wird er investirt oder 
econfirmirt,d.h. or wird der Gemeinde als ein 
wirklich von Gott berufener Hirte vorgesetst, 
und die Gemeinde wird ihn: als eine Heere Christl1, 
die er zu versorgen hat, uebergeben." 255) : — 
In his answer to the attack upon the Hirtenbrief, Grabau 
appealed to the commissioning of the aposties by Christ as 
a proof for the divinity of ordination as well as for the 
thesis that ordination transmits the office to the in- 
dividual. He states: "Unser Herr Christus hat seine 
Apostel erstlich orwachlet und berufen, hernach ordinirt 
oder befehligt sur Ausuebung des Amtes unter allen Heiden. 
Joh, 20; Matth.28; Marc.163 Luc.24,50... Dies war ordiniren, 
oder das Amt befehlen, wile 2Tim.2,2 lehvet." 256) He re- 
fuess to classify the ordination rite as an adiaphoron, 
Bb4) Loche, Unsere Kirchiiche Lage, p. 110; 
255) Grabau;: Hirtenvrier, De 143 
256) Grabau: Widerlegung ans Hiptenbrier. pp.40%41; 
aloe 
as he states; 
"Die Ordination ist kein Adiaphoron, indem sic 
ein wesentlichos Stueck des rite vocatum esse 
ist. Es Ist gwar ein Adiaphoron, o r br 
wachite von einem Bischof oder von einem gemein- 
en Pfrarrherrn ordinirt wird, auch; ob der Ordi- 
nirende fuer seine Person gut oder boese sei, 
ob er die Haende oder eine Hand, oder keine dem 
Erwaehlten auflege, aber die Ordination selbst 
ist kein Adiapnoron und unwesentlich Ding. Sic 
Oudeanse-und, gehoert zu der gebotenen goett- 
lichen Ordnung und hat goettlichen und apostoli- 
schen Befehi." 257) 
Thus Grabau looked upon the ordination as the essence of 
the right call of a pastor. If he was not ordained, he was 
not rightly called. In that case, the officiel acts which 
he would perform would not be true means of grace, but 
only empty rites. That is the extent to which Grabau 
 atressed his opinion that the ordination was of divine 
ordinance. 
Walther's View of Ordination and the Gall 
To Walther, however, the matter was entirely diffe- 
rent, He states in Thesis VI: 
"the ministry of preaching is conferred by God 
through the congregation, as holder of all 
church power, or of the keys, and by its call, 
as prescribed by God. The ordination of those 
called, with the laying on of hands, is not by 
divine institution but is an apostolic church 
ordinance and merely a public, solemn confir- 
mation of the call." 258) 
2657) Grabau; widerlegung zum Hirtenbrief,p.41; 
252) Walther and the Church, p.74;
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Since the matter of the right of the local congregatim to 
call its own pastor will be treated in the last sesotion of 
this unit, we. now deal mainly with Walther's view of the 
call itself and the question of ordination. In the first 
part of his thesis VI, part A, walther refers to the call: 
"the ministry of preaching 1s conferred by God through the 
congregation, as holder of ali church power or, or of the 
keys, and by its call, as prescribed by God." 259) It is 
through the call that the congregation, according to 
Walther, delegates its power of the Keys to one individual, 
who is administer of the Office of the Keys, publicly, in 
their stead, Walther states: 
‘Da dle Gemeinde ode: Kirche Christi, d.i. die 
Versammlung der Glaubigen, die Schluessel und 
aas Priestertum unnittelbar hat (Matth.18,15~-20; 
1 Petr.2,5-10, YVergl. das oben unter Thesis IV 
des I, Toils Gesagte-) so ist sie es auch und 
kann nur sic sein, durch welché, naemlich durch 
deren Wahl, Beruf und Sendung, das Predigtamt, 
welches das Amt der Schluessel und alle priester- 
liche Aemter in der Gemoinde oeffentlich verwal- 
tet, gewlssen dazu tuechtigen Personen ueber- 
tragen wird." 260) 
In a previous section (261) we have listed Walther's proof 
for this contention that the congregation issues the call. 
Farough this call the congrogation singles out one in- 
dividual as their pastor. This call is divine, for "All 
things are yours", they have been given the right to call 
astors. Also, the Great Commission 
Eso) jaluner and tae Churenh, p. 74: 
260) Fa rs e@ un » Pe 245; 
261) GF, discussion of Thesis VI on the doctrine of the 
ministry. p.116ff. °
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by Christ is a command to each Christian to proclaim tho 
Gospel, 
The moment that the pastor acepets such a gelrs bes 
comes their pastor. However, to declare and confirm pub- 
licly that such a person is to administer the means of 
grace, he is publicly ordained or installed in their 
midst. Walther also bese differs from the Romanizing 
Lutherans, when he says: "The ordination of those called, 
with the laying on of hands, is not by divine institution, 
but is an apostolic church ordinance and merely a public, 
solemn confirmation of the call." 262) Walther very em- 
phatically states that no Scriptural proof can be cited 
for the thesis that ordination is a divine institution. 
He says: 
“wovon Gottes Einsotzung in Gottes Wort nicht 
nachgewiesen werden kann, dies kann ohne Ab- 
goetterei nicht fuer Gottes eigene Stiftung 
erklaert und angenommen werden; von einer 
goettlichen Einsetzung der Ordination schweist 
aber die Schrift, und bezeugt uns allein, dasz 
die heiligen Apostel dieselbe gebraucht und 
dasz damals mit der Handauflegung die Mitteil- 
ung herrlicher Gaben verbunden gewesen sie." 263) 
Thus Walther looks upon crdination as an apostolic custom. 
In order to show that this view was not a new opinion 
in the Church, Walther quotes from the Confessions, which 
Walther a eee . 763; Thesis VI B; 
263) Vaither: > De 289
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treat of ordination as a solemn confirmation of the cali, 
but, at the same time, as an adiaphorons the Smalcald Are 
ticles, Part II states: 
"Diese Worte betreffen eigentlich die rechte Kire 
chen, welche, weil sie allein das Priestertum hat, 
musz sie auch die Macht haben, Kirchendiener su 
waehlen und zu ordinieren. Solches zeuget auch 
der'gemeine Gebrauch der Kirches denn vorzeiten 
wachlet das Volk Pfarrherrn und Bischoefes dazu 
kam der Bischof am selben Ort, oder in der Nache 
gesessen, bestactigt den gewaechlten Bischof durch 
Auflegen der Wacnde und ist allzumal die Ordina- 
tio nichts anderst (nal nisi) gewesen, denn solche 
Bestaetigung.e" 264) 
Here Walthere sets forth, as the Confesshons had done, that 
the public ministry is continually reeestablished in the 
congregation's midst not by ordination, but by the election 
and call by the congregation. Walther sayss 
“Hier@bezeugen unsere Vaeter, dasz die goettliche ord- 
nung des oeffentlichen Predigtamts eigentlich durch 
den Beruf und die Wahl der Kirche verwirklicht wer- 
de, dasz die Ordination dieses Gotteswerk nicht erst 
schaffe, wo es bereits geschehen, nur oceffentlich 
anerkemne, bezeuge und bestactige.” 265) 
To clarify matters, Walther showed that only in a limited 
sense Gan the rite of ordination be termed a divine insti= 
tution. He cites the section from the Apology, Article 13s 
"Wo man aber das Sakrament des Ordens wollte nennen 
ein Sakrament von dem Predigtamt und Evangelio, so 
haette ms keine Beschwerung, die Ordination ein sae 
krament zu nennen. Denn das Sakrament hat Gott eine 
gesetzet und geboten, und hat herrliche Zusage Gote 
tes. Roem. 1,163 Jesf 65. Wenn man das Sakrament des 
Ordens also verstehen wollt, so moechte man auch das 
ar Walther: Kirche und Amtsp. 2893 
265) Walthers op. cite, De 2898
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Auflegen der Haende ein sakrament nennen. Denn die 
Kirche hat Gottes Befehl, dasz sie soll Prediger 
und Diakonos bestellen." 266) 
The Apology states that ordination can be called a divine 
 
ordinance, only insofar as it is meant to convey the idea 
that the office of the ministry is. divinely. instituted. A 
sacrament is something commanded by God. Thep,if by the 
word tordination', the office of the ministry is meand, 
ove would call the ministry a sacrament and the ordination 
@ divine institution. That is merely a figure o§ speech, 
however. But this cannotibe said of the ceremony of the or- 
dination. Walther comments on this point, and sayss 
"Unsere Kirche bekennt hiermit, dass nur dann die 
Ordination fuer goettlich anzuerkennen sei, wem 
man darunter die Wahl sum Predigtamt pee fyaecee” 
chen versteht, also nicht, was man gemeinlic - 
runter versteht, eitie den Beruf erst guelti a 
chende Handiuns Gottes. Gerhard Sag’ von dieser 
Stelle: 'Ein jeder. sieht ein, dasz die Apostel 
nicht sowohl von der Ceremonie der Ordination, als 
von dem Amte des Wortes und der Sakramente selbst 
NaALGe s 
  
Thus, by synecdoche, ordination’ conveys the idea of the 
office of the ministry, ordination then tan be viewed as 
a divine ordinance. 
For his view, Walther appeals to the state- 
ments of the various theologians to point out that his po= 
sition is truly Iutheran in character, Ordination has been 
generally looked upon as an adiaphoron by the Lutheran thee 
Walther: Kirche und Amtspp. 289 and 2903 
267) Walthers ioc, cit. . :
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Ologians,. He cites the following statement from Luther: 
YAuflegung der Haende, die segnen, bestactigen 
und bezeugen solches, wie ein Notarius und Zeue 
gen elne weltliche Sache bezeugen, und wie der 
Pfarrherr, so braut und braeutigam segnet, ihre 
Ehe bestactigt, oder bezeuget, dasz sie zuvor 
sich genommen haben und oeffentlich bekannt3 es 
sei nun der Pfarrherr ein Ingel oder Teufel, weil 
des Amt gzeschehen, so ist die Bbraut gesegnet." 268) 
Walther selects several other remarks from Luther, in par- 
ticular the writing in which he discusses the exhortation 
of Paul to Titus. It shows that ordination was done with 
the consent of, and in the presence of the people. 269) 
Iuther, whom Walther quotes several times, indicates the 
correct relation between the rite of ordination and ‘die 
vine ordinances’, that is, between ordination and the call. 
He writess c 
“wer gerufen ist, der ist geweihet, und soll predi- . 
gen dem, der ihn berufenj das ist unsers Herrn Weihe 
und rechter Chrisam." 270) 
Luther felt that, according to Serhpture, ordination was not 
absolutely necessary. In fact, he remarked that it was not 
wrong to perform the office of the ministry, as long as one 
has been called to do soe Luther wrote: “Wiewohl solches (Or- 
dination) nicht der Beruf noch Lehen, sondern Bestaetigung 
solches Berufes, und nicht von noeten gewesen ist. Denn der 
berufene Pfarrherr wohl ohne solche Eestaetigung haette koen~ 
  
270) Walther: loc. cit. 
271) Walthers op. Chtes De 2953
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The Reformer was so insistent upon the call, in contrast 
to the Romanist aberration in connection with ordination, 
that he officially defined ordinations issuing a call and 
establishing the ministerial office. He saide "Demn ordi-e 
nierem soll heiszen und seins berufen und befehien das 
Pfarramt, weiches Macht hat und musz haben Christus seine 
Kirche, ohne alle Chresem und Platten..»sovwohl als sie das 
Wort, Sakrament, Geist und Glauben haben musz." 272) On 
the other hand, Luther shows that no person, who has no call, 
cannot be ordaineds 
“Kann jemand zur Ordination zugelassen werden, wele 
cher noch nicht zu einem gewissen kirechlichen Amt 
berufen ist? Keineswegs, denn die Ordination ist 
die Bestaetigung der Berufung, wenn also die Berue- 
fung fehlt, so kann die Ordination nicht statthaben. 
esDemn kein Kirchendiener hat Macht, Kirchendiener 
an eine andere zu senden, welche nicht in die Beru- 
fung derselben cinstimmt, damit nicht jemand denen 
gegeben werde, die ihn nicht wollen." 275) 
Yet, Walther repeats his positive’ statements the rite of 
ordination is only an adiaphoron, He states: "Und die une ; 
badinte Nothwendigkeit der Ordination festhalten zu koennen, 
weist hacufig derauf hin, dasz freilich die Handauflegung 
ein indifferenter Gebrauch, und nur eine Zugabe zur Ordina- 
tion sel, die Ordination selbst aber sel jedenfalls noth- 
wendig." 274) Walther discusses briefly the answer of Ger- 
"hard against the Romanists on the necessity of ordination. 
If the Romanists say that the laying on of hands belongs to 
2 Walthers ops Clteos De 2053 
273) Walthers ope Cites De 3043 
274) Walthers ops Cites pe 5053
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the essence of ordination, and that this laying on of hands 
is an adiaphoron, then, the rite of ordination is an adiapho- 
rome 275) Walther says: “Aus obigem Zeugnis unsers Gerhard 
ist aber zu ersehen, dasz, wenn die Handauflegung unterlassen 
wird, das Wesen der Ordination aufgehoben ist, dass also wenn 
die Handauflegung, wie zugegeben wird, ein Ad#aphoron ist, dies 
die Ordination selbst ist." 276) 
Walther likewise opposes any thought of ate 
taching some magical influence to ordination. Rome teaches that 
in ordination the ordinand receives an indelible character. Wal- 
ther cites the statement of Gerhards 
“gir leugnen jedoch, dasz die Ordination nothwendig sel 
vermoege eines besonderen goettlichen Befehls, derglei- 
chen nicht gezeizt werden kann, oder wegen einer gewis- 
seu Wirkung, wie sie von den Papisten derselben zuge- 
schrieben wird, glbich als ob durch dieselbe cin unaus- 
tilgbarer Charakter aufgedruekct wirdes; oder gleich als 
ob sie an sich, wen sie uur vollzogen wird." 277) 
For Welther, then, ordination is merely an apostolic rite, not 
a divine institution. It is an adiaphoron, not an absolutely 
binding and necessary ceremony. it is merely the confirmation 
of the call, which has been issued to the congregation. 278} 
There is nothing significant about the ordination rite, except 
its particular and important connection with the call, Without 
Graitaticntas a faivine debteablens ond ateeusee’ tie pane 
sages on the laying on of hands, does not go the full 
length of the Romanist argument. Hence, he cannot be ree 
futed by the above. Cir. Hirtenbrief, p. 41ff,. 
Walthers Kirche und Amt, p. 5063 
Walthers Ope Cites Ds OTs 
Some Lutheran bodies ordain the theol. students upon gra- 
duation, looking uvon ordination as the ceremony in which 








fhe Position of Grabau: 
As one might well imagine, the view of Grabau is 
quite diverse from the position of Walther. His Romaniiigg e 
tendency, in distinction from Walther, hecomes apparent in 
his statements "Die Ordination ist kein ‘Ad&4yhoron (Mittelding) 
indem sie ein wesentliches Stueck des rite vocotum esse (des 
ordentlichen Berufes) ist.". 279) Grabau, then, considers or- 
dination as essential to the right call. To this Walther re- 
plies with a remark from Balduin, showing how John 20 testifies 
-ageinst the idea of divine institutions “Das Predigtamt hat 
gwar gewissen EBefehl und Ginsetzung, Joh. 20, von der ordinatio 
aber zum Amt liest man so etwas nicht, sie ist daher immer in 
der orthodoxen (rechtglaeubigen) Kirche unter die Adiaphora 
(Mitteldinge) gerednet worden." 280) Grabau insists again and 
again upon the divine institution of ordination, especially com 
bining the institution of the office of the ministry by Christ, 
and the commissioning with the origin of ordination, He sayss 
“yaben sie nicht gelesen Joh. 20 u. Matth. 28? Hat da der Herr 
Seinen erwaehlten Apostein das Amt nicht befohlen und aufgebun- 
den? War nicht diese erste Ordination u, Befehl sugleich die 
Binsetzung des Amts fuer alle Zeiten und Laender?" 281) 
YWolther's Retwuttals ; 
Te refutation of this argument by Walther is one 
20 Grabaus Widerlemung, “eiskeabelet, Be 4is 
250) Walther: Lutheraner, series, pate. 27§ 
281) Grabaus Loc. Cite
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of the masterful strokes of a Bible theologian, With unusual 
Glarity, Walther brushes aside any attempt to bring this idea 
into the texts: 
“Dasz der Herr den Aposteln die Haende aufgelect hebe, 
wird mit UnwahrHeit hervorgehoben. Gr hob nur dis 
Heaende segnend in die Hoehe. Hierderbietet Pastor 
Grabau selbst die Roemischen, welche so ehrilich sind, 
suzugebens ‘es stehe geschrieben, dass die Apostel 
von Christo durch Handauflegung ordiniert worden sei= 
en.’ So schrieb Bellarmin in seinem Buch von der Ore 
dination, Cape 2, im letsten. Unsere luth, Theologen 
aber machen gerade daruf aufmerksam, dasa die Apostel 
bei der Ordination die bei ihrer Berufung von Christo 
gebrauchte Ceremonie, die He mit Absicht 
nicht gebraucht, sondern die egung von den 
Vastern entlehnt hactten, damit niemand meine, diese 
Geremonie sel von Gott selbst eingesetzt und die Gnade 
daran gebunden,." 283) 
The point in Welther's argument is thiss the opponents cannot Ue 
"use John 20 to prove the divine institution of ordination, for 
the simple reason that the raising of Christ'*s hands had a dif- 
ferent significance, It designated the blessing which Jesus was 
pronouncing upon them, From the context, we learn that the 
‘breathing upon then’ was the more important part of the incig 
dent, Therefore, as many theologians have suggested, this is 
perhaps the reason why the act of "breathing upon an ordinand? 
was not used in ordination, in order to show thet the ceremony 
was not divinely instituted. Furthermore, the objection can be 
| raised against the use of this passage for the Romanising views 
ean we confer the Holy Ghost? The H. Te apostles were called 
Wa. ers eraners, VOle 95 ps 1293
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immediatelyto be the inspired preachers and teachers of the 
entire N,%, Church, Grabau had continually stressed the fact 
that Jesus raised His hands above the disciples, as a proof 
for the divine institution of ordination. 
in spite of the convinoing argument of 
Walther, Grabau did not change or modify his view of ordina= 
tion, He emphasized more and more that it was ordained by 
God, as the means whereby He conferred the office of the mi- 
nistry upon an individuale He states: 
“Wiewbhi die Kirche das heil. Fredigtamt der Person 
nicht gibt, so gibt*s doch Gott. nicht anders, als 
durch die Wahi und Ordination der Kirches dem dies 
ist seine Ordnung. Apostge. 1,25-26. II Tim. 2,20" 
283)ee"Dem allerwelsesten Herrn und Melster hat es 
also gefallen, durch eine aweifache kirchliche Hand- 
lung seine Diener des gosttlichen Berufs qu versichern 
und seiner Kirehe zu helfen, neemlich durch ordent- 
‘Liche Brwachiung und durch Ordination." 284) 
fo Grabau, ordination was the determining factor of one’s 
assurance that the call was right end that it was from Gode 
Walther's Replys 
This nosétibon of Grabau, particularly the view 
that ordination conferred the office of the ministry upon an 
individual, met with opposition from Walther and the saxon 
leaderss "Bei Nros 4 finden wir den Ausdrueck nicht richtig, 
daga die Ordination die 'Zulassung zum Amte sei’, de die Ore 
dination nur die oeffentliche Bestaetigung dex Vocation sum 
aa €rabaus Widerle . Hirtenbrie?, De 598 
284) Grabaus ops Cite, pe 3
«= 149 = 
, Wahine ye? ‘ 5 
Amte ist." 285) ‘The previous abiatiok of Grabau, however, 
caused Walther to point cut the clear distinction between 
the varicusnus2ges of the term ‘ordination. He answers the 
objections of Grabau very accurately and logically, 286) “a 
Paraphrasing Walther's statements, we might express them * 
thuss First of ali, ordination is not a divine institutione 
Furthermore, it docs not belong to the essence of the ninistry, 
The term ’ordination’ is employed in the wider sense and in 
the narrower senses In the wider sense, the term indicates 
the call itseif; in the narrower sense, it denotes the cere- ; 
monial confirmation of the call in the presence of the congre~ 
gation. On the one hand, the call is necessary, while the 
   
rite of ordination is an adiaphoron. 
Grabau's Objections: 
Apparently, Grabau did not countenance 
the term ‘confirmation of a call’, and objected to it very 
emphaticallys "Leider machen Sie aus der confirmatio electi 
oder talis comprobatio seu testificatio vocationis,’ das 
  
heiszt, aus der Bestactigung des Exwaehlten eine blosze Be- 
staetigung der Erwachlunge" 288) He felt that the Saxons 
erred in their view, for he visualized ordination as a cone 
firmation of the called individual, but not a confirmation of 
the call itself. 288) Grabau, however, objected and stated 
Titique of Hirtenbriet, pe 273 
286) Iutheraney Tol. 9, pate 293 
287) Grapaus cf. Lutheraner, par, 50 of series, Vole 93 
288) Pastor Brohm had stated that, according to the smlc. 
Articles, ordination was merely a confirmation of the 
Call, Gfr. intheraner, vol. 9, par. 30 of seriess 
nba} L50-@ 
that ordination confirmed the person called, not the call. 
"Die electio (Wahl) oder vocatio der Ortsgemeinde 
ist an sich juris divini (goettlichen Rechtens) 
und bedarf keiner testificatio (Bezeugung), auch 
keiner somprobatio (Gutheiszune), noch confizmatio 
(Bestactigung), eber der electus und yooatus ‘bee 
darf nach Gottes Ordnung so er compro o und 
confirmatio.* 289) 
In a similar manner, Grabau repeatedly insists upon the dise 
tinction between the confirmation of the cnll and that of the 
person calied. He suyss 
"Yes ist num die Ordination? Nicht eine blosze apo= 
stolische General-ceremonie, die man blisz beibe- 
haelt, wa in der @Wazerlichen Form mit der alten 
Kirche eins 2u seing sondern eine solche priester- 
liche Handlung der Kirche, da sie nach der Apostel 
Befshl ervaehite Personen durch vorhandene Kirchen= 
diener zur Ausuebung des Amtes befehligt, bestaetigt 
und sernet," 290) 
Walther, in refuting this, regerds this distinction as so=- 
phistry. It is extremoly difficult to differentiate between 
the confirmation of the abstract call and the confirastion of 
the person called, Seripture does not make this distinction. 
Grebeun himself has given no convincing proof from Scripture 
for his contention, 291) 
The Appeal to juther’s Yritingss 
In order to understand more thoroughly the 
approach of Walther to this entire question of ordination, we 
can also examine the appeal of Grabau, as well as. of Loehe, 
to the authority of Luther's writings on this subject, In 
$89) Grabaus op. Gite g 
290) Grabaus Widerlegung des Hirtenbriefs, pe 403 
291) In tracing the tase of Grabau, there is one thought,tha 
continual attempt te elevate the clergy, that is domi- 
nante It is quite natural, then, that he would stress 
the rite of ordination as Cai Ee necessary, in whidh 
only the clergy have the active parte 
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other words, these men claimed that Luther taught that or-- 
dination is a divine institution. 
Loehe’s Particular Buphsbis on Luthers 
Loehe, claiming to have the authority of Lue 
ther for his view, maintained that ordination was essential, 
"Es ist nicht genug, dasz ein Acltester richtig gee 
waehlt und berufen seig die vor ihm Aelteste waren, 
mueszen ihn als tuechtig erkemnen, und seine Wahl 
gut heiszen, ihm unter Gebet und Hendauflegung ihr 
Amt uebertragen. Erst dann ist er, was er soll." 2923 
While Loeche seems to have taken a mediating posision, 295) 
calling this a "noch nicht abgeschlossene Frage’, he favors 
the view that ordination is not an adiaphoron, thus definite- 
ly leaning toward Grabau’s position. He states: — 
“wir scheint die Ordination kein Adiaphoron, Im Zusam- 
menhang des ganzen Zebens der ersten Zeit ist der Ore 
dinationsbefehl generell und ganze sallgemein zu vere 
stehen, er wurde auch so verstanden. Die symbolischen 
Stellen sind zusammen zu faszen, nicht vereinzelt zu 
betrachten, dann klingen sie zusammen," uswe 294) 
On the other hand, the appeal to Luther must be understood 
correctly. Loche admitted 295) that Luther and Melanchéthon 
differed very much on this question, but Loehe defends Lu- 
ther’s position, which gives so much right and authority to 
the congregation, "because of the extreme emergency of the ee 
times’. He admitss “Luther war in Betreff der Prediger fuer 
seine neuenstehenden Gemeinden in groszer Verlegenheit. Bie 
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rohl. Lage, Pe 1143 
294) Loehes Unsere Kirchl. we Pe 1153 
295 Loehes ODe Cites De ep
“uve 
schoefe, durch welche die Ordination ferner ertheilt worden 
waere, waren nicht vorhanden," uswe 296) Since there vis 
however, no unanimity in the writitigs of the <asharec Loche 
said that he agreed with the conclusions of the synod at 
Breistatte 
“Dasz darueber nicht bel allen Lehrern der Kirche 
eine gleiche Entschiedenheit gefunden wird, des- 
halb man sich stracks an Gottes Wort halten muesze 
mach Vorgang der symbole, welch letzters sie also 
mit ihrer, der Grabauischen Ansicht, fuer ganz vere 
6inbar erkennt." 297) 
Walther’s Replys 
While the claim had been made by Loche and other 
theologians that Luther had changed his views on ordination, 
Walther very ably brought forth statements from Luther to 
show how he kept his former view on ordination, the idea that 
ordination is but an adiaphoron. Walther quotes: "So das Sa- 
krament der Weihung etwas ist, so mag es doch nicht anders 
aein. denn ein gewoehnlicher Gebrauch, jemand 2u berufen in 
den Dienst der Kirchen," 298) Here Walther adds also that evi= 
dently Luther was employing the synecdoche here in trying to 
defend the divine institution of the office of the ministry. 
Walther explains this as follows: 
"so erklaert sich heraus die oben gebrauchte Rede- 
weiseés Dieselbe ist naemlich offenbar cine synek-~ 
dochische, igdem Iuther sagt, das Auflegen der Haende . 
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297) Loches ope rt Be 1123 
298) Walthers op. Clie De 1973
ist eine Menschensatzung, so will er damit nur dem 
mittelbarem Beruf zum Kirchenamt, welcher eben gee . 
woehnlich durch Haendesufiegung geschhtht, die goetée- 
liche Einsetzung vindizieren," 299) 
We grant that Luther's statement may be misunderstood. On 
the other hand, Luther morely stSesses the mediate cail to 
the ministry, which ordinarily occurs through the laying on 
of hands. He wishes to establish the fact that the office 
is divinely instituted. 
Part IIIs The Ministry and the Administration of the Means 
of Graces 
The position taken by Walther on the doc’ 
trine of the ministry is especially comnected with the admi-e 
nistration of the means of cates In his fourth thesis, Wal- 
ther stated: "The ministry is not a peculiar order, set up 
over and against the common estate of Christians, and holier 
than ‘the latter, like the priesthood of the Levites, butBSt - 
is an office of service." 300) From such passages as I Pete 
2,9 and Rev. 1,6 Walther had observed that 211 believing 
Christians constitute a priestly estate. When we discussed 
the ministry according to its distinctive marks, we saw how 
ably Walther substantiated his view by the various Scripture 
passages and by the evidence he furnished from the writings 
of the leading lutheran theologians. 
Walther Ope Cltes De L975 
500) Walther and the Church, p. 753 
© 154-8 
Inasmuch as the ministry is not an office of rank, 
nor & Nevitical priesthood, it is subordinate to the means »~ 
eof grace, It is extremely important to bear in mind that the 
pastor administers these means of grace not in their own 
 
right, as though the mere fact of ordination gave them this 
prerogative, but the pastor does this by the consent end re=- 
quest of the congregation, which empowers him to do so, The 
congregation coniers ani transfers this euthority of hers 
by its call. Walther siated in Thesis VI; "The ministry of 
preaching is conferred by God through the congregation, as 
holder of all church power, ox of the keys, and by its call, 
as prescribed by God," 301) Moreover, the office of the mini= 
stry ie an office established for the public adm&inistration 
of the means of grace, but does not determine the valitlity 
or efficacy of the means of grace, He cuotes the statement 
of Baith, Menuer, who explained the Augsburg Confession; 
"Hieraus erhellt, dues daher die Kraft, Wuerde, und 
Wirksamkeit, die demselben nusugesehrieben wird, 
nicht eine Beschaffenheit in den Kreaturen oder 
Menschen, sondern eine wahrhett gouttliche ist (sei), 
und dasz sie deher Gott selbst beiselest werden 
muesse, in dessen Namen und Autoritaet alles ge=- 
sohieht, was su dem Amte sehoeret." 302) 
One might well regard this whole problem as centering 
about the failure to distinguish between the ministerium in 
Concrete and the ministerium in abstracto, Yelther also 
urged that some err in coordinating the minis try with the 
means of srace;3 
Baal Vaither and the churah 74s 
402) Walther: Kirche und Tt, 3. 208:
"Hs ist um derjenigen willen wichtig, welche das 
Prarramt zu einem Gnadenmittel machen und es dem 
Wort und gakrementen koordinieren und behaupteny, 
dasz dasselbe jedem Menschen zur Seligkeit unbee 
dingt nothwendig sei, so dasz ein Mensch ohne den 
Diewst eines ordinierten Pfarrers weder zim Glaue 
ben kommen, noch Absolution seiner Suenden crlangen 
koenneg wachrend unsere Kyrche dies nur von dem 
muendlichen oder leiblichen Wort im Gegensata zu 
einem angeblichen innerlichen Worte und su jeder 
Art von Enthusiasterei lehrt,." 303) 
Walther thus preserved the distinction, and consistently fole 
lowed his view that the ministry of preaching is not a Levie 
tical priesthood, In order that the individuals might find 
the truth, God has given to the Church Universal, to the be- 
lievers, the Office of the Keys. To expedite the matter of 
executing these divine promises of salyation, the ministry 
of preaching has been established. God, therefore, through 
the congregation's cail, selects individuals to execute His 
divine command publicly and in the stead of the congregatione 
From the Augsburg Confession Walther had seen: 
“That we may obtain this faith, the Ministry of teae 
ching the Gospel and administering the Sacraments 
Was instituted. For through the Word and Sacraments, 
as through instruments, the Holy Ghost is givens who 
works faith, where and when it pleases God, in them 
that hear the Gospel, to wit, that God, not for their 
own merits, but for Christ's sake, justifies those 
who believe that they are received into grace for 
Christ's sake." 304) 
Walther, despisigs every form of clericalism, refused to ie 
entify the office of preaching with the persons of the miw 
GES ODe Gites De L95$ 
304) Goncordia Trigiotta, pe 453 (Arte Vp Augs. Gonfession)
nistry. He insisted upon this, for the principle that the 
believer holds this office in himself was very vital to 
Walther, The public use of this right, however, is *transe 
ferred® by the believers Ais one individual called for that 
purpose. Fimliy, @s we have seen, Walther refused to coune- 
tenance any clericalism in connection with the administrae 
tion of the means of graces nef ther ordination nor the pere 
son of the administrant had any relation to the efficacy or 
validity of the Sacraments. 
Grabau: Coordination of the Ministry with the Means of Grase 
In contrast to the high regard of Walther for 
the rights of the layman, Grabau elevated the person and 
function of a pastor to such an extent that the layman was 
Placed in the background. He places the office of the mini-e 
stry into a coordinate relationship with the means of graces 
He really makes the ministry a secondary means of graces In 
his Hirtenbrief he writess "Gott will mit uns durch das Ant 
handeln." 305) 
It is interesting to note that this statement 
net with daneidavebie objection from the Saxons, led by Wal= 
ther, They answered the Hirtenbriefs 
"Denn moechten wir nicht sagen, dasz Gott durch das 
osffentliche Kirchenamt mit uns handeln wolle, son= 
deru durch das Worts das Amt aber ist die Ordnung, 
. €ie Er sur Verkuendigung seines Worts cingesetzt 
305) Grabaus Hixtenbrier, pe 145 
 
= uf © 
enti welches aber auch auszer dem oeffentlichen 
Ante kraeftig sein kann, so dasz wir aus Schrift 
und Erfahrung wissen, wile Zr sich in Feellen der 
Hoth, um durch sein Wort mit den Menschen zu hane 
deln, auch solcher Menschen bedienen will, die - 
nicht im oeffentlichen Amte stehen,." 306) 
Thus Walther and his colleagues clearly distinguished bee 
tween the office of the ministry and the means of #race. The 
emphasis which they made was upon the subordinate relation of 
the ministry to the means of grace. 
Loehes The Idea of the Ministry as a Bindemittel 
Loehe, while not as extreme as Grnbau, 
held a similar view concerning the office of the ministry. 
He viewed it as & connecting link, or *Bindemittel’ between 
the plan of salvation and the means of grace. There are se- 
veral statements in his writings, though, upon superficial 
examination give one the impression of a coprect viaw, yet 
give definite evidence for a Romanizing tendency, He seems 
to coordinate the office of the ministry and the means of 
Tacs He writes: 
ty will den Menschen seine Gnade durch Menschen ause 
theilen. Und wie er daher theils vor scinem Sterben, 
reed len ents ntsataver te neviae oe cinianaeieiee 
auch Menschen sur Verwaltung und geb ihnen die Ver- 
heiszung seines Beistandes bis ans Ende der aly Er 
‘gab also nicht blosz den logos tees Matallacess 
Corp 5, 19), sondern auch dis Geena ecg sates. nie bees ce {2 
een {2 Cor. 5,18) er stiftete mit den Guadenmittein 
fuer sie das Amt, nicht blosz das ps son= 
dern auch das ministerium prasdicands: et sacr. porrie 
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307) Loches roche und Amt, De 228
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This prompted his bhographer, Hebart, to take up the dee 
fense for Loehe’s view and deny that he ever viewed the 
office of ministry in a coordinate relation with the means 
of grace, 308) We admit that Loehe does not go so far as to 
make the sacraments and théir efficacy dependent upon the of-= 
fice of the ministry, and yet we must object to Loche’s own 
remarks: 
"Was waere das Amt und was waeren die Gnadenmittel 
ohne das Amt und die Diener? Die beiden sind unzer- 
trennlich mit einander gegeben und vereinigt. Die 
Gnademmittel sind nicht um des Amtes willen gegeben, 
wohl aber das leicht zu erkennen ist, was groeszer, 
was kleiner ist. Deunoch haben beiderlei Loos, Auf 
der Schwelle zwischen sichtbarer und unsichtbarer 
Kirehe steht das heil. Amt mit dem Schatze ger Gna- 
demmittel mit diesen ein Bindemittel zwischen Heils- 
und Kirchenordnung, selbst eine Kirchenordnung, aber 
eine fuer die sichtbare,"usw. 309) 
Dre We He Te Dau, in an article entitled *Loches Entartung'’, 
says the following concerning Loche's coordination of the mi- 
nistry and the means of graces 
"Die Erneurung des Menschen geschicht vornehmlich 
durch die dem Amt geschenkten, ungeheuren goectt= 
lichen Gaben und Verheiszungen.'Die Gnademittel 
bekommen bei dieser Anschauung nicht mehr ihre vol- 
le lutherische Wuerdigung, Sie ‘erheischen gebie- 
teriich Menschen, welche sie verwalten; weder Wort 
noeh Sakrament verwaltet sich selbst.* " 310) 
Thus Loehe, like Grabau, places the ministry practically on 
the same level with the means of grace. 
Grabau_ and Loehes The ‘Priestly Part’ of the Ministry: 
In coordinating these two diverse concepts, 
308) Loches Rirche und int pos23 cfr. Hebarts Loches Lehre 
von der Kirche, ihr Amt u. Regiments pe 3 
309) Loehes Kirche und Amt, pe S23 
$10) Daus GO Us Wenres vor. 7i,PolZ
~ Loo © 
of the ministry and of the means of the divine grace, both 
Loche and Grabau stress what they term the "priestly funce 
tion’ of the pastor's office. Grabau especially urged ghis 
particular points 
"Yieraus bewbist sich, dasz Gott ordentlicher Weise 
nur durch das heilige Predigtamt im Worte und sae 
kramente mit uns handeln wolle. So glaubet die Lue 
therisohe Kirehe nicht blosz, dasz das Amt eine Ord- 
mung sei, die Gott zur Verkuendigung seines Wortes 
eingesetzt, sondern, dasz es auch, cin gocttliches 
kraeftiges Pe etek sei, den helligen Sinn und 
Verstand des Wortes und seine Gnadenfuelle in unsere 
Herzen einzugieszen und sinsupflanzen." 511) 
Loehe leans toward an emphasis upon the ‘priestly function’ 
of the pastoral office, when he says: "Dech gestaltet sich 
auch das Amt auf jeder Stufe des Hirtenamtes, bel welchen 
neben der sacramentalen Seite der amtlichen Taethigkelt auch 
die sacrificielle besonders hervortritt." 312) 
  
The criticism of Grabau's view on the part 
of the Saxons is pertinent to this pointe They showed how he 
overemphasized the administration of the Lord's Supper in ma- 
king it a part of the "priestly part’ of the ministerial of- 
fice. This one can readily recognize as Romankzinge 313) 
The Saxons stateds 
"Indem wir aber nun der Ordnung Ihres Briefes folgen, 
worin Sie den Sinn des i4ten Artikels des Augsb. Con- 
fession nachweisen und namentlich zeigen wollten, was 
su dem ‘rite vocatus’ gehoere, stoszen wir zunacchst 
bei Erwaehnung der Veranlassung Ihres Hirtenbriefes 
auf einen bedenklichen Ausdruck, worin sie vielleicht 
jedoch miszverstehen werden, und uns nicht lenge aufe 
rabaus erie, es. irtenbriefsspe 453 
312) Leehes Kirche at ‘AMG, De O23 
315) On the Fole of the - eter in the mags, cfr, Pohle-Preuss 
The Sacraments, also The Eucharist;
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zuhalten Kexadtes Sie sagen naemlich dasz Ihre dorti= 
gen Rottirer zwar die Nothwendigkelt des Berufs zum 
oeffentlichen Lehramt, aber nicht zu dem priesterlichen 
aces desselben anerkennen wollen, da es aur die Verwale 
ung der ente aufkomme,.Dareus scheint hervorzue 
heben, dasz Sie die Verwaltung der hell. Sakramente, 
als das Charakteristische des priesterlichen amtes, 
von dem Lehramt sich gleichsame getrennt denken. Ja, 
wenn Sie sub nro. 1 der aufgestellten Requisita eines 
rite vocatus vornehmlich nur yon der nosthigen Tueche 
ects sur V erwaltung der Sakramente reden und sub 
Erssente fermaiven ond in'dev aeelssnge helen -op 
scheint es soger, als ob Sie die Verwaltung der Sakrae 
mane chten stele stay geistlichen Amfes. noch ueber 
While the approach of Loche te this ques= 
tion of the relation b&tween the ministry and the administrae 
tion of the means of grace is somewhat different from that of 
Grabau, the views incline toward 2 common view of elevating 
the clergy above the laity. The peculiar approach and concep- 
tion that characterizes ioehe’s doctrine, is apparent in his 
treatment of ordination. Apparently, to him, ordination in- 
vests the right to administer the Sacraments and places the 
ordinand apart from the laity. He uses such expression®: as 
*abgesondert’, "nicht mehr Laie’ ,Xeebe, giving evidence, so 
it seems, that there is to be an indelible character in the © 
ordinand. Loche, however, does not go this far, although he 
expresses himself in vegue terms at times, 315) The essence 
of ordination, says Loehe, is the conferring of ministerial 
at Gritique of iiztenbrief, pe 223 
315) Loenes Kirche und Amt, pe S6ff. 
#) Cfr. Loehes Aphorismen, pe 793
Sell Dae 
gracese 516) This is definitely Romanizing, for Rome looks 
upon ordination as granting specific grace upon the ordinand. " 
Loche states: Y 
"Wer berufen ist, musz sich erst von andern Geschaef- 
ten des Lebens sondern, kommen, sich dem Herrn dar= 
stellen mit willigem Geistey dann nisimt ihn Gott 
seinerseits von den andern Lebensgeschaeften und 
uebertraegt inm feierlich Yollmacht und Gnade, Seine 
Werke zu wirken, in Seinem Namen des helligen Amtes 
2u walten. Und diese Aussonderung, Webergabe des 
Amtes und der zu demselben nocthigen Gnade und Yoli- 
macht heiszt Ordinatlon. «Der Berufene wird durch die 
Ordination seiner Gabe, Tuechtigkeit, und Beruf ge- 
wiss, und auch die Gemeinde erhaclt des cin oefente 
liches Zeugniss aber dies mit der Ordination nur mit 
mit der Ordination verbunden, und ob es wohl nie — 
fehit, so liegt das Wesen der Ordination nicht daring 
sondern ihr Wesen ist Amtsucbergabs, VYollmacht, Amts= 
gnade, Auch die Gaben zum heil, © koennen durch 
Ordination gelaeutert werden, gehoben, und gemehrt : 
werden, aber nicht ists nothwendig, sondern gefaeklig, 
und was der Herr in der Ordination dem berufenen Dic- 
mer schenke, das ist bereits gesagt." 317) 
ioeche, in emphasizing the ministerial grace, maintains that 
the view that ordination is the confirmation of the call is 
inadequateg he apparently believes that the gifts of mini- 
sterial grace come as an answer to the prayer which is said 
at the rite of ordination. He states this untenable positions 
“Diese Lehrer nemmen suweilen die Ordination eine 
felerliche Erkilacrung und Bekanntmachung der erhale 
tenen Berufung {solemnem declarationem vocationis)», 
was gewlss zu wenig ist. Sie leuguen die Amtsguade 
nicht weg, auch nicht, dasz sie bei der ordination 
gegeben werdes sie behsupten dabei, dasz sie nicht 
durch die Handauflegung, sondern durch Erhoerung 
des Gebets gegeber werde, Allein das Gebet ist eben 
ein Ordinationsgebet, von ordinierenden Presbytern 
@esprochen, und es wird ‘nicht behauptet, dasz Amts- 
@nade auch als Erhoerung anderer, UsSWeaslan wird 
316) the Rom, Cath, view of ordinations "Moses, the Levites, 
ets the Prophets, and the ApostLes were mediators by ETAaCEa, 
Se is every Catholic priest by virtue of his ordination. 
Pohle=Preusss Soteriologys, Be Herder Book Coe, St. 
Louis, Moe, 1953, be 7§ Alsos same auth, The Sacramies 
I» De 164 ff, 
S17) Loehes Kirche und Amt, p. 36ff.
eben doch zugestehen miessen, dasz die Ordination mehr 
ist und mehr gilt, als man gewoehnlich annimnt, dasz 
die Fachigkeit und Befugnisse zur Amtsverwaltung von 
eligemeiner Art gibt, dasz ein charisma, ein Amtsenade 
und Gabe durch sie komme, dasz der Savas sine titulo 
ne quis ordinetur." 318} 
Other remakks from his writings show that this view of Loche 
was rather consistent. 319) 
' Leche bases his position on such passages as 
I Tim. 4, 14: Mee amelei tou en soi charismatos, ho edothee 
soi dia propheteias meta epithesechs tohn cheirohn tou pres- 
byterious He cites the statement from Leyserus on this pase 
sage. 520) From this view one can readily see that Loche and 
 
other leaders would attach much importance to the rite of or- 
dination.s 
The peculiar emphasis on ordination, however, 
was linked with the importance which they attached to the vae 
lidity of the call. Grabau, particularly, insisted that ordi- 
nation made the oall valid. To him, ordination was the essenc: 
of the call, He consistently carried out this theory when he 
said that the validity of the Sacraments is contingent upon 
the right call. The call, in turn, was dependent upon ordi- 
nation. Concerning the validity of the Sacraments in connec@ 
tion with the right call, he writess 
iDaher hat auch die Kirche selt den acltesten Zeiten 
gegiaubt, dasz zur rechten Verwaltung der heil.Sakra- 
   
   
o DRe a 763 
‘Gfze, Loehes Kirche und Amt, pp» 107-109 particularly; 
Cfr. Loches Kirche und Amt, pe 109, statement of Leyse
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mente, zur Ertheijung der Absolution, nicht allein 
das Wort der Einsetzung an sich gehoere, sondern 
auch der rechte gocttliche Beruf und Befehls; und gee 
setzt auch, die Amtsperson waere boese, so sind die 
Worte der Kinsetzung doch kraeftig wegen des antes, 
gu welchem der Herr bekennt," 321 21} 
Evidently, Grabau had begun to attack the notion that any 
one could publicly administer the Sacraments without a call. 
Howsver, he became extreme in this error and fell into sacere 
dotaliem, 322) one part of his thesis was corrects there 
should be no confusion in the Church, but an established or- 
der for the administration of the Sacraments. On the other 
hand, he failed to distinguish between the possession and the 
use of the Office of the Keys, which accrued to the belie- 
vers in a case of emergency. He ascribed too much to the rite 
of ordination, which was supposed to give the Sucraments ya- 
lidity. 
Tf ordination determines the validity of the Sacra=- 
ments, then, according to Grabau, the Sacraments administered 
by a layman or one not ordained, are mere ceremonies. He 
charged this against the Lutherans in Wisconsin and else- 
where, who wished to have elders perform these functions, un- 
til they could have a pastor of their own. He wrotes "Wer 
Seelen gum Sakrament des Altars annehmen soll, der musz in 
der genzen Kirchenlehre wohl gegruendet sein." 323) He cone 
cludes that, if an wnudrdeined person administers the Sacta- 
Sel) Grabaus Hirtenbric£s pe 153 
$22) That Grahbau was Romnizing, can be seen from Rome’s view 
expressed by the followings "If any one saith that all 
Christians have power to administer the word and all 
the sacraments, let him be anathema." Pohle=-Preuss: 
Sacraments, Ip pe 164. citing the Tridentine Council, 
Sesse Vil>s Gan, 10, Cire ope Gites Do 1765 
523) Grabaus ope Cites Pe 123
ments, the clements are only bread and wine, *eitel Brot 
und Wein’, He stated: “Es bleibt auch dabei, dasz die Worte 
des Sakraments des Altars nur in dienender Orduung des Amtes 
kraeftig sind, in weloher der Herr sie will gebraucht haben." 
324) He based this thesis that the clergy alone should ad= 
minister the Sacrament of the Altar upon I Cor. 10, 16s "The 
cup of blessing which we bless," However, this view is not 
supported by this verse by any means, for the original does 
not have heemeis, but the pronoun ‘we! is contained in the 
word eucharistoumen, 325) 
A closer similarity between Grebau'’s view and 
the view of Rome is seen’in his unwarranted distinction be- 
tween the administration of Baptism and that of the Sacrament Gaprisn. 
of the Alter. 526) we says that in emergency it is concei- 
vable that a layman could baptize, but such an emergency in 
the case of the Sacrament of the Altar, he said, is not con=- 
ceivable, in which a layman would be obliged to administer 
the bread and the wine. Thus he stressed the necessity of 
having an ordained person for the administration of the Sa- 
eraments, 327) The advice, therefore, which Grabau gave to 
his congregations, or rather to those under his direct ine 
fluence at the tims, was consistent with his entire theory 
of the doctzine of the ministry. All official acts were to 
q ed_until the coming of a duly ordained pastors 
Grabaug Widerle: eo De 5 bed 
_3BB) Locsoltas Zor di cussion of this potntpeezicee De 453 of 
526) The Roman doctrine differentiates betwoen the admini« 
stration of Eaptism and that of the Lord's Suppers “For 
administering the Baptism uwalidly no special ordination 
is required. Any one, even a pagan, can baptize, proe 
vided that he use the proper matter and pronounce the 
the words of the essential form.eFor the validity of 
the other five sacraments, the minister must be duly 
ordained,the GC, of Trent anam. those who said that all on 
aay $ ariatians could adm, all the Secraments." Cath.En., XIz;
#» LG = 
“Dada Ihr eure Kinder, so sie gesund sind, ungetauft 
iasset bis zur von Gott erbetenen Ankunft eines Kir- 
chendienerss kommen sie aber in bedenklicher Kranke 
heit und Todesgefahr, dasz Ihr als Vaeter sie slebst 
taufet, oder wo sich ein Vater dazu 2u schwach fuch- 
let, dasz er einen der Brueder darum bitte, es zu thun. 
Dasz Ihr die Feier des hell. Nachtmahis anstehen las- 
set bis sur Ankunft eines rechten Kirchendieners und 
Buren Glauben allein durch das Wort staerket." 328) 
In these statements we can see a great contrast between the 
view which Grabau held and that which Walther expressed in 
this entire matter. This also shows that Grabau evidently 
did uot clearly understand the real essence of the Sacraments, 
The Word and the Sacraments are essentially the same. We can 
see that, in accordance with the Scriptural proofs which the 
Augsburg Confession employs, a sacrament is the visible Words 
Grabau's misconception manifests itself in thiss if the lay= Yv 
man ean administer the Word, then, why can he not rightly ade 
minister the Sacraments, which are the verbum visibile7 
Yalther's Answers 
Walther definitely opposed any tendency which 
made the office of the ministry a means of grace without 
which onee could not be saved. He constantly returns to the 
Pact that all Christians are priests, and this holds for lay=- 
men as well. Moreover, faith must rest upon the Word, not 
upon the person or upon the call of the administrant. 329) 
=I Grabaus SESE LEE De Log 
529) Cfr. Lutheraner, Vole Dp pare 5%
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He also shows that, according to Phil. 1, 18, the Word is 
effective, whether administered by believer or unbeliever. 
Neither the cell nor the character of the admihistrant adds 
to, or detracts from the Werd ang sacraments. 330) Walther 
very aptly cites the famous quotation of Luther’s own wordss 
“Wenn der Teufel selbst keeme, dasz er'’s thun wolltéseccece 
50 mueszten wir dennoch bekenmnen, dasa die Sakrament recht 
waren," uswe 331) 
From the difterences expressed in the pre~ 
vious discussion of the administration of the means of grace, 
it is very evident that the leaders whom Walther was opposing 
held exceedingly dangerous “ on the doctrine of the mini- 
stry. These tendencies were alarming, particularly becuase 
they led back the laity to a ‘gabderrlenty similar to that Y 
which existed before the Reformation. That is the reason why “ 
Walther sought every possible statement from Luther's writing 
to show the real treasures Luther had won under God for the 
Lutheran Church, By giving the many statements from Luther, 
Walther pointed out the rights of laymen as true priests of 
God and also the dignity of the ministry. 
0} Lutheraner, pare Tole: 93 
S516 SoREeT aelch eles Vole xy ps 1KI8y
Se ae, 
Part IVs The Relation of the Authority of the Pastor, or _of 
the Ministry, to the Richts of the Congregations 
fhe View of Stephan: 
In practical churoh-life, the question of supre= 
macy of the laity and the supremacy of the clergy often be- 
comes & very live issue. Who is supreme, the pastor, or the 
congregation? For Pastor Stephan, the ideal form of church 
governnent was the episcopacy. Stephan’s ideas, however, 
proved to be & source of great disturbance for the conscience 
of every devout member of the Saxon settlement in Missoubi. 
352) He insisted upon the episcopal form of church polity 
and stressed the supremacy of the clergy. 553) Thus, on the 
Way to America, Stephan insisted upon this supremacy, Pastor 
Keyl, one of the passengers on the ship, recalled how he also 
signed his name to an oath of allegiance to Stephan as their 
superior in matters of doctrine and of life. Even in miters 
of adiaphora, they pledged to serve and obey the episcopacy 
in life and in death, Even in the public service, the term 
‘bishop*® was employed in the prayers. Schieferdecker remarks 
that there was a definite effort on Stephan's part to restore. 
the old episcopacy of former days. 354) The subservience of 
the leity under this setup was such that no layman had any 
8 state e set himself up as bishop of 
the chlony even before the Saxons landed in America. 
335) Schieferdeckers Die Saechsische Auswanderung, pe 113 
354) Ope Cites De 113
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genuine privileges. Such was the extreme view of Stephan. 
The View of Grabaus 
This clericalism, however, was to return in a 
slightly different form in the thought and practise of the 
theologian, Pastor Grabau. He had insisted that the congre- 
gation mist obey the pastor in matters of doctrine and res- 
pect him for his work’s sake, as Christ's ambassador. Howe 
ever, with unusual force, Grabsau underestimates the rights 
of the laity by statings “ur (der Prediger) sagt sich der 
Gemeinde mit seiner Treue in Lehre und Wandel zu, und die 
Gemeinde verbindet sich ihm mit ihrer freue und ihrem Gehor- 
sam in allen Dingen, die nicht wider Gottes Wort sind." 335) 
For proof he appealed to Hebrews 13, 173 “Qbsy them which vi 
have rule over you, for they watch for your souls,"stc. On 
the other hand, as the context clearly shows, this passage 
teaches that absolute obedience is demanded only in 2 matter 
of @ clearly revealed Biblical doctrine. He stated: 
“gie Leugnen irrigy dasz die Gemeinde ihrem Seele- 
sorger Gehorsam schuldig sei, in allen Dingen, 
die Gottes Wort nicht zuwider sind; denn schuldig 
bleibt sie ihm, nach Hebr. 15,17...Dis gehorsame 
Ausfuehrung einer Sache’ kann wohl aufgeschoben wer= 
den muessen, deshaib ist der Gehorsam selbst noch 
nicht aufgehoben.” 556) 
‘hen the question arises, How shall 2 member know what is an 
adiaphoron? Very consistently, Grabau ascribes the right of 
a Grabaus Hirtenbrich, De 143 
336) Grabaus Hirtenbrier, Do 553
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determining what is against the Word of God and what is HOt» 
exclusively to the Biiiyys “Was aber wider und nicht wider 
Gottes Wort’ sel, das entscheidet kein eingelnes Glied der 
Kirche, sondern die Kirche shlbst in ihren Symbolen, Kir-=- 
chenordnungen und Synoden." 337) Though some my regard this 
ag including the laymen, other statements of Grabau prove the 
contrary, In matters of doctrine, the laymen have very little 
to say, but it is the pastor, the clergy who have the ulii- 
mate authority: 
"Kaeme ein Pastor .auf Irxthuemer in der Lehrepee . 
so wird zs der ganzen Gemeinde nicht verborgen 
bleiben, und in dem Faille soll doch.'die Gemein- 
de?, nich nicht das Urteil sprechen, soridern sich 
durch Schrift an einen oder mehrere Pastoren der 
Kirche wenden und die Sache der Wahrheit gemaecsz 
vorstelieng diese sollien.eIhr wollet das Urtheilen 
denen uebersubent, denen nach 25, Art, der Augse 
Conf, zukommt." 358} 
The view of Grebau becomes more manifestly Ro- 
maniéing, when ome consuders the right of the congregation 
to judge matters of practise, namely, im the exercise of the 
ban, The ban is an instance in which 'judging' becomes a mat- 
ter of great practical importance. For Grabau, the matter is 
simple. The clergy alone has the right of final appeal and 
decision in the matter of excommunication and the ban. He de- 
i Sa ‘ODe Gites De Lap 
$38) Grabaus ope Clie, po 18ff, 
wot {Uo 
#initely denies this right to the laymens 
“Die Gemeinde hat also nicht zu richten und zu- 
gebieten oder zu erklaeren, dasz ex (der Suender) 
dafuer (fuer einen Heiden und Zoellser) gehalten 
werden so0ll1...Ebenso irrig ist es, dasa dle Ge= 
meinde in streifigen Faellen die Entscheldung 
ueber den Gebrauch des Bindee und Loese Schlues- 
sels habeo"339) 
There was much disagreement upon this point, and consequent- 
ly was attacked by the Saxons. 340) 
Walther's Replys 
There followed | lengthy exchange of letters and 
documents during this controversy, especially on this pre= 
vious point of judging doctrine. Particularly Grabau's view 
on the ban met with the reply of Walther, who showed the Ro- 
manizing tendency of Grabau by a quotation from the Roman 
Chureh theologians: "Die stete Praxis der apostolischen Kire 
che, in weldhen das Urtheil, das Gericht und die Gewalt des 
Bannes immer bei Einem, Praclaten, Pastor oder Bischof ge- 
wesen sei, nicht aber bei der Gemeinde." 342) 
fhe View of Wilhelm Loehes 
Gas Wieology of Loehe also treated this subject 
of the supremacy of the clergy, as did the theology of Grae 
bau. Loehe, on several occasions, expressed himself as agree= 
TA baAUs 0 viel, DPe 28 and 163 
340) Grabaus fivtenbrie?; pel6ff, (Discusses also counter= 
charges) 
541) Walthers iplbeseuae Vol. 95 pare 18 of series, citing 
6 Hom. Cath. theologian Stapletong
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ing with Grebau, though with certain qualifications. He obe 
jected strenuously to the power which both Walther and Grae 
bau, in his opinion, ascribed to the local congregation. 
342) Loehe expressed his view in this matters 
"Beide ueberlassen die Wahl der Ortsgemeinde, 
waehrend die Apostel und ihre Schueler die Presby- 
ter setzen und der Gemeinde nur so viel Anteil an 
der Wahl der Berson gestatten, als sie haben musz, 
wenn sie aus ihrer Mitte genommenen Geistlichen 
geben soll, das imr gebuehrt." 345) 
Hestated his disapprogal of both the view of Walther and that 
of Grabaus "Beilde Theile scheinen mir insofern zu irren, als 
sie der Ortsgemeinde das Recht, ihren Pastor zu waehlen und 
gu berufen, ohne weiteres zusprechen.® 344) 
On the other hend, Loehe agreed with, the view 
of Grabau and clearly expressed his.opinion that the clergy 
must have an active part in the call. He notes that Grabau 
distinguished between the election and the call, thus en- 
deavoring to uphold the authority and right of the clergy. 
Loshe emphasizes. the role of the clergys 
"Pestor Grabau schwebte ohne Zwelfel der richtige 
organisirende Gedanke vor, den Gemeinden bei ihrem 
Waehlen und Berufen wenigstens das orthodoxe Mini- 
sterium aus der Nachbarschaft zur Selte stellen, 
= oder etwas der arts er fuchrt aber den hellsamen 
Gedanken nicht durch, und trotz vieler Anhaltspunkte, 
welche seine Aeuszerungen denen darbieten, dis ihn 
voelliges Licht in sachen kirchlicher Organization 
. 348) in the EEE EP 39, we have seen that Grabau did 
not view the election a5 identical with the call, but 
included ordination in the. concept of the call, 
343) Loehes Unsere Kirchl. Lages De 97§ 
344) Loches ops Gites Dp. 953
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gutrauen mocchten, bringt man ams Ende doch immer 
weiter, als zu der Ueberzeugung, dasz er geheamt 
ist, dasz die vorhandene Hemmung ihn nicht zu den 
einfachen Sache kommen laeszt: ‘Ohne Beistand eines 
orthodoxen Ministeriums soll keine Wahl und Berufung 
geschehen.* tind doch waere dies das Wenigste, was man 
dem Ministerium gutheilen misze" 345) 
In spite of Loche's attempt to explain away the statement 
of Luther's letter to the Bohemians, Loehe has failed to 
remove the Romanizing marks of his doctrine of the ministry. 
346) Stephan, Loehe,and Grabau, though in varying degrees, 
did not believe in the full exercise of lay rights as Wal- 
ther visualized them.. These three men, then, represent the 
theory of clericalism withing the Lutheran Church from 1640= 
1860, against whom Walther directed his remarks egain and 
agains 
oehe: Unsere Kire : Lage, pe 953 cir. Unit I, Loche's 
nition of & congregation, and reg. the cal= 
3 ling of a pastore 
346) Loche says that Luther gave the right to the congrega- 
tion only in cases of emergency. But other remarks from 
Iuther, quoted in Walther's Rechte Gestalt, make these 
objections rather unimportant.
~ lio” 
The View that the Congregation is Supremes Walther 
Walther emphasized the fact that the office 
of the ministry flows from the priesthood of all believers. 
Therefore, he also pointed to the fact that the local con- 
gregation, as possessor of the office of the Keys, hag the 
right to call its owm pastor and to ‘transfer’ to him their 
divinely given prerogatives, This is the high regard in which 
Walther held the local congregations 
Some one has said that Walther’s view is a ba- 
lanced and conservative positions it not only ascribes the 
proper rights to the laity, but preserves the proper respect 
for the ministry. In formulating his ninth thesis on the doce 
trine of the ministry, Walther stressed the proper attitude 
which a congregation should manifest to its pastor, to whom 
they have entrusted the office of the public ministry: “Ree 
verence and unconditional obedience is due to the ministry 
of preaching when the pastor is ministering the word of God." 
347) While the incumbents of the ministerial office do not 
constitute a distinct order, yet they are not servants of 
men, They exercise the universal right of Christians, yet 
they have been commissioned with an office by God. Walther 
eayss 
 
Walther a: @ church, ps 793
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"“Obgleich die Traeger des Uffentlichen Predigtam- 
tes keinen von dem gemeinen Christenstande vere 
schiedenen, helligeren Stand bilden, sondern ale 
iein die ihnen zu oeffentlicher geordneter Ver= 
waltung uebertragenen allgemeinen Christen-rechte 
fusuebers so sind sie doch darum nicht Menschen- 
kneohte. Die prinzipale wirkende Ursache der Orde 
nung des oeffontlichen Predigtamts ist Gott, der 
Allerhoechste, selbst. Dieselbe ist nicht eine wm 
der Schicklichkeit und Heillsamkeit willen von 
Menschen getrorfene weise Binrichtung, sondern eine 
Stiftung des dreiesinigen Gottes des Vaters, des 
Sohnes, und des Heiligen Geistese" 548) 
The pastor, though called through the congregation, is not 
merely a servant of the congregation, but of God, acting in 
Christ's stead. Walther cites I Cor. 12, 28 and Eph. 4, 11 
as Seriptural proof that God ‘transfers’ the ministerial of= 
fice through the congregation to the pastor. Furthermore, 
since, according to I Gore 4,1 and II Core 5y 18-20, God 
admenishes the congregation through the pastor, the pastor 
is laboring in Christ's stead, and, therefore, the congre= 
gation owes him obedience. Of course, this is true ohly when 
he deais with the Word of God. Walther statess 
"wenn daher ein Prediger in seiner Gemeinde Gottes 
Wort fuehrt, sei es lehrend oder ermahnend, stra- 
fend oder troestend, sei es oeffentiich oder son- 
derlich, so hoert die Gemeinde aus seinem Munde Je- 
sum Christim selbst, so ist sie ihm bedingten Gehor- 
sam schuldig |ls dem, durch weichen Gott ihr seinen 
Willen kund thun und sie zum ewigen Leben leiten 
willg und je treuer der Prediger sein Amt verwaltet, 
ee. Ehre soli die Gemeinde ihn wert halten.® 
TCHE UNG AMGs De and 5613 ers 
549) Walthers Op, Gites De S61
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The congregation had no right to deprive him of his office, 
without just cause. Walther statess 
"sie hat auch kein Recht, einem solchen treven Dice 
vier Jesu Christi sein Amt wieder zu nehmen3 thut : 
sie das, so stoeszt sie danit Jesum Christum selbst, 
in dessen Nemen ex ihr vorstand, von sich, Erst dann 
kann die Geuvinde einen Traeger des Amts von seinem 
Ante entfernen, wenn es aus Gottes Wort offenbar ist, 
dasz der Herr selbst ihn als einen Wolf oder Mietling 
entsetzt habe," 350) 
Walther applied such passages as Luke 10, 162 "He that hese 
reth you, heareth me; he that despiseth yous" ate. He also 
applied Hebrews 13,173 II Thess2l. 5, 12.153 I Tim. 5, 17-193 
Gale 6, 6-103 Matth. 10, 12-15, Inasmuch as this particular. 
partiof the thesis did not provoke much opposition, it is 
very evident that he (W.) would not need much. testimony. 
The second part of the thesis, however, defl« 
nitely stressed the podut or debate, namely, the scope of 
the pastor's jurisdiction over the members of his flock. 
While Walther clearly showed that the laity is to obey une 
conditionslly everything the pastor seys when dealing with 
the words of Scripture and demanding something which scrip=- 
ture demands, he maintained that this would hardly argue for 
  
the pastor’s supremacy in all matters. Bearing in mind the. 
Christian liberty which Luther had recaptured for the Church,
by the grace of God, Walther consistently stressed the sup~ 
remacy of the congregation, the communion of trus believers. 
Ho power or office had the right to lord over their cone 
science in matters in which Scripture had not spoken. Hes 
therefore, safeguarded the lay rights as follows: "The prea=- 
cher may not dominate over the Church; he has accordingly 
no right to make new laws and to arrange indifferent matters 
and ceremonies arbitrarily." 551) While Grabeu demanded 
absolute obedience in 211 matters, Walther kept in mind the 
principle of Christian liberty. In matters of adiaphora, he 
etated, mo one, no pastor can demand obedience of his ley 
member. This is very evident from such passages ass “Ye know 
that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, 
and they that are great sxercise authority upon them. But_it 
shail not be so among yous” Matthe 20, 25.26. "Be ye not 
called Rabbig for one is your Master, even Christ: and ye ate 
brethren." John 18, 56. 
In these passages Walther indicates that the 
kingdom of Christ does not consist of subjected people, but 
of people who are equals, brethren, for 211 are priests. He 
sayss 
melee ee ai Sa ae ate re 
gondern Hine grosze heilige Bruederschaft ist, in 
welcher keiner herrachen und Gewalt usben kann. So 
51) Walther and the Church, p. Ol, Thesis IX, Bg
Ou 
wenig nun diese nothwendige Gleichheit unter den 
Christen durch den Gehorsam eaufgehoben wird, wele 
chen dieselben den Predigern leisten, wo diese das 
Wort Christi ihnen vorhalten; denn dann gehorchen 
sic ja in den Predicern nicht Menschen, sondern 
Ghristo selbsts so gewisz aber wuerde jene Gleichheit 
der Glaeubigen aufgehoben und die Kirche in einen 
weltlichen Staat verwandeli, wenn ein Prediger Gee 
horsam auch da verlangte, wo er nicht Christi, seines 
und aller Ghristen Herrn und HaupBes, Wort, sondern, 
Was nur er nach seiner Binsicht und Erfahrung fuer 
gut und zweckmaeszig haelt, dem christlichen. Yolke 
vorheelt." 552) 
Walther aptly remarks that, ag goon as the matter becomes an 
ediaphoron, it is then no longer a matter for the pastor to 
decide, but 2 matter of the congregatious: "Sobald es sich 
daher in der Kirche um Dinge handelt, welche indifferent sind 
-i.h. welche in Gottes Wort weder geboten noch verboten sind, 
so darf dex Prediger. fuer das, was gerade ihm das Beste sein 
scheint, nie unbedington Gehorsam forderns vielmehr ist es 
damm Sache der ganzen Gemeinde." 3555) 
Here again it is evident that Walther 
based his thesis upon Scriptural foundation. Such passages as 
“Heither as being lords over God's hetttage, but being one 
samples to the flock," I Péte 5, 1-3. "I speak not by commnd- 
ment but by occasion of the frowardness of others and to 
prove the sincerity of your loves" IZ Cor. 8,8. "This Tf 
speak for your profits not that I may cast a snare upon yous" 
I Gor. 7535. Alsos I Cor, 11, 34. Walther showed from the 
ers Kirche und AmtepDe 3713 
353) Walthers Toc, cit.
vg yA SIP de 
Bible that the pastor has no right to lord over the laity 
in matters of indifference. 
On this point Walther also shows his full 
agreement with the Lutheran Confessions. He elites continuale 
ly from them, partibularly from the Augsburg Confession, Are 
ticle 283 “Denselben Gewalt der Schluessel oder Bischoefen 
uebet und treibet man aliein mit der Lehre und Predigt Got- 
tes Worts und mit Handreichung der Sekrament gegen vielen 
oder einzelnen Personen, darnach der Beruf ist." 354) He 
adds another statement, taken from the Apology, Article 7, 
concerning the abusess 
"So ist es auch gewisz, dasz dieses wort des Herrn 
Ghristi, Luk. 103 ‘Wer euch hoaret. dex hooret mich’, 
nicht von’ Menschensatzungen redet, sondern ist stracks 
dawiderse,Denn er giebt den Bischcefen nicht cigne 
Herrscharté oder Herren-Gewalt ausgzer dem Evangelio, 
s0 sollen auch die Bischoefe nicht wider das Evangee 
lium Satzung machen, noch ihre Satzungen wider das 
Evangelium eauslegene" 355) 
He also quotes from the Smalcald Articles, which emphasize 
the fact that the Church is more then the ministerium, and 
that clerical dictatorship is antie-scripturala 
"I Kor. 5 macht Paulus alle Kirchendicner gleich, und 
Lehret, dasz die Kirche mehr sei denn die Diener (sur 
pra ministros). Daxvum kann man mit keiner Wahrhei 
sagen, dasq letxrus einige Obrigkeit oder Gewalt fuer 
andern Aposteln ueber dic Kirchen und alle andern 
Kirehendiener gehabt habe. Denn so spricht erg 'Es 
ist elles cuer, es sei Paulus oder Apollo oder Ge- 
phas,’? deie es darf jeder Peter noch andere Diener 
des Worts ihnen simessen einigen Gewalt oder Obrigkeit 
er: Kirche un ePe 3728 
S55) Walther: ope Cites De S723
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weber die Kirchen." 356) 
The view which Walther held is really re- 
miniscent of the posifion taken by Luther. Walther, there- 
fore, selected many of Luther's statements which shed light 
on this great fact of the Christian liberty in matters of ine 
difference? 
"Jas geistliche Regiment ist allein auf die Suende ge- 
stellet. Wo die Suende angehet, da soll dieses Regi- 
ment auch angehun, und sonst nicht. Wir reden aber 
hier von Suenden, das rechte und wahrhaftige suenden 
sind, die kein Mensch erdacht hat, sondern darin wir 
@eboren sinds die wider Gottes Gebot sind und dawider 
4 Gebot zeuget, nicht allein der Menschen Gebot." 
Walther also shows from Luther that the pastor is not to ine 
troduce new ceremonies arbitrarily without the consent of the 
congregation and thus make 1t bindings 358) Walther also 
quotes from other theologians, among them also Tertullian, 
of the earlier period of the Christian Church: “Domini enim, 
non fami est jus et arbitrium (delicta donandi)s Dei ipsi- 
US» von sacerdotig." 359) It is interesting to note that 
Walther selects the statement of Tertullian, who, in spite 
 
of this fine statement against clericalism, inadvertently 
paved the way for a hierarchy through his peculiar concep= 
tion of the Church otherwise. Walther, however, consistent- 
ly upheld the equality of a11 believerss no one was to domi- 
nate over the Christian's liberty in matters of indifference. 
    Wadthert Ops Cltey De O05 Walthers ope Gites De S743 
Cfr. Loce C8t. 
Walther: op. Cites De S825
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On the one hand, Walther did not want the *mob spirit* of 
enthusiasm, nor the fanatical excommunications so charace 
teristic of pletistic sects. on the other hati, he did not 
feel that the clergy should domineer over the laity in any 
matter. He saids “The preacher has no right to impose and 
execute excommunication alonie,without a previous verdict of 
the congregation." 360) Although Walther had stressed the 
fact that the office of public ministry and the office of 
the keys is committed to the pastor, the public loosing and 
binding of the keys, yet the final ‘verdict does not rest with 
the pastor alone, 361) The verdict must be decided by the 
congregation, 3562) Walther sayss 
“Obgleich daher die oeffentliche Vollzichung 
des Bannes den Traegern des oeffentlichen 
Predigtamtes nach dem Worte des Herrn und sei- 
ner heiligen Ordnung gehoert und verblbiben 
muSzZ, SO Soll doch nach desselben Herrn ause 
druecklich Vorschrift und Ordmung das der Yoll- 
streckung des Bannes vorhergehende Erkenntnis 
und die letzte richterliche Entscheidung durch 
die ganze Gemeinde, das ist Lehrer und Zuhoerer 
geschehen," usw. 363) : 
Walther proved conclusively from the Bible 
that the verdict of excommunication shall not be pronounced 
except by the consent of the congregation. He states that 
this right of passing & verdict is a matter for the Chris- 
tian congregation to decide. He writes as follows: 
er ai e Pp 3 
361) che pastor pronounces The ban publicly, statingether oh. 
minutes of the congregational meeting, cf. Fritzs 
Pastoral Thkolorys, De 2423 
362) Grabau felt tee this power rested with the pastor, for 
he is to have this power by right of his ordination, 
Informatorium, Il, ppe 5 and 63 "also soll das hoech- 
ste und lesase Gericht nicht der Haufe einer Ortsge- 
meinde, sondern der Haufe der Apostel, und die jetzt 
im Amt stehehden haben."
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"Denn hier handelt es sich nicht allein um eine 
kKlare Lehre goettlichen Wortes, sondern wm das: 
Urteil ueber den.Seelen Zustand eines Menschen, 
und swar um solches Urteil, durch welches einen 
bestimmten Menschen der Himmel zugeschlossen und 
ihm die bruederliche Gemelnschaft mit den Chris- 
ten und diesen mit jenem untersagt wird. Obgleich 
daher,"“usw, 564) 
The specific passage which Walther uses to prove his thesis 
iss "If thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell 
him his fault between thee and him alone. If he shali hear 
thee, thou hast gained thy brother, But if he will not hear 
thee, take with thee one or two more that in the mouth of 
two or three witnesses every word. may be established. And if 
he shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the churohs but 
if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as an 
  
heathen man and publican, Verily I say unto you, Whaatsoever 
ye shall bind on earth shall be loosed in heaven. Again I 
say unto wells That if two of you shall agree on earth as 
touching anything they shall ask, it shall be done for then 
of My Father which is in heaven, For wnere two or three are 
gathered together in My name, there am I in the midst of 
them." Matth. 18, 15-20. 365) Ghrist here gives the highest 
powers to the congregation, to the church, namely, to expel 
from their fellowship a person who has refused to heed ree 
ers Kirche un 2 2 De 3 
365) This passage, par rly verse 20, is nes to be em- 
ployed discriminately. It does not justify a view com- 
mon in some circles that wherever there happen to be 
two or three Christians together by chance, these can 
exercise the ban, This is a misapplication. Firsts it 
is against the context, for a Tieteserae is made, bee 
tween the ‘two or three’ and the ‘church’, Second, this 
passage merely stresses God's activity in. the delibera- 
tions of the Christians’ exercise of the bane
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peated admonitions. In the presence of, and by the action 
of the congregation, the individual is publicly excommuni- 
cated from Christian communion and fellowship. #his, however, 
must be observed with propriety. 366) 
Walther also had in mind the example of st. 
Paul, who would not excommunicate the person guilty of incest 
in the Christian congregation at Corinth, To his own mind, 
the person ought to have been excommunicated, says the 
apostle. However, he leaves it for the congregation to pass 
the verdict of excommunication. He advised very strongly for 
the excommnication, but farther than this he did not gog He 
says that the congregation should do this “when they were 
gathered together", I Core 5,4, In their assembly, with all 
members taking part, they were to expel the erring brother 
who had become persistent in his refusal to repent. Also 
John, in his third epistle, verses 9 and 10, pointedly re- 
proves the bishop Diotrephes, who took upon himself the right 
(philoprohteuohn) in the congregation, and, without their 
consent, expelled sincere Christians who attacked his arro=- 
gance and highehandedness. 567) The Christian congregations 
a 
S must be done @ unanimous approval of the 
congregation, Walther and the Church, p. 843 
rt Walther and the Church, pe ° 
368 8 to be qua ed, for women were not to speak 
in the assembly. In another way, "all" can be used in 
the absolute sense, when we consider the right of wo- 
men members to protest, as is also the custom in the 
Lutheran Church, though they do not speak in the cone 
gregationsal meetings
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performed this function of excommunicating through many 
and before ali. Walther clearly sets forth this facts all 
the members have a part in this exercise of the bane 
Walther’s thesis agrees with what the Gonfes= 
sions stated as to the place of the congregation in the ban. 
He cites extensively from the Smalcald Articles: 
"Dies ist gewiez, dasz die Bemeine Jurisdictio, die, 
so in oeffentlichen Lastern liegen, zu bannen, alle 
Prarrherrn haben sollen und dasz die Bischoefe, als 
Tyzannen, sie zu sich gezogen und zu ihrem Geniess 
schaendlich miszbraucht haben. Denn die Offigial ha- 
ben unleidlichen Mutwillen damit cetrieben und die 
Leute entweder aus Gelz oder anderm Mutwillen geplagt 
uNndeeseDasz sie ordentlicherweise den Leuten su Bes= 
serung des Lebens und zu Mehrung der Ehre Gottes ge- 
» braucht werde." 369) 
This section of the Smalcald Articles thus definitely con- 
dems.and denies the validity. of a ban exercised in tyranny 
over the congregation. Henee, it emphasizes the role of the 
congregation in the matter of excommunication, as Walther did 
years later in the controversy on the doctrine of the Church 
and the Ministry. 
Zuther also agreed that the cases of excommuni- 
cation are to be examined and judged by the congregation, We 
find that Walther has several quotations noted in his works 
370) Chemnitz and Gerhard also view it this 571)    
ers 2Gne wun ePe an 
370) Walther: Kirche und Amt ,p. 3863 
S71) Walthers ops Gites De 590-5923
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waye Thus Walther's writing concerning the ben finds full 
agreement with the Confessions as well as the writings of 
the teachers of the Lutheran Church. 
The opponents of Walther manifest their Rom~ 
nizing tendencies by their insistence upon the authority 
of the clergy above the laity. The Romanizing Lutherans 
insist that the congregation plays only = minor role, 
while the clergy eccupies the position of power. Howeezr, 
any view which does not elevate the congregation, is dee 
finitely leaning toward Romaniem, This can be shown by 
objections from the Romanist Stapletonus, who raises the 
eamée points which the Romanizing Lutherans euMadiavds 
wamely,; the supremcy of the clergy over the lelty. The 
first objection is that the example and euthority of the 
Christian Church tend to prove that: the pastor &lone is to 
issue the ban, The opponents appeal to I Cor.-5,3s "I 
(Paul) heve clxveady judged.” The second objection is that 
the ancient Church let the verdict, judgment, and power 
west in one prelate, pastor, or bishop, and not with the 
congregation, for Jesus speaks to Peter alone. Faul cone 
signs Hymenaeus and Alexander to Satan. Walther’s answer 
to these objections are well-founded, Grabeau end Loche, in 
375) Walthers Eirone una Amt, pe 3973
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restricting the rights of the congregation and the laity, 
very Clearly expressed this Romanzing view, as pointed 
out by Walther through the words of Stapletonus. 
The Right to Judge Doctrines 
According to Walther’s view, however, the 
congregation not only has the right to judge the conduct 
of its fellow-menbers and to remove them from Christian 
fellowship, if necessary, but the congregation has also 
the right to judge the doctrine of its pastor. Walther em- 
phasizes this remarkable truth in his tenth thesis on the 
doctrine of the ministrys “According to divine right the 
function of passing judgment on doctrine belongs indeed 
to the ministry of preaching. However, also the laymen 
have this right, and for this reason they also have a seat 
and vote withe the preachers in church courts and councils." 
373) While no one denies that the duty of passing judgment 
on doctrine is part of the pastor's work, there is also the 
evidence of Scripture that the right to judge dectrine has 
been the right of the laymen as well, and remains their dis- 
tinct privilege to do so. Walther says: 
"Dasz aber nach Gottes Wort durch Aufrichtung des be- 
sonderen oeffentlichen Amtes ucher die Lehre zu riche 
ten das Recht hiergu den Leien keineswegs abgenommen, 
4 
EVER Weither and the Church; « 853
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sondern die Uebung desselben vielmehr dennoch zur 
heiligsten Pflicht gemacht sel,” usw. 574) 
Walther proves his thesis from the pertinent 
passages of Scriptures. First.of all, all passages which ene 
courage and command the Christians to examine and to judge 
the doctrines which they hear, are to be noted here. Hspecials 
ly such passages are fittinge ase "I speak to wise meng 
judge ye what I say. The cup of blessing vhich we bless," 
etc, These passages stress the truth that ordinary Chris- 
tians have the right to weigh, examine, and pass judgment 
upon the teachings which they hear and learn. Cfr. I Cor. 
10, 15. 16. Also: "Try the spirits whether they are of God} s: 
I John 4ple Compare also II John 10.11. I Thessal. 5, 21. © 
Welther also draws his thesis from those pas- 
sages which exhort the Christians to hold back from and to 
beware of the false prophets about them. Passages of warning 
and admonition like the following are pertinent: Matth. 7, 
15 and 163 John 10, 5. Also passages which praise the Chris- 
tians for testing the doctrines, are equally forcefuls 
“These (the Breans) were more noble than those in Thess2lo- 
nica; in that they received the Word with ell readiness of 
mind and searched the Scriptures daily whether those things 
were so, " Acts 17, 11. 
374) Walthers Kirche und Amtsp. 5983
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Finally, Walther points to the fact that in the 
Apostolic Council in Jerusalem, recorded in Acts 15, not on- 
ly the aposties, but also the laity took part in the delie 
berations of the meeting. He states: 
"Endlich wird uns aber auch in der Geschichte der 
Apostel berichtet, dasgz auf dem ersten apostoli- 
schen Konzil Laien nicht nur gogenwaertig zewesen 
sind, sondern auch mit gesprochen haben, und dasz 
hiere die Beschluesse ebenso von ihnen, wie von 
den Aposteln und Aeltesten gefaszt und in ihrem, 
wie in dieser Nemen ausgefertigt worden sind; daher 
es keinem Zwelfel unterliegt, dasz in den Kirchene 
gerichten und Synoden mit den oeffentlichen Kirohen- 
dienern auch die Laien Sitz und Stimme haben, (Apostg. 
15.)." 375) 
Thue Walther was convinced by Scripture that the laity were 
really capable and duty-bound to judee the doctrine of the 
pastors and teachers of the Church. They were to have a dee 
finite part an the doctrinal decisions of the Church in the ‘es. 
assembly and synod. Here there is a very noticeable difference 
between Walther and the Romanizing Lutherand. Grabau and 
Loehe both restricted the judgments of doctrine to the clere 
yo 376) 
Inasmuch as the opponents, especially Grabau, had 
charged Walther with the error of the enthusiasts who undere- 
estimate the office of the ministry, we have pointed out the 
respect which Walther held for the office of the ministry. 
Equally important it is to see that also in respect to the 
Walther’ Ope Citas De 5 
576) Cfr. Grabaus Hirtenbrief, p. 18 and 193 Loehes Kirche 
und Amt, the section dealing with the distinction 
etween the priesthood of ail believers and the 
office of the ministry.
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functions of the laymen as true priests of Got, Walther 
did not raise the authority of doctrinal judgment above 
the authority of Seripture, for he sayss “sollte es ge~ 
schehen, dass etwas von der Gemeinds wider Geottes Wort 
entschieden und Yastgesetzt wuerde, so ist solche Ent- 
scheldung null und nichtig, dafuer auch zu erklaeren, 
und 2u widerrvfen," 377) Thus Walther escaped the error 
of Gongrenationalisn by keeping the authority of serip- 
ture uppermost in his mind, 578) “The Christians judge 
doctrinal matters in accordance with Seripture, The right 
of private judgment does not empower them to sit in judge 
ment on Scripture." 379) When Scripture speaks, 211 debate 
comes to a helt, 380) 
Walther's position on the right of private 
judgment is in full agreement with the Gonfessions of our 
Church. He quotes from the Smaleald Articless 
"Also handelt der Pabst auf. beiden Seiten 
wie ein Tyrann, dasz: er solche Irrthuemer 
mit Gewalt und Wueterei verteidiget, und will 
keine Richter leiden, Und dies ander Stueck 
thut mehr Schadens, denn 2lle Wueterel; denn 
alsbeald der Kirchen dag rechte Urteil und Ere 
kenntnis genommen ist, kenn nicht moeglich 
Walther: Die Reohte Gost to pe 613 
378) Cir. Unit I. 
379) Dre The Engelders Dogma tical Hotes on the Doctrine of 
9 De $ 
580) Grabau, Hirtenbrief, p. 16, had charged that Walther's 
view placed the congregation and the laity over the 
. the ‘authority of. Scripture, but failed to prove hid 
- contention.
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sein, dasz man falscher Lehre oder unrechtem Gote 
tesdienst koenute steuren, und mucssen derhalben | 
viel Seelen verloren werden...¥eil aber die Urteile 
in Konzilien dex Kirchen und nicht des Pabstes Ur- 
teil sind, will es Je den Fuersten und Koenigen ge- 
buehren, dasz sic dem Pabst soichen Matwillen nicht 
einracumen, sondern achaffen, dasz der Kiroken die 
Macht zu richten nicht genommen und alles nach der 
helligen Schriftbund Wort Gottes geurteilet werde. 
Und gleichwie die Christen alle anderen Irrthuener 
des Pabstes au strafen schuldig sind, also sind sie 
auch schuidig,-den Pabst selbst zu strafen, wenn er 
flichen oder wehren will das rechte Urteil und wahre 
Erkenntiis der Kirche," 3581) 
Walther has also shown kis full agreement 
with the private writings of the leaders of the Lutheran 
Ghurch, Luther's statement on the right of private judge 
nent is fitting: "Ueber der Lehre gu erkennen und zu riche 
ten, gshoeret vor alle und jede Christen, und aswar so, dasz 
der verflucht ist, dex solches Recht um ein Haerleln kraenket | 
eveowic koenuen sie aber dieselben (felschen Propheten) mei- 
den, ohne sie zu erkennen? Und wie erkennen, wo sie nicht 
Macht haben, au urteilen?" 582) As the opponents charged 
385) that Walther’s view would lead to confusion, particular- 
ly if the laity would judge doctrine, it is well to show how 
luther removed this cbjection, which was already expressed by 
the Romanists in his day. He writess 
"Aber hier werden sie sagen; *Wenn ein jeder Macht 
het, zu richten und zu pruefon, wie wird man denn 
aus der Sache kommen, wenn die Richter nicht eins 
sind und jeder nach seinem Kepf richtet? Darum misz . 
                
382) Walthers op. Chtsy ps 4003 : 
383) Gfr, Series in Iutheraner, vole 9, and @rabaus Hirtenbr. 
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nothwendiger Hiner sein, bel dessen Urteil es die ane 
dern bewenden lassen und zufrieden sind, damit der 
Kirchen Zinigkelt erhalten werde.' Antwort: Diese 
Schwaetzerel schickt sich fuer niemand besser. als 
die Thomisten, Denn un frage auch ich: wie kommt man 
heutiges Tages zu Rechte, da alles unter des Pabstes 
Urtell steht? Wo wird die Hinigkelt erhalten? ist das 
Hinigkeit unverletat srhalten, wenn man sich mit dem 
asuszerlichen Namen des Pabstes vereinigt? Wo bleibt 
deun die Einigkeit der Herzen?" 384) 
Luther then shows how the Christians, in their didetans Hee 
vetheless remain a unit and keep ths bond of faith, This 
statement of the Reformer, which follows, is particularly 
Valuable in considering the charges which Walther’s opponents. 
particulerly Grabau, had made against Walther's position. 
They failed to recognize shat 2 higher power preserves. this 
unity. Luther writess 
"Musz man also einen andern Wog zur Einigkeit der 
Kirchen suchen. Und das ist der, welchen Christus 
Joh. 6 angiebé: *sic werden alle Gott gelechrig sein. 
Hin jeglicher, der es von meinem Vater hoeret, kommt 
zu mir.’ Dex innerliche Est st. sage ich, macht alleih, 
dasz man elinmuethig use 2zusammenwohne, dex Llehret 
eineriei glaecuben, sinerlei richten, einerlei erken«- 
men, einergZei pruefen, cinerlei lehren, cinerlei bee 
kennen, und einerlei Dingen folgen. Wo der nicht ist, 
da, ist ummoeglich, dasz Hinigkeit sei," 385) 
This thought, as Luther also expresses it, that the Chrise 
tians are taught of God, so fittingly climaxes the entire 
body of Walther's body of theses. Who shall doubt, deny, with- 
hold, limit, ov underestimate the right of private judgment? 
The laity are the dectors and teachers of the Word. Like the 
Waithers Kirche und Amt, 028 
ua Walthers ope Gites DDe Hoe and 4033
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Bereans, thoy are to examine the doctrines taught by the per= 
sons whom they under God have placed into their service, In 
fact, as luther also remarks, they have not only the right 
of judging doctrine, but have also the authority to remove 
and to root out 211 false prophets from their midss, Luther 
sayss "Also schlieszen wir nun, dasz, wo eine christliche 
Gemeinde ist, die das Zvangelium hat, sondern schuldig ist, 
bei der Seelen Seligkelt, ihrer Fflicht mach, die sie Chris- 
to in der Taufe gethan hat, zu melden, zu fliehen, abvzu- 
setzen,." 386) 
Thus Walther's final thesis centers about this 
glorious verses “It is written in the prophets, And they 
shell be taught of God. Every man therefore that hath heard, 
and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me.” John 6,45. 
God, in a vemarkeble way, has promised that He will abide by 
the judgments which the Church makes by virtue of and in ac- 
cordance with His Worde y) 
586) Walthers OPe Gites De 4055 
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GONCLUSIONs 
Thus the glory of the una sancte, which consists 
in having the treasures of God's redecming grace and His 
sanctifying power, culminates in Walther’s thesis that the 
members of His Body are tatgnt of God and judge Christian 
doctrine, Moreover, God says that He will be bound by the 
decision of the believers, the members of the una sancta. 
A re-evaluation of Walther's theses is particular- 
ly in place in our times, The human nature has a tendency 
to delight in forms of human glory. A pastor is not immune 
from this human frailty. He is apt to strive toward autocra- 
tic ideals, as men often term them, when he shoud be nmbis 
in his service to Christ. Again, 2 study of Walther's view 
of the Church is iu place, for we always have with us a mis- 
‘conception of the real nature of the Church. A misconception 
of the nature of the Church often involves aiso a wrong no- 
tion regarding the functions of the Church. The result often 
is, then, that the Church is looked upon as & visible society 
and the true work of Christ is not really carried out. Then, 
in order to realize the duty which we as pastors, and we as 
congregations have unto the Christ Who is Our Head, we study 
the theses of Walther with greater appreciation and growing 
admiration for the leader whom God raised up for His people 
in a time of great need.
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